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ABSTRACT

This thesis by publication analyses emerging forms of civic engagement, focusing
particularly on conceptualising technology’s relationship with politics. It explores three
central issues within current debates on alternative forms of political participation.
First, it critiques the dualism between arena and process definitions of politics, and
suggests how it can be overcome (Halupka 2015; Halupka forthcoming). Second, it
examines the division between collective and connective action movements in both
theory and practice (Halupka 2015; Halupka 2015). Third, it focuses upon the impact
that new technology, specifically the internet, has had on political participation
(Halupka 2014). Taken together, this thesis addresses a number of significant
conceptual and theoretical issues that the literature had largely ignored. Consequently,
each paper, looks to extend current theoretical and empirical debates, and, in this way,
to move the literature in new directions.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION: CHANGING DEMOCRACY
This thesis is about the changing nature of political participation. However, through the
process of writing, the thesis has changed, as my understanding of the topic has grown,
along with my intellectual development. When I began, I had, in retrospect, a narrow
understanding of politics and political participation. I was wholly concerned with
particular case studies, with a limited concern for theory. Perhaps unsurprisingly, as the
thesis progressed, my understanding of politics developed. This was, in no small part,
due to the publication-based nature of this thesis. As a result of having my work
assessed and reassessed, by colleagues and through the blind reviewing process, I came
to recognise the limitations that I had placed on my own intellectual development.
Thus, as my understanding and appreciation of political participation developed, so did
my capacity to write about it. This thesis by publication is about contemporary civic
engagement, how it has changed and where it is heading. As such, it seems fitting that
my thesis, and my own intellectual development, both reflect this evolutionary process.

In this introduction, I set the stage for my exploration of contemporary political
participation. I begin by briefly exploring the ‘mainstream’, ‘mainstream-plus’ and
‘critical’ approaches in the literature on political participation and civic engagement, in
order to locate my own work. I then focus upon two theoretical and conceptual
dualisms, between arena and process definitions of politics and between collective and
connective action, emphasising that positions on these dualisms are clearly affected by
which of the three approaches researchers take. In addition, given the specific concerns
of this thesis, I also address the literature on the impact that the internet has had on
political participation. As a thesis by publication, this manuscript comprises four
related articles, and the concluding section of this introduction briefly touches upon the
content and significance of these, outlining how they link to the thesis’s guiding
themes and issues
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I begin then with a brief review of the political participation literature (for more
substantial reviews which take a similar position to the one taken here, (see Akram,
Marsh et al. 2014 and Marsh and Akram 2015) to situate my specific research.

1.1 POLITICAL PARTICIPATION: BEYOND THE MAINSTREAM
1.1.1 Political Participation: Three Broad Approaches

Political participation is one of the most important aspects of any contemporary
democracy, because it is a crucial part of citizens’ empowerment. It allows them to
voice their concerns and, in some cases at least, strive for change. Political
participation fosters relationships between citizens and their political authorities by
keeping government responsive to the needs of the people and, in turn, allowing
citizens to hold politicians accountable for their actions. Avenues for such engagement
have developed as democracy has matured. What I, like others (Bang 2011; Wood and
Flinders 2014), call ‘traditional’ forms of engagement have helped shape democracy,
but, in turn, they have also been shaped by it. Institutions, like unions and social
movements, and processes, such as protests, petitions and advocacy campaigns, have
developed as mechanisms for the public to express their opinion. They are effective as
they help politicise issues that may have otherwise gone unnoticed by political
representatives, bringing like-minded people together in the pursuit of common goals.

Democracy, and the means by which people engage with it, have developed
concurrently. Because of this, political authorities are able to respond to such
mechanisms of engagement and address issues about which the public feel strongly. In
this way, the effectiveness of traditional avenues for civic engagement is tied to their
entrenched role in a democracy. Democracy, as a system of power and decision
making, is tuned to work with traditional approaches, and politicians are familiar with
how they function. In a way, these are well-worn avenues, which politicians and
citizens alike have walked along in the pursuit of ’solutions’. This fits well with
democracy, as it is a sluggish and lumbering beast; slow to change and reluctant to
move at any pace, but the one it sets itself. However, over the last ten years a number
2

of significant developments have occurred that have affected the way in which society
both perceives and interacts with democracy. Society is changing, and democracy is
having difficulty accommodating these changes. Such changes, as well as the crisis in
democracy they have brought, are the subject of this thesis.

The harbinger of this change, and a fundamental theme of this thesis, is the internet. It
is perhaps misguided (or arrogant) to suggest that the internet is solely responsible for
these developments. Rather, society seems in a constant state of flux, as cultural,
technological and political issues help shape perceptions and relationships. However,
not since the commercialisation of the printing press, has a technology so deeply
affected all facets of society. The linking of commercial enterprises in the early 1990s
marked the advent of the ‘modern’ internet, and since then it has gone on to affect
news, entertainment, technology, politics, finance, communication, etc. More broadly,
as a communicative medium, it has reshaped global conceptions of identity, time and
space. It is only now, as the dust begins to settle, that we can begin to fully
comprehend the profound impact that it has had on political participation.

At first glance, the internet would seem to act as an enabler, a tool which can be
utilised to strengthen existing mechanisms of change. Time, space and identity have
always been conceived as limiting factors in the mobilisation of civic engagement and
this has been reflected in the emphasis upon close, deliberative, face-to-face groups in
traditional approaches to political participation. Given that these elements were often
difficult to overcome, democracy, and its modes of representation, developed
accordingly. This narrow view of the internet’s impact on political participation was
reflected in the Political Science literature that emerged during this period. Much of
this work focused on its role in increasing the accessibility of political engagement
(Peckham 1998; Siegel 1998; Brophy and Haplin 1999). The internet was positioned as
a communicative medium which allowed for more effective political organisation and
mobilisation. It was also seen as a new space where like-minded individuals could
link-up and share ideas (Rheingold 1993). This would allow, in theory, for
marginalised groups to coordinate across boundaries. In this way, the internet would
complement traditional approaches to civic engagement by augmenting its capacity to
3

empower citizens through more diverse political networks. But, unlike democracy, the
internet is a haven for change and, as it developed, so too did its effect on notions of
political participation.

Within Political Science literature, this ‘change’ in political participation has been
interpreted in a number of different ways. Here, following others (Akram, McCaffrie
and Marsh, 2014) I identify three general approaches: a ‘mainstream’ approach; a
‘mainstream-plus’ approach; and a ‘critical’ approach. It is important to address these
views, as the approach taken affects both what is studied and what conclusions are
reached. It may seem an obvious point, but understanding where an author situates her
analysis allows for a more critical reading of her conclusions. Indeed, the approach
adopted ultimately influences what observations are made about the current state of
political participation, be they optimistic, pessimistic or more measured. Following a
broad exploration of these approaches, I turn to a more detailed analysis of how these
approaches deal with the two dualisms highlighted earlier. Finally, I focus on how the
political participation literature has dealt with the relationship between the internet and
politics.

a) The Mainstream Literature

The mainstream literature is the dominant body of work on political participation.
Influenced by the deeply-entrenched positivist ontological and epistemological
tradition of North American academia, this mainstream approach operates with an
arena definition of politics; a traditional view, as it were. It is the image of politics
conjured up by any random passer-by when asked ‘what is politics’? Significantly,
despite its name, it is a position that has fallen out of favour in recent years, to be
replaced by a mainstream-plus approach (explored below).

To Verba et al. (1978), politics can be equated with the political arena. Here, the
efficacy of political participation is tied directly to its ability to influence change at the
governmental level. The legitimacy of any emerging form of political participation can
be measured by its effectiveness at impacting policy and legislative change. Crick
4

(2004, p. 67) holds a similar view, understanding politics as an distinctive form of rule
enacted through institutionalised procedures to “resolve differences, to consolidate
diverse interests and values, and to make public policies in pursuit of common
purposes”. Both views are indicative of the mainstream literature’s understanding of
politics which sees the relationship between citizen and formal structures of
governance as a lynchpin of society, and democracy more narrowly.

Related is Putnam’s (1995) view of civic sociability. Putnam posits the significance of
social capital for the health of democracy. To this end, he sees politics as irrevocably
linked to social capital. For Putnam, the bond between citizen and political authority is
predicated on civic sociability, that is, the capacity of the political citizen to form thick,
strong, deliberative ties. He suggests that the decline of civil sociability is a
consequence of the slow death of social places, such as bowling allies, church groups,
clubs and barber shops. These were social places that existed outside of home and
work, where discourse thrived, and complex political issues could be discussed indepth. In this way, one of Putnam’s influences on the mainstream political
participation literature has been to overemphasise the significance of collective ties in
governing democratic prosperity.

As I emphasised, the definition of politics one adopts influences one’s view about the
current state of political participation. Given a mainstream view, civic engagement is
in jeopardy because fewer citizens are engaging directly with the government or the
political system (Akram, Marsh et al. 2014); engagement which involves political
parties, protests and unions and is regarded as essential for a healthy democracy.
Indeed, a mainstream view of engagement often concludes that, the rise of new forms
of participation is contributing to a democratic deficit. As such, new modes of
participation, such as digital activism (DDoS, SQL Injection, etc.), connective action
movements (Occupy Wall-street, March-in-March, etc.) and clicktivism, are viewed as
incapable of replicating the efficiency of traditional modes, and, consequently, distract
citizens from more authentic and important avenues. However, despite its name, the
mainstream is losing steam, as many scholars recognise the importance of new forms,
and look to incorporate them into their theoretical approaches.
5

Here, the questioning of the mainstream view in large part reflects the proliferation of
internet capably technology and the related rise of new modes of civic engagement. As
such, the mainstream-plus literature looks to take account of the growing prominence
of these new forms.

b) The Mainstream-Plus Literature

The mainstream-plus literature has attempted, for the most part, to present a more
balanced view of the changes that new forms of engagement have brought about in
politics and democracy. So, while they still focus on the political arena, they recognise
the importance and legitimacy of new forms of engagement. I would situate authors
such as Stoker (2006), Hay (2014) and Keane (2013), despite their focus on the
political arena, as adopting a mainstream-plus position. However, Pippa Norris’ (2002)
work is the most important to emerge in this literature.

For Norris, the internet has changed political participation by promoting the quick and
efficient diffusion of ideas and tactics across national borders. In her view, the internet
is an evolution of established communicative mediums, compressing time, space and
identity. The internet, in this way, serves multiple functions for political organisations
and agents, broadening the range of engagement options available and creating a
favourable environment and culture for new social movements. In a sense, Norris’s
approach to the internet could be considered repertoire-centric, in so much as she does
not see the internet as radically changing political participation, but, instead, as
expanding the opportunities available for people to engage. Certainly, the traditional
repertoires of civic engagement have been broadened through the evolution of
communication. As such, a digital environment may act as a parallel ‘space’ in which
politics and political discourse can grow and prosper, unhindered by the need for
physical and social interaction. Simply put, Norris argues that these new forms of
engagement are not ‘non-political’, which is the way they were usually treated in the
mainstream, but, rather, extensions of an agent’s existing participatory repertoire.
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Significantly though, Norris’s view of civic engagement is still tied to the political
arena. While she does recognise the importance of the internet in creating new
opportunities for citizens to pursue change, her repertoire-centric position is one that
ultimately preferences formal institutions. Norris does recognise that the target of
political participation has widened beyond the nation-state, drawing a distinction
between state-oriented and non-state oriented activities. Citizens’ take direct action
aimed at institutions of representative government and the policy process, but also at
actors in the public, non-profit and private sectors. However, Norris’s focus remains on
the capacity of existing forms, strengthened through the internet, to engage these
structures. Political participation is understood as a fundamentally institutionalised
practise, although globalisation has led to its redirection to involve non-government
bodies. In this way, political participation is still understood as being linked directly to
the political arena.

Within this mainstream-plus literature, the issue of the changing nature of political
participation has been addressed, although there are variations in the treatment.
Stoker’s (2006) view is reminiscent of the narrative of apathy that dominated the
political participation literature in the wake of Putnam’s claim about declining social
capital. Here, the observed decline in formal politics is viewed as a result of the
atomisation of the political citizen (Marsh, O’Toole et al. 2006). In contrast, to Hay
(2007), this change in political participation doesn’t reflect apathy or disengagement,
but rather a misplaced view of what constitutes effective and meaningful engagement.
He argues that citizens no longer pursue issues in a way which results in their
politicisation. There is a more individualised approach to engagement, in which agents
look to affect change independently of formal, organised structures. In each account,
the changing nature of society, and its relationship to systems of power and decisionmaking, is presented as a challenge. It is an issue that seemingly threatens democracy
itself, tugging at the threads of effective governance.

To the mainstream-plus approach, political participation is in a period of transition.
Unlike the mainstream, which laments the decline of formal avenues, the mainstreamplus position recognises that society’s participatory sensibilities have been irrevocably
7

shaped by the emergence of digital communicative networks. The difference between a
mainstream and a mainstream-plus approach is clear if we consider Dalton’s (2008)
view that engagement norms, involving the pursuit of personal interests, have replaced
duty norms, rooted in a sense of democratic duty. From a mainstream-plus position, the
increase in engagement norms reflects an expansion in repertoire of engagement, as
(Norris 2002) argues. To the mainstream, these new forms are an unkempt garden of
misplaced political support, begging to be trimmed, and harnessed in way which
bolsters traditional avenues; although this view is also present in some mainstream plus
work (Hay 2014). Overall, the mainstream-plus view recognises the growing
importance of new forms of engagement, as society quickly assimilates them into their
participatory repertoire, yet, at the same time, it is concerned that these new forms are
often, perhaps mainly, immature, unfocused and undisciplined.

c) The Critical Literature

Emerging as a counter narrative to the mainstream literature, the ‘critical’ literature has
developed as an alternative approach to understanding politics and political
participation. In a general sense, this literature argues for a broader conceptualisation
of politics itself (McCaffrie and Marsh 2013; Halupka 2015). It posits that, in
restricting our understanding of politics to the political arena, we limit our ability to
understand the societal changes which are happening outside that arena. Here, the
focus is not upon the inability of society to connect and utilise existing structures of
engagement, but, rather, on the opportunities created by such developments.

For example, Bang (2009), whose work is examined at more length below, contends
that society has entered into a period of late-modernity, with citizens uncoupling from
their political authorities, in large part due to increased reflexivity. Moving away from
duty norms and ideological-driven engagement, citizens are participating in politics
because they see it as important and because they seek changes which have a direct
impact on their lives. To this end, Bang proposes that the new generation of citizens
are reinterpreting, and to some extent redefining, what it means to be ‘political’ and to
engage ‘politically’. Unlike the mainstream’s narrative of apathy, or the mainstream
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plus emphasis of strong, thick social ties, Bang envisions a political citizen who looks
to effect change around them, particularly in their immediate environment. To this end,
Bang sees this change in politics as not involving disengagement and the
individualisation of politics, but rather as one involving its personalisation.

Relatedly, Chadwick (2013) sees politics as associated to technology’s impact
democratic representation. New technology provides opportunity for organizational
hybridity, mixing and switching between repertoires associated with political parties,
social movements and interest groups. The internet here does not so much increase the
effectiveness of existing repertoires of engagement, as bridge them. It allows
organisations to develop varied tools and spaces to create and diffuse new political
narratives. Bennett and Segerberg (2013) understand this change, not as involving the
death of collective action, as many in the mainstream literature contend, but rather as
involving the birth of connective action. They argue that the loose, weak, decentralised
ties, seen as the antithesis of collective networks, are not as ineffective at bringing
about political change as critics have claimed. Rather, connective action is different,
and it is only ineffective if viewed through a traditional lens. From this perspective, the
advent of the internet has effectively breathed new life into the study of political
participation, and Political Science more broadly.

Much like the mainstream and mainstream-plus positions, the critical literature
encompasses a range of views on political participation. However, in a broad sense, the
critical literature understands the change in political participation as involving an
evolution in the relationship between citizens and political authority. Unlike the other
approaches, the critical literature is not only concerned with how new modes of
engagement effect change in the political arena, but also with how the very idea of has
evolved. Rather than focusing only on legislative or policy change, the critical
literature also looks to understand change at the personal and ‘public’ level. Consider,
for example, Starbird and Palen’s (2012) notion of ‘collaborative filtering’. They argue
that the efficiency of new forms of engagement, specifically twitter in this case, is tied
to its capacity to produce clear signals through collaborative filtering of information.
9

As Starbird and Palen (2012) observe, the use of social media during mass disruption
events- such as large scale political protests, or natural disasters- creates an abundance
of derivative information stemming from participating interaction. As information,
opinion, and resource flows increase, meta-networks grow in size, escalating the noise
which must be filtered out to arrive at the relevant message. Both Mendoza et al.
(2010) and Starbird and Palen (2012) found that, to combat this noise, and the spread
of disinformation and rumors during mass disruption events, twitter users employed a
variation of ‘collaborative filtering’. Collaborative filtering is a “technique for using
the individual and collective actions, both explicit and implicit, of a large number of
people within an interaction space to filter information produced by that same group”
(Starbird and Palen 2012, 3). Here, social interaction within social media can identify
the value of content, filtering out errant or less useful information. Change in this sense
is not about engaging the state, but rather about producing direct outcomes. That is,
how effective the mechanism is at doing what the individual, or group, want it to do,
which is, in this case, providing a reliable stream of up-to-the-minute information.

d) My Position on Political Participation

This thesis draws upon all three approaches to contemporary political participation,
however, it is primarily located within the ‘critical literature’, which, in my view,
provides a better frame from which to develop existing theory and conception. A key
influence on my work is Henrik Bang (2009; 2009; 2011; 2013). His ideas about
Everyday Makers (EMs) and the contemporary political citizen inform my exploration
of Anonymous. More broadly, his deconstruction of Dalton’s (2008) duty and
engagement norms, along with his conceptualisation of policy/politics and
politics/policy, guide my own analysis of the role of contemporary political citizens, an
issue I return to below. Similarly, this thesis utilises work on the need to move beyond
dualisms by David Marsh (2008; 2010). Relatedly, my own writing on the issue of
conceptual dualisms has been influenced by my collaborative partnership with Pia
Rowe, David Marsh, and Selen Ercan (see Rowe, Halupka, Ercan, and Marsh 2016).
Although informed by such work, this thesis offers its own, original contributions,
focusing on emerging forms of political participation.
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In briefly introducing these three approaches within the literature on political
participation, I have flagged up three issues that are at the core of my work: the
dualism between arena and process definitions of politics; the dualism between
collective and connective action; and the role of the internet in contemporary political
participation. I now turn to each of these issues at more length.

1.1.2 The Dualism between Arena and Process Definitions

As Marsh, O’Toole and Jones (2007) emphasise, one of the main reasons that the
earlier political participation literature focussed on the growing apathy of citizens, and
particularly young people, is that researchers operated with a narrow conception of
politics, and imposed that conceptualisation on their respondents. Indeed, as already
indicated, conceptualisations of politics are at the core of political participation
research. As our approach to politics changes, so too do the conclusions we reach.
Here, I look at arena and process definitions of politics in turn.

a) Arena Definitions of Politics

In a very broad sense, those who adopt an arena definition see political participation as
directly tied to the political arena. For example, Verba, Nie, and Kim (1978, p. 38),
define political participation as: “those legal activities by private citizens that are more
or less directly aimed at influencing the selection of governmental personnel and/or the
actions they take”. From this arena-focused narrative, political participation is
synonymous with the political arena, and any action that seeks to affect change outside
of this arena is considered ‘non-political’. Such traditional avenues of engagement are
viewed as the only legitimate ones because they developed as an extension of
democratic structures, have proven to be effective modes for engaging political
authorities and focus on pursuing legislative and policy change.

However, as suggested, an arena view of politics is at odds with emerging forms of
participation which have, in large part, developed from the impact of new technology
on society. Here, forms of political participation which do not seek change through
formal avenues of civic engagement, or by way of political elites and democratic
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structures, are considered non-political. This is not to say however, that an arena
approach does not recognise that these forms are politically themed, or were not
conceived or enacted with participatory intent, but rather, because they do not engage
the political arena, they lack legitimacy. In this way, seeking change utilising modes of
engagement that are not directed at the political arena effectively undermines that
integral relationship between citizen and political authority. This is, of course, a broad
stroke interpretation of the arena view. In reality, there are some authors, such as
Norris (2002) and, to a lesser degree, Hay (2014), who posit the significance of the
political arena, yet still recognise the legitimacy and importance of emerging forms.

Gerry Stoker’s book Why Politics Matters (Stoker 2006) succinctly conveys the
significance of the political arena, and thus of arena definitions, in his discussion of
political participation. He understands politics in terms of conflict and consensus, the
airing of collective concerns and the reaching of common ground, of compromise, as
mediated by a legitimate authority. Here, a participatory system relies upon three
elements, legitimacy, loyalty and resilience, to maintain a level of credibility.
Together, these elements encompass Stoker’s notion of ‘thick’, collective, capacity, an
understanding of the necessities of a responsive, effective and accountable democratic
government, and, consequently, strong statecraft. So, in addition to conflict and
consensus, Stoker sees political participation as a collective enterprise, as an arena in
which we must engage through the development of strong, thick, deliberative ties. In
this view, late-modernity’s shift towards atomisation and the personalisation of civic
engagement stands in contrast to the thick collective capacity which a healthy
democratic system requires. New social trends which preference thin, soft, looselyorganised forms are detrimental to effective governance. In this way, Stoker has an
arena definition of politics, of the state’s capacity to mediate the concerns of its
citizens, and the citizen’s duty to engage in the concerns of the state. Moving away
from this idealised partnership between thick community and strong civil society
erodes authentic democracy by undermining the capacity of the citizen to hold
government accountable to their needs.
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b) Process Definitions of Politics

Conversely, the process view finds that such a narrow conception of political
participation marginalises emerging forms of engagement, in particular, those that have
come about as a result of technology’s impact on society. This is a view developed by
the alternative political participation literature. Here, participation should not be
understood solely in terms of agents’ relation to structures of power, but, rather, more
broadly, as a process of political expression. Crucially, it is, in large part, about power
relations, which occur everywhere, and are certainly not confined to formal democratic
structures and agents. For example, in paper four (p. 111), I look to define a process
position and suggest that “focusing on an agent’s action, rather than the specific arena
in which it occurs, or to which it is directed, allows for a better representation of
contemporary political participation” (Halupka 2015, p. 9). Here, a process definition
of ‘the political’ allows for a broader conceptualisation of political participation, while,
at the same time, maintaining a suitable theoretical boundary, so as not to incur the
criticism that it is the ‘study of everything’(Hirst 1999; Schmitt 2008).

There is an increasing body of literature which, adopting a process definition of
politics, argues that the highly-customisable nature of the internet, coupled with
organic cyber migrations, has created an environment which allows for the
development of new and unique forms of ‘political’ engagement. If the digitalisation of
existing forms of political participation is the initial step in a digitalised society, then
the making and remaking of new forms would seem to be the logical development.
Consequently, the manner in which we approach political participation is dated, and
needs to be readjusted to take account of the changes that are occurring in society. As
such, some authors (Bang 2011; McCaffrie and Marsh 2013) have called for the
adoption of, at least, important elements of a process definition of politics.

Bang (2009a; 2009b; 2011) argues that a fundamental flaw with the mainstream
literature is its narrow definition of the political, and in this, a reluctance to move away
from input-oriented politics. Tracing a move from politics-policy (input) to policypolitics (output), Bang argues that we have entered a period of late-modernity,
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characterised by increased complexity, risk and reflexivity. Here, politics-policy is
understood as the focus on pre-constituted political agents, and classes, engaging in a
process of political recognition and access. Conversely, policy-politics centres on the
networking of political elites in the development and delivery of policies desired by
more reflexive individuals.

Bang problematizes not the decline of civic society, but rather the mainstream
literature’s focus on input, rather than output, politics. The issue is not so much the
observed shift to a ‘politics of self’, but rather the literature’s tendency to marginalise
output politics as a question of administrative efficiency and effectiveness. More
importantly, output forms of engagement, characteristically soft, thin, decentred and
flexible, prevent repoliticisation through thick, input-driven, citizenship. To Bang, this
leads to an argument for a broader conception of the ‘political’. Unlike Stoker’s preconstituted perspective, Bang understands politics as ever-changing and projectoriented, not rooted in ideology, class, gender, ethnicity or a political party. Identities
here are not established by way of neo-liberal discourse or the process of globalisation,
“but, rather, through the actions of agents in a political community…characterised by
interactions through social media, rather than face-to-face” (Fawcett and Marsh 2014p.
183).

Bang’s (2009) notion of the political community, adapted from Easton’s (1957; 1967)
work on the subject, holds that a political action community is distinct from a civil
society-centric community. Thickly constructed forms of civil society, those traditional
forms of politicisation lamented as in decline by Hay (2007, 2014) and Stoker (2006),
are seen as working towards a common good, involving conflict, compromise and
consensus. From Bang’s perspective, these forms of participation involve social action
communities and privilege input-oriented politics. However, the transition to latemodernity and the rise in prominence of contemporary, personalised forms of
engagement have seen a shift away from social action communities, and the rise of the
political action community, or political community. Here, individuals engage with/in
democratic systems through project-oriented identities, raising issues and solving of
problems through forms of common action. To this end, citizens engage on an
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individual, project-oriented basis, but participate by way of common action, of
differentiated participatory mechanisms centred on loosely-formed project goals.

In essence, Bang (2009) contends that interest in formal avenues of engagement is not
so much in decline, as it is in a transformative period. ‘Laypersons’, as Bang terms
them, have largely uncoupled from their political authorities, and, in this, they are no
longer bound by a sense of political duty. This uncoupling is seen as a result of the
tendency of ‘big’ politics’ to limit the space available for individuals’ pursuit of
‘identity’ and ‘project’ politics (Bang 2009, p. 15). In this way, the layperson gravitates
towards new mechanisms for political participation which allow for more flexibility.
Bang suggests that, in shedding their duty norms, such individuals adopt a projectoriented identity, engaging on the basis of interest and concern for an issue. The notion
of a project-oriented identity is built upon the contention that increased civic
reflexivity sees individuals engage with issues which resonate on a more personal
level. Although this thesis takes issue with much of Bang’s analysis, the idea of the
uncoupling between citizens and political authorities remains vital to this thesis’s
understanding of political participation and engagement.

Karpf’s (2010) article on online political mobilization similarly utilises a process
definition of politics. Addressing the marginalisation of emerging forms of
engagement, Karpf attempts to establish the empirical worth of clicktivism by
highlighting its role in relation to a campaign’s success. Responding to Shulman’s
(2009) normative critique of clicktivism, Karpf argues for a less pessimistic view,
using the example of mass email campaigns. Karpf (2010, p. 7) characterises mass
email campaigns as an example of clicktivism and argues that such advocacy
operations represent a: ‘single tactic in the strategic repertoire of advocacy groups’.
This position is not unlike Norris’s repertoire-centric view, which holds new forms of
engagement are expanding the means of action available to citizens. However, unlike
Norris, Karpf recognises that citizens have become uncoupled from political authorities
and, as such, seek to take political change into their own hands, engaging on their own
terms and in their own ways. Such a position contends that political action need not
derive from, or work with, existing avenues of engagement. Rather, Karpf’s analysis
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suggests that maintaining such a view ultimately limits one’s capacity to appreciate
both the development of existing forms, and the creation of new means, of political
participation.

In particular, as the internet develops, we find that participatory innovation is not far
behind. In the last five years alone, we have seen: the rise of social media such as
Facebook and Twitter; the proliferation of cheap, internet capable technology, leading
to a rapid shrinking of the digital divide in 3rd world countries; and the streamlining of
once complex digital processes, such as live streaming and information sharing, web
search engines, and content creation. These developments allow existing structures and
actions to take on new attributes, in some cases emerging as unique forms of political
participation.

For example, Twitter began as an evolution of the social media model, allowing
individuals to broadcast 140-character messages (tweets) and, through the use of
hashtags (e.g. #clicktivism), label their entry under a specific theme. As a
microblogging platform, Twitter was used as a means of information consumption,
aggregation and distribution. Yet, individuals began to use Twitter as a means to
engage in mass-disruption events (protests, social movements, natural disasters, etc.)
without having a physical presence (Starbird, Muzny et al. 2012). Here, we have
technological innovation paving the way for new mechanisms of political expression
and participation. However, these mechanisms are only considered ‘political’
participation if we adopt a process definition. Given an arena definition of politics,
microblogging in itself is not indicative of political participation, as it does not directly
engage with the political arena. As such, we are presented with a dualism between
arena forms of engagement, and those newer, process forms. This thesis looks to
explore this dualism in more depth.

1.1.3 The Dualism between Collective and Connective Action

The second key issue within the political participation literature which is crucial for
this thesis involves the distinction between ‘collective action’ and ‘connective action’.
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While the division between arena and process definitions of politics is age-old, the
divide between collective and connective action is of more recent origin. Political
participation, in a traditional sense, is understood as collective action, with likeminded
individuals coming together to discuss and explore issues. It is ‘collective’ in so much
as this process involves the development of strong, thick, deliberative ties between
citizens.

a) Collective Action

The view of political participation as collective action comes from the traditional,
arena-centred, view of politics. Collective action is political participation because it is
the way in which citizens bring about change. Strong, deliberative-focused ties allow
an issue to move from the personal sphere, where it is of concern to the individual, to
the public sphere, where support for the issue is found within the community, and,
finally, to the governmental sphere, where the public/group brings the issue to their
representatives who can then address it (Hay 2007). This process affords these
networks a degree of legitimacy in the eyes of the government.

Ideology plays an important role here as well. Within the collective action model,
individuals usually engage from ideological positions by joining with assemblages that
share similar ideas. Ideologically-driven, collective action is sustained over a
prolonged period of time, with individuals participating in a range of similarly themed
projects (Bang 2011). There is an element of loyalty here, as the tight, thick nature of
the groups encourages and supports civic sociability, and consequently solidarity. As
individuals participate in collective movements, they develop a sense of belonging and
commitment to broad ideological goals. Within the literature, this solidarity and loyalty
have often been considered desirable. Given that democracy is slow to react to sudden
change, ideological-focused participation carries with it a level of predictability.
Political authorities know in advance how certain public and pressure groups will look
to engage, and, consequently, can look to respond to these interests earlier. In this
sense, a collective action view is tied heavily to an arena definition of politics.
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In a sense, Colin Hay’s book, Why We Hate Politics, is a resounding call for the
significance of the collective action model. Hay (2007) understands politics in terms of
thick solidarity and the necessity of deliberation and collective capacity for an effective
government. However, unlike Stoker (2006), Hay posits the significance of choice,
agency, deliberation and social context. Politics is broader here, involving more than a
dichotomy between conflict and consensus. This is a position which recognises that
politics may occur in contexts not conventionally associated with the ‘political’
(Schmitt 2008). Yet, as Marsh and Fawcett (2014) contend, this understanding of
politics still preferences input politics. Regardless of the broad range of activities that
might be classified as political participation or political conduct, “some arenas and
modes of political expression matter more than others” (Hay 2007, p. 78). To Hay,
broadening our understanding of the ‘political’ carries with it the risk of a ‘study of
everything’ (Hirst 1999), and thus he sees this separation as a crucial component of a
context driven approach. Input politics is positioned as significant, because it provides
an avenue for strong statecraft and hard state capacity. It is not so much that
contemporary forms aren’t ‘political’, but more that they are inherently less suited to
the fostering of democratic responsibility and accountability.

This broader approach to the political, defined as involving ‘the realm of contingency
and deliberation’, allows Hay (2007) a more expansive canvas upon which to paint his
depoliticisation narrative. Hay understands politicisation and depoliticisation as a
mirror-image. The most basic process of politicisation, Type 1, sees an issue subjected
to “public deliberation, decision making, and contingency where previously there was
not” (Wood and Flinders 2014, p. 154). In a sense, this involves the shifting of an issue
away from the realm of fate and chance, and into the private sphere; the
acceptance/realisation of choice and eventuality. The politicisation of Type 2 occurs
when the issue becomes the focus of collective concern and decision making, moving
it away from individual or private wellbeing, and breaking through into the public
domain. With enough interest, the issue crosses into the governmental sphere and Type
3. Here, the issue becomes the focus of legislative debate, governmental processes,
and, consequently, the responsibility of government. Depoliticisation, as a mirror to
politicisation, involves the demotion of political issues from the governmental, public
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or private spheres. Type 1 is typified by the displacement of responsibility for policy
making and implementation to quasi-public bodies. The emphasis here is not on the
idea that the issue in question has become any less political, but, rather, that it has been
transferred to a less obvious political arena. Type 2 depoliticisation involves the
individualisation of issues previously understood as of public or collective concern.
The notion of common good is replaced by a sense of private or consumer good, with
the idea that the issue is one that affects an agent individually, as opposed to affecting
the public as a whole. Finally, Type 3 sees the issue returned to the realm of fate or
chance. Here, the agent sees the issue as outside of the realm of personal politics, and
as dependant on uncontrollable forces.

Given Hay’s understanding of the ‘political’, this process of politicisation hinges on
hard state capacity and thick collective ties. It is only through deliberative practices,
and an elevated understanding of the common good, that an issue can move from the
private sphere into the public sphere, and, by this, to the governmental sphere, where
legitimate change may be affected. This linear progression of deliberative, collective
capacity holds that those issues which reside in the private sphere cannot influence the
governmental sphere through personal action frames alone. If a government is to be
held responsive to the collective needs of the people, a process of politicisation is
necessary; a process which Hay sees as best satisfied by those traditional means of
engagement which promote strong and thick public ties. In this way, connective action
forms contribute to depoliticisation by demoting collective issues to the private realm,
and fail to hold government responsible because they lack the necessary channels to
politicise issues and move them towards the governmental sphere (Hay 2014).

b) Connective Action

Some have argued (Badiou and Elliott 2012) that the year 2011 saw the rebirth of
history; a contention that I take issue with, but still find worth in exploring. Fuchs
(2009) contends that liberal ideology has long led us to believe we have reached a
Fukuyamaian (2006) ‘end of history’, with capitalism as the bottom-line of history.
However, 2011 saw the development of both the Occupy Wall Street and the Arab
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Spring movements, prompting us to start thinking about alternatives to existing
regimes of exploitation and domination. These were movements based upon the notion
of change, of dreaming about a different world; one free of systems of subservience.
As Zizek (2012) puts it, 2011 was the year of dreaming dangerously. Unlike their
traditional counterparts, these movements were defined by the diversity of their goals,
themes and opponents. Often rebelling against abstract concepts, such as structural
inequality, the activists were not led by a central organisation or hierarchy, but rather
promoted a horizontal, leaderless, structure. These were largely non-violent
movements, global and local at the same time, pursing change in both online and
offline, urban spaces. They drew upon the internet’s capacity to connect large numbers
of people very quickly, and, through these networks, to effortlessly distribute
information and resources.

To Castells (2013), the strength of these new forms was that their horizontal
communication structure allowed for fast, autonomous, interactive, reprogrammable
communication. To this end, he termed them ‘networked social movements’. Similarly,
Bennett and Segerberg (2013) found that these new movements struck a balance
between the personalisation of participation aspirations, and the subsequent ‘noise’ that
such a societal shift causes. To them, these new assemblages were ‘connective action’
movements, a distinct alternative to the traditional collective action typology (Olson
2009). Regardless of how it is classified, the literature largely agrees that these
‘connective’ action movements draw upon the personalisation of the political. Their
efficacy as a political action movement comes from their promotion of thin and loose
networks. They employ digital networks, such as social networks, for the collection
and diffusion of protest resources, and, in this, promote the use of various modes of
civic engagement by way of granular, sociotechnical environments (Chadwick 2012).

In a sense, connective action is the antithesis of collective action. Connective action
does not encourage participant loyalty, as collective action based on an ideology base
would. Similarly, change is not pursued through a cohesive and clearly-defined
agenda, but, rather, through the amalgamation of individual views. It is for this reason
that a dualism between the two approaches has developed within the literature. One
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side sees these new forms as the natural evolution of citizen participation, while the
other side contends that such forms merely represent a less effective alternative to the,
ultimately more important, traditional approach.

Bennett and Segerberg’s The Logic of Connective Action (2013) is a significant text as
it develops the concept of connective action. At its core, Bennett and Segerberg’s work
looks to link personalised politics and digital media. Within the broader participatory
literature, for those authors who lament the decline in formal avenues of civic
engagement, digital media, specifically the internet and internet enabled devices,
contribute to a hollowing-out of hard statecraft, a move away from the strong and
thick, ideological-centred, forms of participation. Here, as Bang (2011) would contend,
ideologically-driven party leadership has been replaced by personal, project-oriented,
frames. For some, this change in organisational tack can be attributed to the rise of the
social web; networks of social interaction through which weak, loose and
decentred/decentralised relations are built. Bennett and Segerberg however contend
that this emergence of personalised action frames is a result of a separation of many
individuals from their societal structures, those arenas which Putnam (2000) would
contend are lynchpins of civic sociability. In this way, they see the rise of the
personalised action frames and project-based approaches to citizen engagement as
largely reflecting a societal decoupling from political authorities and institutions of
social and political aggregation.

This decoupling has been problematized by many participatory scholars, who see the
erosion of collective action frames as indicative of anti-politics and depoliticization.
They argue that the ‘noise’ and diversity of opinion and mechanistic approach
promoted by digital media complicates the capacity for a coherent message, and, in
doing so, limits its ability to engage meaningfully with democratic systems. Bennett
and Segerberg argue, to the contrary, that digitally enabled networks are effective, in
that the personal action frames which they facilitate and encourage satisfy the media’s
desire for a simple angle. Rather than mirroring the articulation of legitimate conflict,
demands and collective decision-making, digitally enabled networks allow for the
problematisation of conflict, a diversification of both interaction and ideology, situated
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within a cohesive movement. It is the problem itself which the media latches onto,
rather than the party, ideology or organisation. In Bennett and Segerberg’s opinion, this
strengthens the movement itself, by reinforcing its organisational capacity, substituting
for traditional collective action.

It is from this basis that Bennett and Segerberg revisit the problematisation of digitally
enabled contentious action as a vehicle for the weakening of institutions of democratic
conflict resolution and collective practices. Once again, this position contends that the
social web, and the mechanisms of protest which it enables, encourages weak, loose
and decentralised networks; publics in which the ‘democratic lifeblood’, that is civic
sociability, duty norms and strong collective action, fail to flourish, and thus wither
away. Responding here, Bennett and Segerberg posit an alternate view, one which sees
communication as organisation; that is the notion that communication, and the means
of communication, allow for the development of organisational structures. They point
towards digitally networked action as an example of the organisational capacity of
communication. Having replaced the linking practices of webmaster seen prior the
development of Web 2.0, the current social web allows for different platforms to
embed in each other, creating a networked system wherein relationships are built,
information transferred and events coordinated. As such, the code which supports these
communicative actions can be modified or manipulated to better accommodate
automation and the process of sharing access or filtering inputs (Bennett and Segerberg
2013, p. 8). In addition to resource allocation and provision, communication is
positioned as organisation, in so much that its interconnected nature allows for the
short-term responsiveness to external conflict events. Moreover, it enables long-term
adaptive responses which assist dying or transitional networks in furthering their
political participation aspirations. Paper two (p. 64) highlights this adaptive quality in
the analysis of Anonymous’s different participatory structures. It argues that
Anonymous’s approach to political participation is linked to the aspirations of its user
base, and that, in this way, is in a constant state of flux. It changes to best suit the target
or issue that they look to address. They are able to do this because the interconnected
nature of their organisation allows them to maximise the organisational effect of
communicative networks.
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Capitalising upon the notion of communication as organisation, Bennett and Segerberg
introduce three analytical categories of action involving digital media in contemporary
political conflict, two of which they identify as connective action. The first of these is
‘Organizationally Brokered Collective Action’, which is understood as an ideal
collective action frame. Structured and rigid, it describes large-scale collective action
which depends on the shaping capacities of organisations for coordination and
meditation. Rather than establishing a representative collective voice, organisationally
brokered networks may employ digital media and the social web to help organise and
mobilise participants. The second category is ‘Crowd-Enabled Connective Action’,
which is situated as a polar opposite to Organisationally Brokered Collective Action.
Featuring little or no formal organisational coordination of action, like Anonymous, it
is largely directed by the crowd, independent of central or governing organisational
actors. Here, personal action frames overshadow collective action organisation, as
communication

supplants

organisation

across

social

networks.

Finally,

‘Organizationally Enabled (Hybrid) Connective Action’ exists as a middle ground
between the two collaborative extremes. Organisations exist as hubs, generating
multiple actions and causes around a fixed set of issues. Yet, at the same time, Hybrid
connective action encourages the personalisation of approach and development of
personal action frames.

Thus, unlike collective action movements, the connective action view holds that the
weak, loose, decentralised ties fostered by online interaction are effective instigators of
change. However, the crux of this argument is that, unlike collective action, connective
action does not always seek to bring about change through the political arena.
Campaign success in the connective context is not measured by policy or legislative
outcomes (though this is not to say that these movements do not seek such change),
but, rather, in terms of the campaign’s ability to raise awareness. Here, success is often
measured by news coverage, social media presence and influence on popular culture.

Connective action movements can also look to affect change outside of formal
democratic structures. Whereas collective action is concerned with achieving change
through the politicisation of issues and working with government, connective action
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circumvents this process by tackling issues head-on. Such action has typically been
targeted at corporations or non-governmental organisations, whose own actions and
decisions impact the everyday life of the layperson. When targeting such structures,
connective action groups have measured success by more traditional metrics,
specifically whether their demands have been met. Connective action is different
because many of the forms of engagement that it promotes would be considered nonpolitical utilising an arena definition of politics. They do not use traditional avenues for
political participation, and look to affect change directly, rather than through
government.

Moreover, connective action has come to be defined in part by its facilitation of
multiple points of view, housing a plethora of terms, frames and themes. From a
collective action perspective, this creates an abundance of ‘noise’ which limits the
ability of the movement to formulate a coherent message. Here, efficacy, and relatedly
legitimacy, is closely tied to a movement’s ability to produce a strong, clear,
deliberative agenda. In this view, connective action, unlike collective action, cannot
bring about genuine political change and, consequently, further isolates the layperson
from political authorities. On the other hand, the connective view holds that collective
action marginalises emerging forms of engagement, limiting the capacity for a
representative voice. From this perspective, connective action involves an
amalgamation of contemporary approaches to politics and technology and, if we
malign its intent, we fail to recognise what is a fundamental shift in the relationship
between citizen and government. It is from this basis that the literature has established
a dualism between collective action and connective action and this dualism is another
that this thesis seeks to overcome.

1.1.4 Treating these Dualisms as Dualities

So, we can see that new forms of communication and the desire for personalised action
must be brought into the equation if the participatory literature is to remain current and
relevant. However, as also indicated, the political arena and its preferred avenues of
engagement are still important for maintaining a healthy democracy. The current
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literature has a tendency to perpetuate these concepts as dualisms and my aim here is
not to move from privileging an arena definition, and collective action, to privileging a
process definition, and connective action. Rather, my aim is to consider how these
dualisms can be treated as dualities.

Here, I merely outline the direction taken in this thesis, which is developed in case
studies of the decentralised virtual community, Anonymous (see Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3) and the process of information activism (see Chapter 5), and revisited in the
conclusion to this thesis.

The case study of Anonymous, focuses particularly upon its participatory flexibility,
showing how it adopts different political frames, philosophy, ideology and
mechanisms for engagement (Coleman 2014). As both Chapter 2 and 3 demonstrate,
this structural flexibility allows Anonymous to change its approach to participation as
the needs of their user-base dictate. In its earlier year (2003- 2008) Anonymous
engaged politically as a cohesive force, maintaining a relatively tight governing
philosophy and repertoire of actions. This helped produced both the Project Chanology
social movement (Halupka and Star 2011; Coleman 2014) and the apprehension and
conviction of child predator Chris Forcand (Jacobsen 2008). However, as Anonymous
has matured as a virtual community, it has sought to limit the level of structural and
political control over its ‘members’. In a sense, this move away from collaborative
action was the result of increased decentralisation within the community itself, with
participants creating and moving freely between new virtual infrastructures. Here,
individuals have been afforded the space to adopt project-oriented identities and pursue
issues on a case-by-case basis. In this way, we observe Anonymous providing its
participants with a platform from which they can determine their own approach to
engagement. This freedom has seen Anonymous participants pursue both arena and
process modes of engagement and engage via both collective and connective action
forms. In this way, Anonymous’ approach to engagement is underpinned by both an
arena and a process definition of political participation, and the key question becomes
how they interact in an iterative way.
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In addition to my work on Anonymous, I also develop the concept of ‘information
activism’ in Chapter 5. Here, data from the 2013 Gezi Park protests in Turkey
highlights a new form of political participation. Termed information activism, it
demonstrates an inherent flexibility, which sees participates engage along a spectrum
of related actions. At its core, information activism suggests that the contemporary
political citizen now understands the processes of information consumption,
aggregation and distribution as modes of political participation. Compared to
established forms of engagement, involving political parties or online petitions,
information sharing embodies the notion of personal action frames, allowing for a high
level of atomisation and self-regulated engagement. In this way, information activism
is the embodiment of process definitions of engagement.

Conversely, higher levels of information activism involve engagement with the
political arena. While it could be argued that several ‘new wave’ forms of activism
have the capacity to widen accepted definitions of political participation, information
activism is significant because it shows how action in the personal sphere can interact
with the political arena. Here, participants initially employed information activism as a
way to engage in protests, movements or political communities, in a loose, selfregulated fashion. However, as these individuals began to use information gathering
for new purposes, their actions, which previously occurred outside the political arena,
and would have only been considered ‘political’ given a process definition, move
directly into the political arena. In this way, the concept of information activism again
shows the way in which actions can be rooted in arena or process definitions, and
collective or connective action, or on the interaction between them.

1.1.5

The Internet’s Impact on Political Participation

The third and final key issue this thesis addresses is unlike the previous two, because it
does not directly deal with a theoretical or conceptual duality, but, rather, more
broadly, with the role of the internet in shaping contemporary political participation.
The internet has not only changed the way in which we understand politics and
collaborative action, but also fundamentally altered the mechanisms of engagement
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themselves. As Savat (2012) would contend, the internet provides human-beings with a
second existence, an environment outside of the lived world (reality), where structures
of interaction are as malleable as the networks of communication which they support.
The internet, as a second environment, parallel to ‘reality’, fosters systems of
innovation and change and, in this way, creates opportunity for the repurposing and
reconceptualisation of new and existing modes of collaboration. The internet is a world
of building blocks; code which can and does change continuously in an attempt to
create an interactive environment that satisfies the needs and concerns of its
inhabitants. It is a fluid space, where the change of an algorithm can spark mass-cyber
migrations, triggering a rippling effect which results in the birth of new, innovative
spaces. Given the fluid, changing, structured, yet flexible, nature of this environment, it
is not unsurprising that new forms of political participation have also developed.

There have been two dominant interpretations of the internet’s role in the changing
nature of political participation. The first sees the internet as a communicative tool
which can bring an increased level of efficacy to existing modes of participation. More
optimistically, it suggests that the internet’s capacity to suspend time and space creates
new opportunities for deliberative practices. Here, the space between citizen and
political authority is reducing, allowing individuals a direct line to voice their concerns
and dissatisfactions with their representatives. Earlier work on the internet, such as
Rheingold’s (1993) influential piece on virtual communities, saw the internet as having
the potential to help the disenfranchised and marginalised find people in similar
situations. This technological utopian interpretation saw the internet as a space of
limitless potential, strengthening civic sociability by breaking down boundaries of
physicality. More broadly, it would aid such groups in the organisation and
mobilisation of collective action movements, by allowing them to reach hundreds of
thousands of people with few resources, at little risk or cost. This view, clearly related
to the arena definition of politics and the collective view of civic engagement,
understood the internet as augmenting existing modes through the addition of the
internet’s own strengths. In this way, this repertoire-centric approach has been
concerned primarily with the digitalisation of existing forms – the move of traditional
types of engagement online. Petitions become e-petitions, advocacy groups become
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online advocacy group and voting become e-voting.

The other approach to the impact of the internet has largely come out of the digital
activism literature (Castells 2013; Chadwick 2013; Halupka 2014). This approach
looks to conceptualise and understand what it sees as a reinterpretation of political
participation. It argues that the internet, as a space of creativity and change, allows for
the development and proliferation of new forms of political participation, approaches
to democratic representation that have only recently been realised because of the
internet’s effect on society. Reinterpretation, or refurbishing, is a central theme here. It
suggests that the internet has a liberating effect on the political citizen, empowering
them through communicative networks and increased access to information and
resources. Through an agent’s interaction and participation in such ‘spaces of
freedom’, actions and environments no longer serve a static purpose, and, in this way,
can be repurposed. This involves a fundamental shift in the way in which an agent may
construct and manipulate her environment and actions. It is the process of politicising
once common or mundane actions, the unmaking of societal norms such as
communication, and the reimagining of them. The most prominent example of this is
clicktivism or slacktivism, which can be understood as people using social buttons
(Facebook’s ‘Like’ button or Twitter’s ‘Retweet’ button for example) or similar lowthreshold activities to engage in politics (for more detail, see Chapter 4). Here, we see
a common and easily repeated action take on political context, as users refurbish
existing practices with new purpose.

Conventional theorising about political movements suggests that such new forms of
online activism are largely ephemeral and unproductive. Morozov (2009, p. 1) argues
that “’slacktivism’ is the ideal type of activism for a lazy generation” . Despite the
media attention generated by the social media communications of modern movements,
he regards social media activism as 'dangerous’, in that it “makes online activists feel
useful and important while having preciously little political impact” (2012, p. 189).
Stoker (2004) is similarly dismissive, claiming that complex problems today require
complex solutions and taking more serious action. This thesis rejects this negative,
pessimistic view of the power of online engagement, demonstrating its effectiveness as
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a tool in the mobilisation of effective, connective action.

Certainly, the concept of cyberactivism raises a myriad of questions regarding the
definition of activism itself. Some scholars (Ayers 2003) have questioned the
application of the term activism where the activist group lacks a real life counterpart.
More broadly, such forms of e-activism lead some to question whether an act solely
contained online can be an agent of political change (Howard-Spink 2005). Can a mass
online petition have any influence upon the formulation and revision of public policy?
Certainly, tactics such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) can cause relatively
significant damage to online infrastructure, but to what extent do they contribute to the
interest group’s agenda? A DDoS attack seeks to flood a target website or online
application with external requests, forcibly taking up all of the target’s bandwidth,
resulting in the hosting environment’s inability to respond to genuine traffic. As a
result, the target is either slowed beyond usability or forced to shut down (Walfish,
Vutukuru et al. 2010), as was the case with Anonymous’s campaign against Visa in
support of Wikileaks (Coleman 2014). Similarly, even when the e-activist platforms
are utilised by real life organisations, do purely online equivalents, such as web sit-ins,
achieve similar goals? It is such questions that have driven the digital activism
literature and inspired my own work on emerging forms of political participation.

Using Australian survey data, Gibson and McAllister (2013), clearly adopting a narrow
arena definition of politics, argue that online activism only translates into offline
engagement if it builds on thick social bonds of offline networks. This is consistent
with traditional accounts of collective action which mobilise segments of society
bound by thick social ties, based upon class, caste, religion, race, gender and so forth.
As highlighted however, such a position is at odds with the more critical digital
activism literature, which argues that digital platforms create new spaces for civic
engagement which do not draw upon traditional conceptions of efficacy. For example,
fine-grained networks, such as those created by Twitter, enable participants to take-up
roles, draw in others and coordinate events (Bennett and Segerberg 2013, 16). This
disaggregation of tasks through information networks has been referred to as a
‘granular’ process by Chadwick (2008; 2012). In digital environments, many tasks can
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be broken down into small, low threshold, activities, and later reassembled into a
whole. To Starbird and Palen (2012), such a process is indicative of collaborative
filtering. Here, a granular sociotechnical environment such as Twitter sees collective
goals pursued through low threshold repertoires of engagement (clicktivism), allowing
for the diversification of tasks.

Margetts et al. (2009) contribute an additional layer here, arguing that granular
approaches to political action, particularly low-threshold, high volume, forms, can
exhort social pressure on non-participants. With a positive correlation between the
number of participants and the likelihood of additional support, non-participants are
more likely to join an ongoing campaign, if they observe a high level of respondents in
real time. This last component – in real time – is significant, as Margetts et al. (2009)
suggest that this is a more significant driving factor for participation than simply seeing
the petition, or static participatory data. This is an important finding, as it suggests that
real-time microblogging actions indicate that new forms of engagement can contribute
to a movement’s growth by drawing upon the granular nature of environments such as
Twitter, and in this, broadcasting resource flows in real time.

Not unrelated here is the work of Lee and Hsieh (2013), who look to understand the
motivations behind the use of such contemporary forms. They argue that an
individual’s predilection for low threshold activity can be explained through moral
balancing. Moral balancing holds that, when faced with a moral choice, individual’s
will draw upon their past experiences in determining the outcome (Mazar and Zhong
2010). Here, past behaviours and actions are weighed equally with potential costs and
benefits (Sachdeva, Iliev et al. 2009). In this, Lee and Hsieh differentiate between
“moral licensing” and “moral cleansing”. The former contends that: ‘if the individual
has performed a morally good deed in the past, then the individual will feel that they
have been licenced to loosen up a little, and feel less guilty for making a morally
dubious choice’ (Lee and Hsieh 2013, p. 3). Conversely, the latter posits that: ‘if the
individual performed an unethical deed in the past, the individual will feel that he or
she needs to make up for the bad deed by performing more ethical choices’ (Lee and
Hsieh 2013, p. 3). Drawing upon this notion, the authors argue that moral licensing can
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be used to explain the counter literature’s central critique. As such, by engaging in
low-threshold action, people feel as if they have contributed politically, and as such,
are entitled to discontinue. However, they also hold the opposite as true, that not
participating in such action may increase the likelihood of a subsequent action.

As a means of moral balancing, low threshold action, such as clicktivism, is effective
in that it does not require a specialised set of skills. Indeed, its disposability, coupled
with ease of execution, allows it to function as a mechanism for political gratification.
However, while moral balancing goes some way in explaining why digital activism is
an attractive alternative to traditional avenues, it only half explains its continued
popularity. In addition to facilitating moral balancing, such new forms of engagement
also inspire a sense of political solidarity (Obar, Zube et al. 2012). Here, modes such as
clicktivism are positioned as impromptu acts which contribute to a larger movement or
campaign. Although the act carries no formal commitment, an individual’s
involvement in collective action helps foster feelings of belonging and solidarity
(Postmes and Brunsting 2002). This desire to convey solidarity could be seen, in part,
as a result of moral balancing, in that it acts as a motivation for political participation,
driving the individual to engage from either a position of cleansing or of licensing.
From this perspective, moral balancing does not encourage digital activism per se, but,
rather, activism in general. However, the simplicity of low-threshold action, coupled
with its capacity to foster a sense of solidity, compels the individual to choose it over
other forms. New forms of engagement are popular as they function as effective
mechanisms for satisfying a process of moral balancing, and in this, fostering feelings
of belonging.

Considering the focus of article 3’s (p. 89), it would be remiss not to at least touch
upon clicktivism here. As Rotman et al. (2011) contend, clicktivism, as a means of
civic engagement, compliments reflexive-inspired participation by allowing the
individual to engage on their own terms. As a communicative medium which allows
for relative freedom of political expression, the internet hosts a plethora of
differentiated political campaigns. In this way, the internet stands in direct contrast to
the constraining environment created within traditional avenues. Clicktivism allows the
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layperson to engage with these campaigns from a reflective basis, while facilitating
project flexibility. As clicktivism is an impulsive and noncommittal political act, it
seemingly goes hand-in-hand with a cause-oriented participant’s desire for autonomy
in both project and identity.

Considering this, it could be argued that clicktivism’s enduring popularity derives from
its capacity to facilitate a flexible alternative to traditional avenues of engagement.
Here, perceptions of output success are overruled by input gratification; that is, the
desire to engage, and on one’s own terms, is more important than the realisation of the
campaign’s goals. In common with Bang’s concept of identity and policy politics,
clicktivism allows the layperson to engage: when they want; with what they want; and
with little or no commitment or pressure to continue.

Obar et al.’s (2012) article on the perceptions of contemporary collaborative action
seems to support this idea. In exploring user perceptions of online political
participation, Obar et al. found that most individuals saw clicktivism as convenient
alternative to conventional mechanisms for civic engagement. Indeed, Gustafsson’s
(2012) own work on Facebook politics highlighted similar findings. As one respondent
suggested:

[Joining a Facebook group] demands a MINIMUM level of activity on
my side, so as a political act it feels pretty simple, close to
uncommitted….it’s my only forum for political engagement now, as
family and work take up all my time. (Gustafsson 2012, p. 1119)

As Bang (2011) would contend, such an approach does not derive from engagement
norms, but, rather, from a continuation of duty norms. The layperson feels a
responsibility, to the state or society, to engage. Yet, as highlighted, traditional avenues
limit the layperson’s capacity to engage on their own terms, restricting both project and
political identity. Clicktivism allows the individual to satisfy her duty norms while still
facilitating the developed project oriented identity. Thus, from this perspective,
clicktivism’s popularity is a result of its ability to stimulate a feeling of engagement, a
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connection to the political without the need to pursue finite objectives. Simply put,
clicktivism scratches the political itch.

There is, therefore, a need for those who look at contemporary political participation to
take avenues of online engagement, such as clicktivism, seriously. Failure to do so
results in a myopic view of participation. Creating a more inclusive, up-to-date
understanding of contemporary political participation is the purpose of this thesis and
is developed over the following four articles.

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

Given this reading of the literature, this thesis addresses three related, but distinct
issues. Together, they speak not only to the development of political participation, but
also to the relationship between significant technological change and the evolution of
society. This exploration of the relationship between technology and politics, and the
effect that it has had on our understanding of political participation, is the main thrust
of this thesis. However, as I said at the outset, the thesis also clearly reflects my
personal academic development.

This development is due, in no small part, to the nature of my PhD, and particularly the
fact that I have chosen to complete it via publication, as opposed to as one manuscript.
Unlike the more traditional approach, which sees one write on a specific subject, this
PhD has a broader focus. Certainly, together, the articles presented here examine the
changing nature of political participation, and the literature’s theoretical handling of it,
but the individual parts themselves have come together as my own thinking on the
subject has matured.

It is certainly true that much has been written about the internet and the relationship
between technology and politics. A multiple of sub-disciplines of what we call politics
have looked to address and understand these sweeping changes within the context of
their own literatures for example: ‘Deliberative Democracy’, which deals with the
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creation of new public spaces for discussion; ‘Digital Activism’, which focuses upon
the nature of internet-enabled engagement; ‘Political Communication’, which
examines the interplay between resource exchange and citizen empowerment; ‘Policy
Studies’, which considers harnessing technology for more effective policy
development and communication; and ‘Political Science’, which focuses upon the
relationship between citizen and representative. It is here, within this already
voluminous literature that this thesis is located.

The thesis itself began as a study of the decentralised virtual community, Anonymous.
Having already studied the movement in some depth previously, I felt confident in my
ability to examine their relevance to the study of political participation. As an
assemblage which embodies many of the characteristics of contemporary political
action groups, Anonymous proved an attractive case study to explore issues such as
citizen’s empowerment, virtual community structures and the conflation of time, space
and identity. Indeed, the original outline for this thesis contained four pieces on
Anonymous; first, an analysis of Anonymous and activists as contemporary political
citizens; second, an article on the fluid nature of their participatory structure; third, a
piece on their evolution as a political actor; and fourth, an exploration of the
mechanisms employed by Anonymous members during protests. Of these original
four, the first two have been included here, though not as originally conceived.

1.2.1 Article One: Looking forward by looking backwards: Understanding
the Changing Nature of Political Participation

The first article in this thesis (p. 40) is a critical analysis of Bang’s concept of the
Everyday Maker. Positioning both the March-in-March protests and Anonymous
within the Everyday Maker framework, it argues that Bang’s original observations of
the changing nature of political actors are flawed. That is, what Bang argued was a new
type of political actor in fact reflected a transitory period, and several of his
observations are no longer applicable in the contemporary context. However, I argue
that Bang’s work raises several important points of interest that the literature has
otherwise ignored. Drawing upon survey data from the March-in-March protests, and
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interviews from Anonymous participants, the paper highlights the conceptual dualisms
that have continued to divide the literature, specifically, the division between duty and
engagement norms. Significantly, these conclusions were only reached following the
development of the subsequent three pieces. Prior to this, the paper was concerned with
highlighting the strengths of Bang’s work, and, thus, establishing how Anonymous
activists could be understood as Everyday Makers. It wasn’t until after the
development of the fourth paper, which develops the concept of information activism
that I returned to the first paper with fresh eyes. I realised that the conclusions that I
had originally drawn told only part of the story. Anonymous didn’t validate Bang’s
conception; rather, it highlighted the shortcomings of the political participation
literature more broadly. Placing Anonymous and March-in-March within the Everyday
Maker framework further highlighted the theoretical dualisms touched upon earlier.
However, I could not have come to this conclusion if I had not first written the
subsequent pieces.

1.2.2 Article Two: What Anonymous Can Tell Us about the Relationship
between Virtual Community Structure and Participatory Form.

This thesis’s second article (p. 64) is concerned with Anonymous’s participatory
structure and how its ability to move from one form to another speaks volumes about
technology’s impact on civic engagement. Written as a follow-up piece to the
Everyday Maker paper, my aim here was to explore Anonymous’s seemingly unique
ability to shift from one form of collaborative action to the next. Having already
become familiar with Anonymous in the development of the previous paper, I was
struck by its ability to move from a virtual community to a social movement, and then
to a decentralised cell network, or to a phase of leaderless resistance. Employing
Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009) heuristic dealing with a virtual community lifecycle, the
paper found that there was a relationship between Anonymous’s changing participatory
form, and its progression as a virtual community. As their structure as a virtual
community changed, due to either endogenous or exogenesis factors, so too did their
approach to political participation. Participants gravitated towards different
participatory structures as a result of social, structural and philosophical changes
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within Anonymous itself. It was during the writing of this paper that I began to identify
holes within the literature – areas which I would look to comment on, only to find very
little work to draw upon. Specifically, little had been written on new forms of
engagement, specifically, low-threshold forms of engagement such as clicktivism
(sometimes referred to as slacktivism).

The literature, which professed a focus on ‘new forms’ of engagement, was more
concerned with the digitisation of existing forms, particularly online advocacy groups
such as MoveOn and GetUp! (Karpf 2010; Rotman, Vieweg et al. 2011; Vromen and
Coleman 2011). Moreover, there was a tendency within the mainstream Political
Science literature to marginalise the significance of these new forms of engagement
and, in this way, view them as inauthentic. Anonymous, and its like, were seen not as
political actors, but, rather, as democratic distractions (Hay 2014), or as undermining
democratic health (Morozov 2009; Lee and Hsieh 2013). Through my own analysis, I
had found this view to be overly critical. In ignoring these new forms of engagement,
the literature found itself with an incomplete picture. These observations ultimately led
me to change the focus of my third paper. While additional analysis of Anonymous
could uncover further insights into the group, what the literature desperately needed
was a greater understanding of these new forms.

1.2.3 Article Three: Clicktivism: A Systematic Heuristic

The third article (p. 89) looked to address this issue by developing a typology for the
study of clicktivism. It was at this point in my thesis that I began to move away from
the study of Anonymous. While I still considered them an important case study, which
effectively highlighted the impact of technology on politics, I was finding it
increasingly difficult to find similar arguments within the literature. As highlighted,
much of the literature on political participation at that time (it has since progressed
somewhat with the popularity of The Logic of Connective Action (Bennett and
Segerberg 2013)) viewed these new forms in overwhelmingly derogative terms. Even
now, the predominant discourse emerging from the political participation literature
continues to employ terms such as ‘clicktivism’, not to identify a specific form of
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online action, but rather, to refer to a limited and unimportant mode of online
engagement.

With the third paper, I decided to focus on exploring clicktivism as a legitimate form
of civic engagement. For the most part, the term ‘clicktivism’ is employed to denote
the simplification of online participatory processes, online petitions, content sharing,
social buttons (e.g. Facebook’s ‘Like’ button), etc. Here, clicktivism is seen in
derogatory terms, with the idea that the streamlining of online processes has created a
societal disposition towards ‘feel good’, ‘easy’ activism (Morozov 2009). As a recent
development in observed political action, clicktivism has received its fair share of
attention in the political participation literature (Karpf 2010; Pavia 2011; Drumbl
2012). However, for the most part, this literature has done a poor job of actually
defining clicktivism. As such, clicktivism is not so much a contested notion, as an illdefined one. In developing a heuristic for the study of clicktivism, this third paper
looked to not only establish a level of conceptual clarity, but also recognise it as a
legitimate form of political participation.

1.2.4 Article Four: The Rise of Information Activism: How to bridge dualisms
and reconceptualise political participation

The thesis’s fourth paper (p. 111), and perhaps its most important, emerged from
observations of contemporary political engagement during the development of the third
article. While exploring how Twitter was employed as a means of political
participation in relation to clicktivism, I found that individuals were placing increasing
importance on the role of information in ongoing collaborative movements. To this
end, such individuals were participating in these movements by way of consuming
information and then redistributing it. Significantly, these actors understood this
process as directly contributing to the broader movement’s goals, and, in this, genuine
political change. Here, the process of information consumption, aggregation, and
redistribution was positioned as a form of political engagement, and a central mode
within the activist’s participatory repertoire. Importantly, this behaviour was unlike
any other that had been documented within the political participation literature, and
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those that did make mention of the increased importance of information in
sociotechnical environments (Chadwick 2008), did not attribute it to a change in
participatory behaviour more broadly.

I was able to explore my observations in practice by drawing on survey data from the
2013/2014 political protests in Turkey, Brazil, Thailand and Australia. One part of a
larger project, the surveys allowed me to ask questions about why individuals used the
internet to participate in these protests. In each case, ‘To be informed’ was returned as
the top answer, followed by similar information-themed responses. Further analysis of
the data revealed a Guttman-scale of relational behaviour for this information activism.
It was from this basis that the fourth paper developed (Guttman 1944). The Guttmanscale suggested that information activism begins as a very thin and loose form of
engagement, with individuals engaging through the consumption, aggregation and
distribution of information alone. However, as this ordering of related action
progressed, it was clear that the same actions were employed to form solidarity,
support protestors and, finally, influence opinion both domestically and internationally.
It was this finding that ultimately led me to pursue the broader argument about the
perpetuation of theoretical and conceptual dualisms. While these binaries had been
evident throughout the three prior papers, it was the realisation of information activism
that firmly cemented its significance in the study of emerging forms of political
participation. Indeed, information activism demonstrated the capacity of connective
action forms to develop into collective forms, and in this way, highlighted a spectrum
of engagement which effortlessly moved from process definitions of political
participation through to arena definitions.

Armed with this insight, I returned to the thesis’s first piece – the analysis of the
Everyday Maker framework. I rewrote the paper’s central focus, looking to uncover
similar dualisms within Bang’s work by way of an analysis of Anonymous’s
characteristics. The discovery of information activism, and subsequent exploration of
the theoretical dualisms which it challenged, led me to revaluate the paper’s initial
findings. The result is that the first article here (p. 40) is the beginning (or end,
depending on your perspective) of my exploration of the issues that have plagued the
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political participation literature. Significantly, this first paper could never have been
written if it weren’t for the fourth, which, in turn, was influenced by the second and
third.

As such, the central contribution of this thesis is that it addresses a number of
significant conceptual and theoretical gaps in the literature. Each paper, in its own way,
looks to move forward the boundaries of current theoretical debates and, consequently,
move research in new directions. I have looked to accomplish this by using my case
studies to deconstruct entrenched conceptual debates and develop new concepts. From
the exploration of Anonymous’s participatory structure, and the lessons it can teach us
about contemporary approaches to democratic representation, to the creation of a
heuristic for clicktivism and the development of the concept of information activism,
this thesis makes important contributions to the study of political participation.
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Chapter 2. Looking Forward by Looking Backwards:
Understanding the Changing Nature of Political Participation

It is a well-trodden idea that political participation has changed, as new technology and
the internet have reshaped society’s relationship with their political authorities. Yet,
within this exploration of new forms of civic engagement, less attention has been given
to the development of the political citizen. Drawing upon survey data from the 2014
Australian March-in-March protests, and interviews from the decentralised virtual
community Anonymous, this article seeks to comment on the contemporary political
citizen. Exploring Henrik Bang’s initial conceptualisation of the modern citizen,
understood as the Everyday Maker, the article explores four central contentions, and
considers their relevance in this period of late-modernity.
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2.1 Introduction

The study of political participation has seen resurgence of late, driven, in part, by the
contemporaneous evolution of sociotechnical environments and society. There are a
number of significant contributions, particularly in the political communication
literature, including the work of Chadwick (2012),Winter et al. (2015), Kelty et al.
(2015) and Bennett and Segerberg (2013). Each has looked to reimagine mechanisms
of political participation through a contemporary lens, bridging the divide between
‘traditional’, collectivist, notions of engagement and its contemporary fluid and more
personalised forms. Yet, within this exploration of new forms of civic engagement, less
attention has been given to the development of the political citizen. This is not to say
that the role of agents, in what is often called an era of late-modernity, has been
ignored, but, rather, that there have been a number of important lesson from a now
aging body of participatory literature that has gone largely gone acknowledged. The
work of Henrik Bang is a good example of this literature.

Bang (2004) contends that the new generation of citizens are reinterpreting, and, to
some extent, redefining, what it means to be ‘political’ and to engage ‘politically’. He
understands the modern political agent, the Everyday Maker, as trading her
ideological-centred, oppositional or legitimating identity for a project-oriented identity.
This involves a move away from the collective group-think of traditional forms and the
adoption of a more reflexive perspective in which the individual assesses issues on a
case-by-case basis, assessing whether to engage in terms of his/her position and
interest. Bang’s work has influenced the political participation literature (Hendriks and
Tops 2005; Stolle and Cruz 2005; Li and Marsh 2008; Vromen and Collin 2010;
Stephen Davies 2013), particularly in regards to the Everyday Maker’s role in
reimagining civic engagement (Quintelier, Harrell et al. 2007; McCaffrie and Marsh
2013). However, the conception of the Everyday Maker is not without problems.

At its core, Bang’s conception makes normative claims about the contemporary
political citizen and his/her relationship with the democratic system. However, the
participatory landscape has changed dramatically since Bang’s original work in 1999,
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due in large part to the growth of the social web, the rise of imbedded digital platforms
and the proliferation of cheap, easily accessible, internet-capable technologies. This
article will critically explore Bang’s understanding of the modern political citizen
utilising two contemporary case studies: the decentralised virtual community
Anonymous; and the 2014 Australian protest movement, March-in-March. Given the
fluid and fast changing nature of contemporary civic engagement, it is difficult to
capture emerging trends using a single case study, so focusing on two cases will offer a
more rounded picture.

Both case studies exemplify, in their own way, the evolution of traditional forms of
civic engagement. Anonymous speaks to the current thrust of the political
communication literature, specifically to arguments made by Chadwick (2012) on the
granular nature of sociotechnical environments. Anonymous promotes collaborative
action platforms, where differentiated modes of engagement are pursued alongside
each other. Consequently, notions of identity are challenged as Anonymous employs a
horizontal leadership structure by having all of its participants adopt a collective
pseudonym. Similarly, Australia’s 2014 March-in-March reflects Bennett and
Segerberg’s (2013) notion of ‘connective action’, or Castells (2013) ‘networked social
movements’. Much like the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street movements in 2011,
March-in-March represents a current iteration of what Zizek (2012) terms the evolution
of assemblage action. Here, the March in March was not a formal organization with
members, but, rather, served as an organizational thematic under which persons
mobilized on the streets and online in opposition to the government. In examining
these two cases, the article looks to provide insight into state of the modern political
agent, and, in particular, what lessons we might learn by critically revisiting of Bang’s
typology.

This article begins by an exploration of the political participation literature, with
specific attention given to the Everyday Maker framework. This is followed by a brief
outline of its methodology. The article then explores four central contentions which
emerge from a critical reading of the Everyday Maker framework, specifically: the
divide between duty and engagement norms; the shift away from the political arena;
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the rise of non-ideological engagement; and the rise of the project-oriented identity.
Here, the paper draws upon survey results from the march-in-March protests and
interviews from Anonymous participants. It concludes with several suggestions for
further analysis.

2.2 The Everyday Maker

Bang and Sørensen (2001) argue that current trends of ‘disengagement’ reflect the fact
that individuals no longer focus their attention on engagement with the state, but rather
develop ‘project-oriented’ political identities. This draws upon ideas of increased
reflexivity, seeing people as engaging politically on a more personalised level, building
networks and communities that respond to more immediate individual or local issues.
From this perspective, social disengagement from conventional avenues of political
participation is not a sign of civic decay (1996), or participatory narcissism (Keen
2008; Morozov 2009), but, rather, reflects the decoupling of citizens from political
authorities. This view is not unlike that of Bennett and Segerberg (2013) in The Logic
of Connective Action. Bennett and Segerberg contend that the death of ideologically-

driven, party-inspired, engagement has seen citizens take control of their own political
participation aspirations. Through the development of personal action frames,
individuals are more likely to be involved in specific projects that interest them, or
impact them directly, as opposed to ongoing commitment to a broad party or
movement ideology. For Bang, the project-orientated identity replaces the conventional
legitimating or oppositional identity and draws upon engagement, rather than duty,
norms. In this way, the lay person accepts authority as an aspect of their everyday
lives, and participates to better their daily life, rather than because of a sense of duty or
obligation. On the basis of this focus on project-orientated agents, Bang (2004)
identifies two new types of political identities: the Everyday Maker; and the Expert
Citizen.

To Bang (2004), the Everyday Maker is a response to the formal avenues and elite
structures utilised and created by the Expert Citizen. In this context, Expert Citizens
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are citizens who understand politics as a “fusion between representation and
participation in a new form of political participation where you use your knowledge,
skills and strategic judgement to influence others” (Li and Marsh 2008, p. 250).
Conversely, the Everyday Maker approaches ‘the political’, and political engagement,
on her own terms. As such, she doesn’t see engagement as either a means of
influencing formal structures, or as the duty of democratic citizens. Rather, she
considers, and thus acts towards, politics in a manner which does not significantly
impact, or impede, her everyday life (Bang 2010; 2011). The Everyday Maker views
political participation, either consciously or not, as an extension of the everyday, not as
a premeditated procedure or extension of governance structures (O'Toole, Lister et al.
2003; Bang 2004; Marsh, O’Toole et al. 2006). Vromen and Collin (2010, p.100) list
activities such as “…writing for a local youth magazine, ethical purchasing or running
an arts festival with friends” as examples of how an Everyday Maker may seek to
engage. This reinforces Bang’s (2004) own commentary which highlights the
Everyday Maker’s disposition towards ‘small’ actions, particularly at the local level,
which do not extend past their role as ordinary citizens.

Overall, Bang (2004, p. 28) argues that an ‘ideal’ Everyday Maker operates according
to seven distinct principles:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Do it yourself.
Do it where you are.
Do it for fun, but also because you find it necessary.
Do it ad hoc or part-time.
Do it concretely, instead of ideologically.
Do it with self-confidence and show trust in yourself.
Do it with the system, if need be.

The existing literature on Everyday Makers draws heavily upon this list in framing
contemporary ‘political’ action. This paper will also utilise this list, but, in addition,
will consider several additional characteristics of Everyday Maker identified in various
case studies. Of particular significance here is Collin’s (2008, p. 531) suggestion that
Everyday Makers are: “…cause orientated, but are not inclined to collective action,
favouring individualised or micropolitical participation.” This view is echoed within
Bang’s own work and in most of the broader literature (Lindstrom 2010; Marsh 2011).
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To Bang, the Everyday Maker framework is indicative of the contemporary political
citizen. Ideological engagement is replaced by a project oriented identity, and,
consequently, participation is pursued in a more personal, self-fulfilling, manner. In a
sense, the Everyday Maker represents the decline of deliberative centred collective
action and the rise of the ad-hoc assemblage and personal politics. Political
participation here is broader than the political arena, as the layperson looks to pursue
change in her own way, through channels that are more immediately available to her.
Indeed, the Everyday Maker is interested in change at the personal level, in issues
which impact their lives directly. Here, traditional avenues of engagement are
understood as too resource-intensive, ideologically-driven or ineffective.

Much of the current literature on political participation is not at odds with Bang’s
analysis. His observations of personalised engagement are reflected (though not cited)
in the work of Bennett and Segerberg (2013), Castells (2013), Norris (2004) and Karpf
(2012). Indeed, the personalisation of politics has emerged as a dominant counter
narrative to claims of youth apathy and citizens’ disengagement. In this context, I
would argue that exploring Bang’s concept of the political citizen in a modern context
highlights several important theoretical and conceptual issues which we need to
address if we are to deepen our understanding of contemporary political participation.
Specifically, I shall consider: the dualism between engagement and duty norms; the
role of the political arena in contemporary participation; the move from oppositional
identities towards project oriented identities; and the rise of non-ideological
engagement. The paper now brief recounts its methodology, before turning to the data.

2.3 Methodology

This paper’s main empirical contribution is based on a survey of participants in
Australia’s March-in March-demonstrations in 2014. Six months into the government
of Tony Abbott, citizens gathered in cities all across Australia to protest the
government under the heading of the “March in March.” More than 100,000 people
protested at one of 20 demonstration sites around Australia over the weekend of March
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15-16, 2014 (Maley 2014). Australia’s March in March demonstration was remarkable
for a number of reasons. First, there was no single issue unifying Australians to
participate, rather, concerns included: cuts to health care and various social services;
cuts to education; and Australia’s climate and asylum seeker policies. Second, it was
not organized by any of Australia’s principal mobilizing organizations, as Australia’s
political parties, unions, and even the activist organization GetUp!, stayed clear (Price
2014). The organizer behind the March in March, Craig Batty, is not a member of any
political party and had never been an activist before that point. Finally, Australia is not
known for its protest culture. Survey research shows that the percentage of Australians
who have participated in a protest or demonstration ever in their lives remains in the
single digits (Martin 2012), despite the fact that over 60% of Australians claim they
would be willing to engage in protests if a matter arose (Vromen and Coleman 2013).

The survey was made accessible through an imbedded hyperlink which redirected the
participant to the designated hosting site, Qualtrics. The survey was distributed through
various information networks, from personal contacts through to official organisation
sites and Facebook pages. In all, 1026 surveys were started and 903 completed (88%).
This analysis includes the responses of anyone who completed more than 50% of the
survey. The survey asked respondents about their political activity, media
consumption, views of democracy, demographic characteristics (gender, income,
education, etc.) and online behaviour. Because the Australian protests were not about
any one specific issue, a conscious effort was made to present a diverse range of
questions and answer options. Using past surveys which addressed new political
behaviours as a guide (Dunleavy 1996; Vromen and Coleman 2013), the questionnaire
was initially populated with ‘common’ answers; options whose relevance would be
self-evident. For example, for Q8, ‘Have you used any of the following to communicate
about the Australian protests’, the options of: Twitter, Facebook, and text messages

were obvious choices, given their general popularity. From this base, less popular
options were added to help create a more complete picture of current trends and
developing fields, including IRC, Social News Sites and Blogs.
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The qualitative component of this article draws upon a number of short interviews
carried out in 2013 with self-proclaimed ‘members’ of the Anonymous community.
Anonymous represents, in a sense, the antithesis of traditional, collective action
avenues for political change. By adopting a collective persona, Anonymous maintains
a horizontal community structure, with no official entry points, or leadership. Lacking
leadership, individuality or identifiable markers, Anonymous thrives off the idea that
anyone, and everyone, can exist within their ranks. They have no pre-determined
philosophy, political preference or overarching ideology (Halupka and Star 2011). In
this way, Anonymous is the perfect example of contemporary political participation,
and thus a useful case for re-examining Bang’s typology.

Over a three month period (January-March 2013) the interactions of the Anonymous
community were observed, recorded and archived. The key websites observed daily
were 4chan, 7chan, 711chan WhyWeProstest, AnonOps, MemeBase, Partyvan,
EncyclopaediaDramatica, LurkMore, Know Your Meme and AnonNews. These sites
were chosen as they represented several of the most popular and active Anonymous
environments.1 Following this observational period, a call for interview participants
was circulated on the several of these Anonymous sites and five individuals agreed to
be interviewed under the condition that their names remained as ‘Anonymous’.
Participants were asked a range of questions regarding why they chose to engage via
the community, how they interpreted Anonymous role in politics and several other
questions relating to community practices.

This article draws upon both the Anonymous interviews and March-in-March surveys
to better understand current trends in political participation. Moreover, comparing
these observations with Bang’s own conception of the contemporary political citizen
provides insight contemporary political behaviour, both how it has changed, and its
current trajectory.

1

Several of these sites have since ceased operations.
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2.4 The Contemporary Political Citizen

2.4.1 The Rise of Engagement, the Death of Duty

According to Bang and Sørensen (2001), one of the defining characteristics of an
Everyday Maker is her part-time, limited, involvement in politics. Unlike traditional
examples of political participation, such as union or social movement activity, both of
which require longer-term commitment, the Everyday Maker views her engagement as
more akin to a hobby. Rather than being committed to a specific cause or ideology,
Everyday Makers are ‘project orientated’, drawn to informal, and often impromptu,
ventures (Bang and Sørensen 2001). Characteristically, an ideal Everyday Maker will
only dedicate a portion of her time to a venture, participating only until she has either
completed their set goal, or grown tired of it.

The notion of participating ‘part-time’ speaks to Bang’s (2011, p. 440) contention that
the “everyday practices of laypeople are guided more by engagement norms, which
stem from communicating and interacting with others, than by duty norms, induced
through the exercise of symbolic violence”. Similar observations have been made in
more recent publications, including: Bennett and Segerberg’s (2013) conception of
personal action frames; Sauter’s (2014) exploration of DDoS actions; and Karpf’s
(2012) analysis of online advocacy organisations. However, Bang work differs because
he emphasise both the move away from duty norms and towards engagement norms
and the replacement of conventional legitimating or oppositional identities by projectoriented identities. In the context of Dalton’s (2008) dichotomy between duty
citizenship and engagement citizenship, Bang sees the modern political citizen as less
concerned with democratic duty, and more with systems of solidarity and spontaneous
collaborative action.

Protestors during the Australian March-in-March protests were provided with a list of
statements, and asked to indicate how strongly they agreed. The results can be seen in
Table 1. Of significance here are the statements: “Participation in politics should be
spontaneous”; “It is my duty to protest what I perceive to be injustices”; and “There is
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more to politics than voting”. These questions were aimed at understanding whether
duty norms, as Dalton (2008) understands them, had largely been replaced by
engagement norms, a contention characteristics of the Everyday Maker, and, relatedly,
by part-time participation.

Table 1- On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being ‘not at all’ and 5 being ‘very’), how strongly do you
agree with the following statements?
#

Statement

1

2

3

4

5

Mean

5

There is more to politics than voting.

8

10

22

125

703

4.73

6

22

40

154

644

4.62

56

69

85

196

450

4.06

110
170
234

127
148
211

284
190
196

170
127
90

139
168
69

3.12
2.96
2.43

2
6
1
4
3

It is my duty to protest what I perceive to be
injustices.
Without social media it would have been
impossible to organize such a large scale protest
Participation in politics should be enjoyable.
Political ideology only confuses the real issues.
Participation in politics should be spontaneous.

In analysing these results, a Principal Component Analysis allows us to derive a small
number of independent linear combinations, or components (Abdi and Williams 2010).
Here, a Scree plot proves useful for determining an appropriate number of principal
components for such an analysis. In graphing the eigenvalue against the component
number, the plot suggests retaining and extracting only two components (Eigenvalue
greater than 1.0).

From this, a Pattern Matrix (Fig.1) helps us to identify the nature of these components.
As you can see, considering the first component, the first three responses hang together
strongly with a positive value above .5. The second component highlights similar
results, with the bottom three responses loading together.
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Figure 1- Pattern Matrix
Pattern Matrixa
Component

Participation in politics

1

2

.818

-.080

.759

-.037

.507

.123

.019

.740

-.024

.735

.009

.571

should be spontaneous.

Participation in politics
should be enjoyable.

Political ideology only
confuses the real issues.

There is more to politics
than voting.

It is my duty to protest what
I perceive to be injustices.

Without social media
(Twitter, Facebook etc), it
would have been impossible
to organize such a large
scale protest

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser
Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

This would seem to indicate a strong relationship between spontaneity and enjoyment,
democratic duty and varied participatory repertoires. An argument could also be made
that this fits well with Dalton’s dichotomy between duty citizenship and engagement
citizenship. Significantly, the presence of both dutiful citizens and engaged citizens
within the data suggest that we are not witnessing a wholesale move away from duty
norms, and towards engagement norms, as Bang would contend. Rather, connective
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action movements seemingly provide an environment within which both forms of
citizenship can develop. Moreover, this finding indicates that duty and engagement
norms should not be viewed as a dualism. Given that both load strongly within the
same participatory environment, it seems more accurate to conceive of duty and
engagement norms as a duality.

We can observe the same dialectical relationship within Anonymous, a virtual
community. Individuals are free to join, participate, engage and leave on their own
terms (Coleman 2014). Indeed, there is no formal membership structure for
Anonymous, or prerequisite for affiliation. In this way, the community allows the
individual to determine her own level of engagement (Wesch 2011). When asked about
how often they frequent the Anonymous communities, one member replied:

Whenever I want to really. Like a few times a week. Sometimes not at all.
Depends. This place [AnonOps] makes me feel as if im doing something besides
sitting on my arse. And we’re doing something you know? Like making a
difference. So yeah I guess im on here most days. Good to have people who
have similar views and stuff.
Sometimes I don’t come on for months and don’t check the boards or what is
happening. You just get worn out with all the shit posting [low effort content]
and newfags [new users]. And then something like this TPP shit come along
and you get pulled back in. I feel like I need to be here. You feel bad if youi
don’t check in each day.
(Anonymous, recorded March, 30th, 2013)

This fluid and non-ideological nature of the community encourages participants to
adopt a ‘project-orientated’ disposition, participating in issues on a case-by-case basis
and contributing to those projects which are of direct interest or relevance to them as
an individual. In this way, Anonymous, as a virtual community, encourages
engagement citizenship. Participants act on their own principles, play active roles in
voluntary groups and create feelings of solidarity. Unlike in the March-in-March case,
it would seem that, with Anonymous, engagement norms have largely replaced duty
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norms, although, even here, they are not entirely absent. Certainly, there seems to be a
fundamental difference between the two cases.

Overall, it would appear that both duty and engagement norms continue to play
important roles in society. Anonymous and March-in-March highlight the fluidity of
such characteristics in contemporary political assemblages. Some groups, such as
Anonymous, encourage and attract engaged citizenship, although duty norms are
probably not entirely absent, while March-in-March, as a connective action movement,
provides a space for both duty and engagement. In regards to the notion of the
Everyday Maker, perhaps the modern political citizen sometimes, perhaps often, has
both duty and engagement norms. Bang’s work is important because it highlights the
growth of engagement norms in contemporary political agents, but, ultimately, he fails
to recognise the duality between duty and engagement norms which exists in many
emerging connective action practices.

2.4.2 The Significance of the Political Arena

As Collin (2008, p. 531) argues, the Everyday Maker: “operates outside the
‘professionalised’ sphere where expert citizens are networked into governance
structures.” However, as Bang (2004) highlights, an Everyday Maker is willing to
work with formal institutions, if necessary. An Everyday Maker views political
authorities not as the enemy, but rather as a possible resource for furthering her own
goal. The Everyday Maker, given her predisposition to independent participation, does
not seek to formally join with, or accept the views of, such structures. Rather, she sees
them as a means to an end; a necessity in furthering her own goals. As such, Bang
(2005) argues that a key characteristic of an Everyday Maker (read: the contemporary
political citizen) is her willingness to: ‘do it with the system, if need be’.

Given their anti-authoritarianism and, as some (Harrison 2011) would suggest,
anarchic tendencies, Anonymous’ engagement with the system is often combative.
Indeed, Anonymous’s attacks have been directed at the Australian Government, the
Israeli Government (Greenberg 2012), the Spanish Federal Police (Kravets 2011) and
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the United States Department of Justice. Considering these attacks, it would seem that
Anonymous, or at least sections of Anonymous, are highly sceptical about the formal
democratic structure. In this vein, when asked about his views on the current political
systems, one Anonymous participant responded:

You can’t trust them. There out for themselfs. Politicians dont have the publics
best interest at heart. They just want to fuck you over. If we [read: Anonymous]
can bring it all crashing down then we will. We’ll do it our way and they won’t
see it coming.
(Anonymous, recorded March 29th, 2013)

This view was reflected in a number of comments and conversations detailed
throughout the observational period. Within the communities, formal political
structures, and avenues for engagement, were viewed mostly negatively. However, this
paper argues that, given Anonymous’s non-ideological stance, coupled with their adhoc composition, such views are not indicative of Anonymous as a whole. Indeed,
while political demonization is a popular narrative within the observed Anonymous
communities, some of Anonymous’s most successful operations have been
orchestrated in tandem with the ‘system’. The best example here was their pivotal role
in the arrest and prosecution of paedophile Chris Forcand.

In late-2007, internet predator Chris Forcand caught the attention of Anonymous.
Under the guise of a thirteen year old girl named Jessica, Anonymous engaged Forcand
and recorded his unprompted sexual advances (Jacobsen 2008). Anonymous tracked
his movements and, subsequently, reported him to the police. As a result of the
evidence supplied by the community, police orchestrated their own undercover
operation and arrested Forcand soon afterwards (Jenkins 2007). This was the first time
an internet predator was arrested as a result of internet vigilantism (Jacobsen 2008).
Anonymous’s actions clearly indicate an acceptance of collaboration with formal
structures under certain circumstances. As Everyday Makers, Anonymous’s
participants perceive formal structures as both a potential target and possible allies in
the pursuit of a common goal.
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However, one example is just that, one example. So, while Anonymous can be seen as
containing the potential to work with establish modes of engagement, political
authorities, and formal governance structure, it would be unfair to suggest that they do
so usually. Rather, Anonymous provides its participants with an environment within
which they are free to pursue goals and projects independent of central oversight or
control. If this involves a relationship with established systems of governance or
authority, then there is space to do so.

This distinction is important, as it highlights a significant issue within Bang’s
conception - the idea that traditional modes of engagement exist as an alternative,
almost secondary, avenue for the contemporary political citizen. This is not unlike
Norris’s (2002) repertoire centric approach which sees the internet as expanding the
opportunities available for people to engage. The problem with both Norris and Bang’s
approach is that they treat engagement as a binary- a dualism between new and
traditional forms of engagement. However, in contrast to Norris, Bang positions
contemporary forms as more important than traditional ones. Here, the ‘system’
(understood as the political arena) exists as an avenue for engagement outside of
connective forms, a path to be pursued, if other approaches fall short.

This is problematic, and Anonymous, as an assemblage, highlights the fluid nature
contemporary engagement. That is not to say that Bang sees contemporary action as a
rigid, structured process, wholly separate from collective forms. Rather, the issue with
Bang’s conception is that he sees the modern political actor as concerned with the
politics of the everyday, adopting a project orientated identity, and, in this way, less
concerned

with

ideological-driven

engagement.

Anonymous

illustrates

that

contemporary political assemblages are much more fluid as they provide a space for
both the use of formal institutions and processes and personalised approaches.
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2.4.3 Doing Away With Ideology?

To Bang and Sørensen (2001), an ideal Everyday Maker is ‘project-orientated’,
investing what time she feels she can into a specific venture. They ‘direct their
attention towards the solving of their immediate and concrete policy problems’ that
affect them in their everyday lives (Bang and Sørensen 2001, p. 336). Consequently,
Everyday Makers are cautious about formal organisations which seek to correct the
failures of government and view these formal organisations as incapable of responding
effectively to the inevitable failures of government. In such organisations, established
dogma takes precedence over debate and action. The Everyday Maker sees
ideologically-informed action as constraining and ineffective and, thus, engages on a
reactive and independent basis.

Ideology is a contested concept. Conventional wisdom suggests that an ideology is a
set of beliefs or ideals which serves to filter behaviour and or action (Eagleton 1991).
This line of reasoning however, suggests that such ideals are inherent, and are resistant
to conscious amendment. This plays havoc with Bang’s suggestion of a nonideological participant, as it could be argued, drawing upon this general understanding
of ideology, that all acts are, on some level, ideologically-driven. In response, Bang
would argue that the Everyday Maker is project-oriented and that they don’t possess
oppositional or legitimating identities; that their actions are not motivated by
identification with political parties. Looking to explore the role of ideology in a
connective action protest, March-in-March participants were asked: “What do you
think the current protests are about?” (Tab.2)
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Table 2- What do you think the current protests are about?
#

Answer

2
1
6

Response

%

Treatment of asylum seekers

880

91%

Environmental concerns

872

90%

866

90%

The behaviour of Prime Minister, Tony
Abbott

9

The Government not listening to its citizens

863

89%

3

Government secrecy

803

83%

8

Gay marriage

800

83%

749

78%

10

The restriction of individual rights and
freedoms

4

Women’s rights

737

76%

7

National Broadband Network policy

724

75%
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56%

5

Failures of all of Australia’s
parliamentarians

At first look, Tab.2 clearly highlights the thematic nature of the protests. As described,
there was no single issue unifying Australians to participate in the March-in-March
protests. Rather, it served as a call to action, in which individuals were free to pursue
differentiated agenda. Initially, this legitimates Bang’s claim of declining ideological
engagement. Here, multiple issues are pursued in tandem- indicative of project oriented
disposition. However, a Multi-Dimensional Scale (Fig.2) uncovers an additional
element within the results.
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Figure 2- Multi Dimensional Scale

A MDS is employed to visualise the level of similarity between individual cases in a
dataset. In this instance, the cluster on the right hand side indicates the grouping of
post-materialist ideological positions. If Bang’s contention of non-ideological
engagement is to be believed, then we would expect to see a greater distance between
these answers. However, Fig.3 clearly indicates that ideology plays a role within the
March-in-March protests. This is not to say that ideology is as strong a driving force as
it was prior to this period of late-modernity. Indeed, there has been much written on the
declining importance of ideology, as technology gives rise to the reflexive citizen.
However, to suggest that ideology does not play a role in the aspirations of the
contemporary political citizen is a step too far. Exploring this further, we turn to the
role that ideology has played within the Anonymous collective.

Since its inception, it has been variously suggested that several ideological positions
have become synonymous with Anonymous as a community, including: freedom of
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information (Pauli 2009); opposition to Scientology (Jacobsen 2008; Halupka 2014);
and anarchism (Coleman 2011; Kelley 2011). The issue here is how a virtual
community can simultaneously adhere to several, contrasting, ideological positions
and, more importantly, whether professing them is a prerequisite for participation.

Anonymous is not inherently ideological (Coleman 2014). It does not, as a community,
subscribe to any one specific ideology or purpose. The ideological positions which
some observers have seen it as adopting reflect the interests of those individuals who
use Anonymous as a means for engagement. As a notion or concept gains popularity
within the community, it will inevitably be acted upon. However, and this is the most
important point, professing a specific ideology is not a prerequisite of participating in
the Anonymous community. Individuals may come to Anonymous with ideological
positions and the community provides them with a platform to act on these. Yet,
participating in the Anonymous community does not entail the adoption of existing
ideological or philosophical positions.

The suggestion that modern political citizens engage from a non-ideological position is
not supported by trends in contemporary political engagement. The March-in-March
data demonstrates the thematic nature of connective action movements- a characteristic
that Bang has seemingly built upon. However, as Fig.2 highlights, there is still room
within these movements for ideological engagement. Although longitudinal analysis is
required to find to what degree ideology remains a driven factor in political
participation, this paper’s own data certainly suggests that it plays a more significant
role than either Bang, or the more critical participatory literature, has suggested.

Exploring the role that ideology plays in Anonymous is useful here. As Anonymous
highlights, contemporary political citizens can, and do engage, from an ideological
position, but this does not mean that they are inherently ideological. Simply put,
ideology remains a significant driver in both collective and individual action. However,
unlike its role in traditional forms of engagement, where it was drawn upon as a basis
for prolonged and ongoing engagement, Anonymous’s participants are ideologically
driven on a project basis. Anonymous highlights this distinction in its ability to: house
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a plethora of differentiated ideological projects simultaneously; provide opportunity for
collective and individual action; and enable its participant base to join those projects
which they feel best represent their concerns.

2.4.4 Personalised, Not Atomised, Politics

Bang understands the contemporary political citizen as ‘Doing it themselves”. While a
somewhat vague characteristic, it suggests an increasing individualised approach to
politics. In developing his contention about the decline of duty norms, Bang
understands the modern layperson as approaching politics in a more personalised
manner. The notion of ‘personalised’ politics is employed to address rising criticism
from the mainstream literature about the atomisation of contemporary civic
engagement. So, Bang suggests that the Everyday Maker is not engaging from an
individualised position, rather they are personalising their participation. It is on this
basis that Bang argues that the modern political citizen has largely shed her
oppositional identity, and in its place, adopted a project-oriented identity. Rather than
attempting to effect change in the political arena, the Everyday Maker adopts projects
which can have an immediate and genuine impact on their lived environment, or
everyday life.

This is not to say that contemporary political agents are not concerned with formal
avenues of engagement, or more conventional collective enterprises, but, rather, that
their approach to politics is largely directed at more personal political endeavours.
Connective action movements such as March-in-March are indicative of the Everyday
Makers drawing upon their engagement norms, and providing a space where
differentiated agenda can be pursued together. While technically a political
community, the Everyday Maker approaches the collective issue on her own terms,
drawing upon resources and mechanisms most readily available to her. It is politics of
convenience in a sense; an approach to political participation which is performed with
one eye towards the limitations of the everyday.
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It is difficult to envision Anonymous activists as ‘doing it themselves’, as the
community demonstrates a predilection for collaborative action. Anonymity, over a
prolonged period of time, has created a levelling effect within the community, a
horizontal approach to management. This ‘effect’ has, in turn, emphasised the notion
of a leaderless community, further cementing a predisposition for equality in
engagement. In addition, anonymity has shaped the Anonymous community’s
perception of leadership; resulting in passionate displays of animosity when some seek
to claim power positions (Brown 2010). Simply put, Anonymous’s characteristics
serve to promote participation, without hierarchy or authoritarian leadership. However,
this does not curb the capacity of the individual to engage as a member of the
community removed from the collective whole.

No one is in charge. That’s not how this works. Some people have tried to claim
that they speak for Anonymous. But they don’t. Fuck those guys.
(Anonymous, recorded 3rd April, 2013)

Looking at Anonymous activist achievements, it is difficult to determine whether their
successful operations are the result of individual effort or collaborative action. The
adoption of the mass-persona, while not a prerequisite, is an engrained component of
their approach to political participation. By adopting the pseudonym Anonymous,
participants seek to remove the ‘individual’ from their actions, thus limiting, in theory,
the capacity of the target to retaliate (Beam 1992; Dishman 2005). This engagement is
reflected in the means they use to engage opponents. Consider, for example, a
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack- the process of overwhelming a service
from multiple sources so that the target is unable to respond to genuine requests.
DDoS, a tool widely employed by Anonymous, relies on collective participation to
achieve its goal. If more individuals participate in the DDoS, the resulting attack is
more powerful. As a primary means of engagement, the cooperative nature of the
technique further strengthens already significant ideas of power through combined
action (Leyden 2010). Yet, while collaborative action is a significant element of the
Anonymous community, recent structural developments and approaches to activism
have highlighted the potency of individual attacks.
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We’re everyone and no one. I could be a doctor and you could be a cop. Or a
teacher. Anonymous lets you not be who you are IRL. You become everyone
and no one. You don’t want to fuck around anymore? Fine. You’re free to
leave. No one can stop you. You’re Anon.
(Anonymous, recorded 3rd April, 2013)

As Anonymous has matured as a virtual community, it has sought to break free from
the traditional approaches to political participation that had characterised it throughout
its rise to prominence. This desire has been, in part, a reaction to the ineffectiveness of
DDoS on more complex and powerful targets (Pauli 2009). However, the move away
from collaborative action also resulted from increased decentralisation within the
community itself, with participants creating and moving freely between new virtual
infrastructures.

Taking this decentralisation one step further, several spheres within Anonymous have
adopted a phantom cell (also characterised as a leaderless resistance) structure to
further their ability to successfully engage anonymously. Comprised of anywhere from
one to ten individuals, a phantom cell can be understood as a system of organisation
completely free from a central command or direction. Beam (1992) suggests that,
within a leaderless resistance, all individuals and groups work towards a common goal,
yet do so without communicating with one another. This technique has been very
effective for Anonymous, as seen in its attacks on HBGary Federal, which resulted in
the resignation of the company’s CEO and increased recognition of the Anonymous
brand (Bradley 2011).

It always seems like something else is happenin you know? Like youll be
working on a your own thing over here (read: AnonOps) and then you read the
next day that there was an attack on so and so and youre like wht? (sic) that
wasn’t us was it? But then you hear that itys like this diff group who do there
own thing and still count as anon but work away from everyone else.
(Anonymous, recorded April 12th, 2013)
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One may be tempted, from reading Bang’s work, to conclude that a project-oriented
identity has supplanted conventional modes of operation. From this view, the
laypersons have decoupled from their political authority, and now favour, be it
consciously or not, more personalised civic engagement. Politics is still seen as an
important aspect of society, but the focus has shifted from engaging through
conventional avenues, to personal projects. However, Anonymous’s approach to
participation suggests that the political behaviour indicative of traditional modes of
engagement is still prevalent within this emergent perspective- a marriage of the new
(Project Oriented) and the traditional (Oppositional). It is the internet which enables
this pluralism, encouraging collective action via weak-networks, while simultaneously,
enabling the atomisation of participants.

2.5 Conclusion

In a broad sense, this article’s use of the Everyday Maker concept highlights the
limitations of perpetuating theoretical and conceptual dualisms in a contemporary
setting, specifically, the division between arena and process definitions of politics, duty
and engagement norms, ideological driven and non-ideological engagement, and
project-oriented and oppositional identities. There has been a tendency within the
mainstream political participation literature to marginalise the significance, and
legitimacy, of new approaches to civic engagement (Gladwell 2010; Hay 2014). In the
same breath, the more critical literature which strives to push back against this
dominant narrative has, in turn, looked to carve out its own conceptual niche in which
to locate their findings (Chadwick 2012, Karpf 2012, Vromen and Coleman 2013). In
this way, both sets of literature often speak past each other, downplaying the
significance of the other. It also seems to me that Bang’s work contributes to this
creation of binaries, as his typology preferences project-oriented identities, a nonideological position and the separation of duty and engagement norms. My argument
here is that such notions are more useful conceived as dualities, as perpetuating such
dualisms serves to limit our capacity to understand these changes in representative
democracy.
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Thus, the central lesson that we can learn from revisiting Bang’s theory with fresh eyes
is that emerging political assemblages require a more holistic conception of political
participation and of politics more broadly. Anonymous, as we saw here, moves
between these dualisms effortlessly. Individuals adopt project-oriented identities,
pursuing issues on a case-by-case basis. Yet, at the same time, Anonymous itself
promotes the adoption of oppositional identities, with the desire to engage for
engagement sake a product of their development as a virtual community. Similarly,
March-in-March, as a connective action movement, highlights the presence of both
duty and engagement norms. We are not witnessing a wholesale move away from duty
norms and towards engagement norms. Rather, we find both forms of citizenship
emerging from within contemporary action assemblages. Moreover, March-in-March
shows that ideology remains a significant driver of civic engagement. Post-materialist
ideology hangs together strongly within such movements, as participants engage in,
and attempt to better society. Simply put, it is more useful, and perhaps better reflects
developing trends, to conceive of these notions as dualities, as points of significance
upon a spectrum of contemporary engagement.

Bang’s concept of the modern political citizen, as envisioned in the Everyday Maker
framework, is problematic. It makes a number of historical and normative claims that
are seemingly refuted by contemporary case studies such as Anonymous and March-inMarch. Duty norms have not been replaced by engagement norms; ideology still serves
as an important driver in political participation; the role of the political arena has
changed, but remains crucial; and the personalisation of politics still allows for
oppositional tendencies. However, Bang’s work still proves significant, as it requires
us to reconsider our conceptualisation of political agents. Indeed, while Bang paints an
incomplete picture, it is still a vision from which we may learn. These notions of
ideology, citizenship, identity and legitimacy provide a greater appreciation of the
complexities of contemporary political citizen, and of political participation more
broadly. By casting a critical eye back at Bang’s work, we arrive at a more fully
realised understanding of those characteristics critical for the analysis and appreciation
of the contemporary political citizen.
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Chapter 3. What Anonymous Can Tell Us about the Relationship
between Virtual Community Structure and Participatory Form.

As a decentralised virtual community, Anonymous has been characterised by its
oppositional tendencies. Helped by a collective persona and horizontal management
structure, Anonymous has facilitated a myriad of differentiated agenda. However, we
can observe a distinct change in its participatory form over time. So, while
Anonymous, more broadly, functions as a virtual community, its means of engagement
has shifted from a social movement, to a decentralised cell network. This article
explores the relationship between these changes, and its evolution as a virtual
community. Drawing upon Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009) life-cycle framework, the article
maps Anonymous’s development and identifies the structural changes that have led to
this transformation in its modes of participation.
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3.1 Introduction

The internet has changed the way in which we understand political participation. It
gives projects a home, and helps the layperson find them. The manner in which
participants engage these projects is similarly enabled through the internet’s conflation
of time, space and identity. It enables traditional avenues of political participation,
while, at the same time, allowing for the development of more unconventional modes.
Political participation here is not tied to notions of government and parties, but, rather,
to the process of politics and the way in which the individual engages with it. It accepts
those formal structures for engagement, but marries them with the politics of the
everyday, the capacity of the layperson to invoke commitment to a personal, political
project. The internet shifts the notion of the political, and how one engages with it,
away from a focus upon formal political arenas, and towards a broader, more fluid,
conception of political participation. It is within this participatory fluidity that the
decentralised virtual community Anonymous has emerged.

The political participation literature has struggled to position Anonymous, given its
narrow definition of politics (Hay 2007). From this dominant perspective,
Anonymous’s actions are not political because they do not utilise traditional avenues
for civic engagement. Rather, Anonymous’s fluid participant base, coupled with its
collective persona, gives rise to a project-oriented understanding of politics (Coleman
2014). Circumventing formal structures of political participation, participants engage
issues directly, drawing upon the resources developed within the group itself. In this
way, Anonymous, as a virtual community, provides its participant base with an
effective environment from within which different agendas can be pursued
simultaneously. However, we can observe a distinct change in Anonymous’s mode of
operation over time. Throughout 2008, and most of 2009, Anonymous is best viewed
as a social movement, working towards a collective agenda, Project Chanology
(Underwood 2009). However, from 2010 to 2012, Anonymous became a decentralised
cell network, engaging different issues under a communal identity (Hai-Jew 2013).
Here, Anonymous maintained a collective identity, while allowing for the evolution of
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its modes of participation. This article explores the relationship between these changes
in Anonymous’s identity and its evolution as an avenue for political participation.

Drawing upon Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009) life-cycle framework, the article maps
Anonymous’s development and identifies the structural changes that have led to the
transformation in its modes of participation. Exploring Anonymous’s successful
transformation from a social movement to a decentralised cell network informs our
understanding of structural change, and its role in developing a virtual community’s
participatory approach. The analysis of Anonymous’s participatory development also
contributes to the growing body of literature on the community itself. Considering the
way in which the internet requires us to reconceptualise mainstream notions of political
participation, Anonymous presents an excellent example of new engagement
behaviour. Research into Anonymous is limited, but further research can help us
develop our understanding of contemporary approaches to political participation more
broadly. As we begin to see connective action become a dominant approach to civic
engagement, understanding how crowd-enabled networks such as Anonymous function
will become significantly more important (Bennett and Segerberg 2013).

This article has 4 substantive sections. It builds upon previous Political Science work
on Anonymous, namely Underwood’s (2009) analysis of Project Chanology, and
Coleman’s (2014) exploration of Anonymous’s engagement as a participatory
movement more broadly. Consequently, it assumes a basic level of understanding of
Anonymous’s form and function, although section one provides a brief overview of
Anonymous itself. Given the article’s focus, section two then discusses the social
movement literature. Subsequently, section three explores Anonymous as a
decentralised cell network. Section four then focuses upon Anonymous’s life-cycle as
a virtual community, highlighting the structural changes that have influenced the shift
in Anonymous’s participatory form. Finally, the article positions its findings within
broader debates concerning online political participation and the changing nature of
citizen engagement.
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3.2 Anonymous in Brief

Debates about how to classify Anonymous are emerging in the literature. Indeed, it is
difficult to conceptualise Anonymous, as its fluid composition and integration of
memetic culture allows it to ‘fit’ into many categories. This is not to say that there have
not been similar approaches to political participation in the past; here, the “black bloc”
is an excellent example (Graeber 2002). Rather, Anonymous’s location in the digital
realm marries its approach to political engagement with the capacity to transcend
traditionally limiting factors of time, space and identity. This, coupled with
Anonymous’s internal rhetoric directed at circumventing classification, results in a
group focused on defying classification. It is necessary then to broaden our conception
of these modes of political participation to better accommodate the way in which the
structure of Anonymous has evolved.

Structurally, Anonymous is decentralised in that its participants don’t converge on one
website, with communal interactions spread across a plethora of digital platforms, such
as message boards, IRC channels and social media pages (Dunn Cavelty and Jaeger
2015). Within this seemingly structureless existence however, Anonymous’s
participants are still able to develop a sense of belonging and communal solidarity.
This ability is facilitated by the adoption of the Anonymous persona, a faceless, mass
participatory, concept which draws upon the notion of complete anonymity in
communication.2 Individuals seeking to take part in an affiliated community are
encouraged to communicate under the pseudonym Anonymous. As a collective, the
adoption of this mass persona serves to convey to the ‘outside’ a perception that
Anonymous is an omnipresent internet entity. In this way, Anonymous promotes
communicative environments free from leadership, hierarchy, official membership or
identifiable markers. Given that Anonymous has no pre-determined philosophy,
political preference or overarching ideology, the presence of the collective pseudonym
2

In recent years, the adoption of the Anonymous persona has not been enforced as an absolute within

many affiliated communities. Indeed, several of the larger dedicated websites allow its participants to
create an independent, and identifiable, pseudonym.
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helps to perpetuate the notion that anyone and everyone could exist as a ‘member’ of
Anonymous (Halupka and Star 2011).

Anonymous is perhaps best understood as a decentralised virtual community in that it
conforms, in its own way, to the various criteria established within the broad body of
virtual community literature: member-driven content; common concern; a sense of
virtual community; and the cultivation and propagation of norms (Iriberri and Leroy
2009; Abfalter, Zaglia et al. 2012; Miller 2014). Coleman (2014) acknowledges that
Anonymous does not congregate on a single platform for communication and
engagement. Rather, it is a virtual community which, in itself, houses a myriad of
smaller virtual communities. Here, Anonymous, as a collective, is a virtual community
which facilitates the development of smaller virtual communities that, in turn, promote
differentiated agenda and philosophical positions. In this way, Anonymous is
decentralised.

Halupka (2012), in his conceptualisation of Anonymous’s evolutionary timeline,
argues that, as a collective, Anonymous maintains two central, contrasting,
philosophical positions, the Moralists and the Purists. Halupka suggests that the Purist
position grew out of what is termed Anonymous’s ‘Social Community’ stage, a period
between 2006-2007 during which Anonymous engaged primarily via trolling and
raids.3 For Halupka (2012, p.15): ‘the term Purist is employed to describe Anonymous
members who participate in attacks purely for entertainment’. Representing a
fundamentalist perspective, the Purists view Anonymous as an enabler for collective
entertainment, a tool which can be utilised to engage targets, repercussion-free.
Conversely, the Moralist position emerged in the 2008-2009 ‘Social Movement’
period. The Moralist position saw Anonymous as an instrument for political
3

Trolling or “griefing”, in this context, is the act of purposefully causing anguish to members of an

online community with the intended outcome the entertainment of the propagator. A “Raid” is a
colloquialism referring to the group act of pooling resources to engage an opposing body. In relation to
Anonymous, this was often accomplished via trolling- harassing another community or website on mass
for entertainment.
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participation. Capitalising upon its horizontal governance structure and anonymitycentred communication, the Moralists positioned Anonymous in terms of a collective
consciousness which could be directed towards engaging a multitude of different
agendas simultaneously.

In many ways, Anonymous’s Moralist philosophy acts as what Bennett and Segerberg
term ‘crowd enabled connective action’(Bennett and Segerberg 2013). Crowd enabled
connective action sees media platforms function as organisational hubs where crowds
allocate resources, respond to external events and display the capacity for structural
change over time. Crowd enabled connective action sees loose networks of
differentiated individuals move together towards the resolution of a common concern.
Here, connective action is envisioned as an alternative to the more traditional, arenaoriented approaches to political participation. Unlike the collective action view, which
sees participatory efficacy as synonymous with thick, strong, deliberative-focused, ties,
connective action argues for a different view of engagement credibility, one which
promotes the capacity of loose, decentralised network to incite genuine political
change.

It is important to understanding these two positions when considering Anonymous’s
development as a virtual community. Indeed, the article draws upon these two
positions in its subsequent analysis of Anonymous’s life-cycle and its consideration of
the role that these changes played in the development of its modes of participation. The
article now turns to an exploration of social movement literature, particularly in
relation to Anonymous.

3.3 Social Movements

‘Social movement’ is a contested term. Crossley (2002), for example, highlights the
difficulties with applying the leading definitions (Blumer 1969; Eyerman and Jamison
1991; Tarrow 1998; Porta and Diani 1999). Crossley (2002) suggests that social
movements share ‘family resemblance’, rather than fixed characteristics; elements of
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commonality that help us to identify social movements, rather than allowing us to
establish a definitive typology. Diani (1992) echoes this sentiment, emphasising that
the language utilised in academic research often results in terminological ambiguity.
Diani (1992) argues that the term social movement could be replaced with terms such
as collective action and social conflict, with little lost in translation.

A more pressing, though not unrelated issue, concerns the changing nature of society’s
relationship with systems of power and decision making. At their core, social
movements seek change. They are a means of civic engagement. However, as this
paper explores, traditional approaches to political participation are slowly being
supplanted, as digitally enabled, connective, forms increase in popularity. To this end,
the proliferation of the internet has added an additional layer of complexity to the
conceptualisation of social movements. Both Crossley (2002) and Diani (1992) look to
synthesise this complexity by providing a broader conceptualisation of social
movements, one which allows for the ebbs and flow of social and cultural progression.
Crossley begins here by considering Eyerman and Jamison’s (1991) use of
‘temporality’ in their attempt to capture the often organic nature of social movements.
Although Crossley looks to provide a broader concept of social movements, one which
may stand resilient in the face of future developments, he wisely turns to Eyerman and
Jamison to explore the limitations of broadening definitions through the use of
ambiguous terminology.

Eyerman and Jamison (1991, p. 4) argue that social movements are best understood as
‘temporary public spaces’; moments of collective solidarity which provide societies
with an identity and ideology. This view appears influenced by the emergence of the
Internet and its capacity for the mass diffusion of information, linked then to an
optimistic view of the internet’s capacity to create of civic sociability. This is similar to
how Anonymous operates in sociotechnical environments, as it engages under a
common persona, and the movement’s composition is ‘temporary’, allowing for the
free flow of ideas and a project identity. However, Crossley (2002, p. 4) argues that
Eyerman and Jamison’s use of the term ‘temporary’ is too ambiguous because it raises
an unanswerable question about how long we mean by temporary. Specifically,
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Crossley points to ‘new social movements’, such as environmentalism, as movements
which, having lasted for several decades, no longer seem temporary.

Looking to address this issue of temporality, Crossey turns to Tarrow’s (1998) work on
the relative durability of movements. Tarrow (1998, p. 6) suggests that social
movements are the result of “ordinary people, often in league with more influential
citizens [joining] forces in confrontation with elites, authorities and opponents.”
Elaborating upon this, Tarrow (1998, pp. 8-9) identifies “sustained interaction with
opponents” as a key characteristic which distinguishes social movements from singular
protests events. However, Tarrow’s definition does not escape the problem of
terminological ambiguity. In particular, the focus upon elites, authorities and
opponents ignores more abstract targets for political activism, such as patriarchy or
globalisation. While Tarrow’s identification of opponents seemingly incorporates such
targets, globalisation, for example, lacks an identifiable face, a definite body or
opponent to which to direct social disapproval. As such, Tarrow’s definition is too
ambiguous for an analysis of Anonymous, a collectivity whose targets are often as
abstract as the community itself. In contrast, Tilly’s (1984, p. 306) definition reduces
some of these ambiguities, suggesting that social movements are a: “sustained series of
interactions between power holders and persons successfully claiming to speak on
behalf of a constituency lacking formal representation...”. To this end, Tilly (1984, p.
306) concludes that social movements ‘make publicly visible demands for changes in
the distribution or exercise of power, and back those demands with public
demonstrations.’

Crossley posits the significance of Diani’s (1992) approach, arguing that it not only
synthesise leading literature, but also identifies the ambiguities which have restricted
its predecessors. Here, Diani (1992) identifies three basic social movement
characteristics: networks of relations between a plurality of actors; collective identity;
and involvement in conflict. Conceived as ‘family resemblances’, Diani’s broad
conceptualisation of social movements maintains a level of flexibility, while avoiding
the issue of terminological ambiguity. In this way, it proves useful when defining
social movements in an era where citizens look to challenge traditional approaches to
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civic engagement by pursuing change independent of centralised, governing structures.
Building upon this, the following section considers to what degree Anonymous
satisfies Diani’s social movement ‘family resemblances’. Given that Anonymous has,
in the past, been defined as a social movement, the article finds it important to revisit
this classification, and consider whether this is still a valid claim.

3.4 Anonymous as a Social Movement

Underwood (2009) argues that, throughout 2008 and 2009, Anonymous effectively
functioned as a social movement. However, he classifies Anonymous as a social
movement because of its anti-Scientology operation, Project Chanology, rather than
considering the organisation more broadly. Drawing upon Halupka’s (2013)
identification of Anonymous’ Social Movement period, this article argues that, during
this time, Anonymous’s central mode of participation was that of a social movement,
with Project Chanology better seen as the primary expression of this form. Here,
Diani’s (1992) identification of the general characteristics of a social movement is
useful in analysing Anonymous’s approach to political participation during this period.

As we saw, Diani’s suggests that a Social Movement should be first understood as
network of informal relationships, involving communication and engagement among a
plurality of individual, groups and/or organisations. Given that Anonymous has no
registration process and doesn’t recognise any formal structure, governing body or
leadership positions, it would seem they meet this criterion. An individual’s
commitment to the community is self-regulated as their involvement is not dictated by
a formal procedure or hierarchical system. A participant determines their own level of
involvement. This characteristic denotes the presence of a network which allows an
individual to choose where, and how, she wishes to participate, so there is a network of
informal relationships. This also resonates with Turner and Killian’s (1987) suggestion
that a social movement’s participant base is fluid and tends to exhibit a lack of formal
procedures legitimatising leadership. As there is no formal structure for, or procedure
involved in, Anonymous’s political engagement, the relationships are informal.
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Anonymous also clearly meets Diani’s (1992) second characteristic: “the boundaries of
a social movement network are defined by the specific collective identity shared by the
actors involved in the interaction” (Diani 1992, p. 9). Embracing a mass persona,
Anonymous has a ‘collective identity’. An individual’s adoption of the Anonymous
identity denotes a willingness to define herself as a part of the broader movement. This
shared identity facilitates feelings of belonging, as it is synonymous with communal
solidarity. In this sense, an affiliation with the Anonymous persona functions as an
effective boundary to the movement itself.

Diani’s third and final defining characteristic of a social movement refers to a capacity
to engage relevant issues. Here, Diani (1992, p. 11) writes “social movement actors are
engaged in political and/or cultural conflicts, meant to promote or oppose social
change either at the systematic or non-systematic level”. The key element for Diani’s
(1992) is not whether a movement can engage, but, rather, whether they do so to seek
or prevent social change. A number of Anonymous’s operations have been focused on
such socio-political change, with Project Chanology being an obvious example
(Underwood 2009). Project Chanology aimed to inform the public of Scientology’s
questionable practices. Anonymous saw its ultimate goal as the restriction of the
Church’s ability to effectively function both online and offline. In doing this,
Anonymous sought to change the societal perception of the religion, limiting its
capability to convert new members, and thus function effectively.

Overall, I would argue that Anonymous functions as a social movement much in the
same way as the anti-globalisation movement. The anti-globalisation movement can be
characterised by its propagation of anti-capitalist ideology. Its ‘collective identity’ lies
in opposition to the unregulated political power of multinational corporation, and thus
their maximization of profits at the expense of society (Beckett 2002; Bennett 2003).
Lloyd (2001) suggests that, within this collective opposition to globalisation, several
grassroots sub-movements developed, each with its own agenda, including: the
Homeless Workers’ Movement; Grassroots Global Justice Alliance; and the Western
Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign (Redden 2001; Sullivan 2004; Couch 2010; HuntHendrix and Soriano 2011). Proponents of these grassroots campaigns, though
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independent in their specific agenda, identified with the broader anti-globalisation
movement. In this way, the anti-globalisation movement, while acting as a social
movement, facilitated the development of separate sub-movements.

Anonymous functions in a similar manner. The most obvious example of this is the
development of Project Chanology’s Purist and Moralist sub-movements discussed
earlier. Though both identified with the broader Chanology movement, each
contributed in a separate way, developing a distinct identity and agenda. The Moralists
protested peacefully outside the religion’s various centres, seeking to inform the public
of the sub-movement’s cause. Conversely, Purist demonstrations largely drew upon
the propagation of their memetic cultural base, mocking and taunting the religion for
entertainment. Anonymous can also be seen as facilitating the development of
grassroots movements unrelated to the Chanology cause. For example, Anonymous’s
shift to a decentralised cell network saw the development of the Anonymous Anarchist
Action (A(A)A) movement (Harrison 2011). The A(A)A do not consider themselves
separate from Anonymous, but, rather, as a movement which operates within its
decentralised structure (Coleman 2011; Kelley 2011). As a grassroots movement, they
seek to engage anti-capitalist targets and, within this, propagate an anarchist ideology
within more popular and mainstream Anonymous communities. Thus, during 2008 and
2009, Anonymous can be seen engaging politically as a social movement, while, at the
same time, facilitating political participation through the development of separate
grassroots movements.

3.5 Decentralised Network Structures

Dishman (2005), in his conceptualisation of the decentralised cell structure, draws
upon a broader classification of networks, primarily informed by Arquilla and
Ronfeldt’s (2001) identification of three basic types of networks: chain network; star or
hub network; and an all-channel network. Each of these networks is defined through
the structural composition of its nodes. A node, in this instance, refers to a participating
individual or cell which shares similar interests and ideals. Arquilla and Ronfeldt
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(2001, p. 8) elaborate upon this, suggesting that a node: “…may be large or small,
tightly or loosely coupled, and inclusive or exclusive in membership. They may be
segmentary or specialized - that is, they may look alike and engage in similar activities,
or they may undertake a division of labor based on specialization.”

The structural composition of a decentralised cell sees several isolated nodes working
in conjunction to achieve a broader agenda. Each cell is functionally independent from
the others, working towards a separate goal, which, ultimately, contributes to the
organisation’s broader objective. Unlike a leaderless resistance, which rebels against
any form of connectivity, the efficiency of a decentralised cell structure relies on the
different nodes remaining in constant communication. This ensures that each node is
effectively working towards the group’s common goal. Such a structure can be seen as
an effective means of combating rogue cells which may either misinterpret or
manipulate the organisation’s mandate. Dishman (2005) argues that, although
communication is paramount to efficiency, it is often kept to a minimum to ensure that
each cell remains functionally independent. Leahy (2005) suggests that this structural
independence serves as one of the decentralised cell’s primary strengths because it
facilitates solidarity. This independence creates an intimate environment, making
insurgency and infiltration difficult. Similarly, Tucker (2001, p. 2) argues that this “…
gives networks their flexibility, adaptiveness and resilience.”

The decentralised cell structure is differentiated from a hierarchical structure in that it
can function with multiple leaders. Dishman identifies this form as a panarchy. Here,
he draws upon Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s (2001) definition of an all-channel network, as:
“...a collaborative network... where everybody is connected to everybody else”
(Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001, p. 8). Dishman (2005, p. 242) suggests that this form of
network: “...may look ‘acephalous’ (headless) at times, and ‘polycephalous’ (Hydraheaded) at other times.” Consequently, Dishman suggests that there is a direct
correlation

between

the

position

and

role

of

the

leader

and

the

organisation/group/movement’s corresponding form. In this way, he differentiates
between hierarchical (top-down), decentralised (one leader per cell) and leaderless (no
leader) structures.
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Within a decentralised cell structure, the: “…leader is usually the person with the most
experience in the cell…” (Dishman 2005, p. 242). Other members naturally defer to an
identifiable veteran, an individual who demonstrates a high level of understanding in
relation to the cell’s governing purpose, enacting an unwavering commitment to its
fulfilment. Dishman’s suggestion about a polycephalous leadership structure, however,
derives from the network’s characteristic of multiple cells. Each node contains its own
leader, ensuring that ‘their’ cell stringently adheres to the organisation’s overarching
ideology. As a decentralised cell structure is comprised of multiple nodes, the
organisation itself can be seen as having multiple leaders simultaneously. Moreover,
communication between cells is typically initiated by the veteran participant (read:
leader), so that the group’s ideals, philosophy and fundamental purpose is not diluted
and manipulated by less-committed individuals.

Tucker (2001) argues that polycephalous organisations benefit from multiple points of
leadership in that the organisation does not come to rely on any one governing group or
individual. He suggests that, through adopting a network structure: “the organisation
becomes more resilient because if one or even several of its constituent entities are
destroyed, the others carry on” (Tucker 2001, p. 1). Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s (2001) allchannel network, as the inspiration for Dishman’s decentralised cell, shares many
structural similarities in this regard. They argue that the organisational design of the
all-channel network is flat, as opposed to the pyramidal design of the traditional
hierarchical structure. The flat structure ensures that: “…no precise heart or head that
can be targeted” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001, p. 19). As such, while a hierarchy may
exists within the individual cells, as denoted by the presence of a veteran leader, the
organisation as a whole, in subscribing to the all-channel structure, doesn’t have a
chain of command. This, in turn, benefits the organisation, by ensuring that its member
base can resist infiltration, and that its structural composition does not rely solely on a
singular governing body or individual.
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3.6 Anonymous as a Decentralised Cell Network

As emphasised, throughout 2008 and 2009, Anonymous can be seen functioning as a
social movement. However, from 2010 onwards, Anonymous progressed through what
I term, the Decentralised Cell Network (DNC) period. During this time, though
Anonymous existed as a single community, it was composed of a multitude of different
operations and objectives, all being carried out simultaneously. For example, in
addition to providing assistance to the Arab Spring conflict in early 2011, the
Anonymous community also initiated attacks on security firm HBGary Federal
(Bradley 2011; Eisenstadt 2011; Greenberg 2012). Though these were the most
successful and publicised political actions, at the same time, Anonymous contained
dozens of smaller developing operations, each with its own dedicated participant base.

Following Anonymous’s period as a social movement, the virtual community can be
effectively categorised as an example of Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s (2001) “all-channel
network”, the theoretical basis for Dishman’s (2005) “decentralised cell network”. The
all-channel network is structurally flat, with no overarching chain of command or
authoritative body. The network as a whole is composed of several autonomous nodes
adhering to little or no hierarchy, yet still capable of communicating to all affiliated
participants. The similarities with Anonymous’s own structural composition are
immediately evident. As a collective, it comprises several independent communities,
each identifying with the Anonymous “brand” (Hai-Jew 2013).

Arquilla and Ronfeldt (2001) suggest that the capacity of an all-channel network to
perform effectively is dependent on the presence of an overarching doctrine or
ideology which spans all the nodes and is strongly supported by all participants. The
collective identity of Anonymous itself fulfils this role adequately, as it represents an
understanding of the community’s implicit norms. Individuals who utilise the
Anonymous pseudonym do so in recognition of its symbolism as a collective hive
mind, which encourages freedom of thought and action, through the removal of
identifiable markers.
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Dishman (2005) suggests that, within such a network, everybody should be connected
to everybody else, although constant communication between nodes is not a necessary
requirement. With that said, should mass communication be required: “... the
network’s members must be able to disseminate information promptly and as broadly
as desired within the network and to outside audiences” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001,
p. 197). Anonymous has consistently demonstrated their proficiency in disseminating
information, both throughout their network and to a broader audience. Here, larger
Anonymous communities such, as AnonOps and Anon News (now defunct), function
as effective distribution point from where participants can view information and, in
turn, redirect it externally.

Comparing Anonymous’s utilisation of this form with modern terrorist cells helps us
understand how they take political action. Modern terrorist cells rely heavily on their
ability to instigate action from multiple points simultaneously (Tucker 2001). Although
such cells may identify with a broader collective or organisation, they do so without
answering to an authoritative body. Indeed, as Dishman (2005) suggests, such a form
facilitates the presence of multiple leaders, as each cell within the network contains
their own governance structure. Thus, while it is possible to dissolve a comprising
node, doing so will not result in the disbandment of the corresponding organisation.
Engaging in this way allows Anonymous several strategic advantages. The most
important of these is that it enables Anonymous to function effectively without the
need of an authoritative body, making it difficult for critics, opponents or adversaries
to instigate retribution. This is further strengthened by the adoption of the collective
persona. In addition to their lack of a hierarchical structure, community participants
often forsake the creation of a unique identity, allowing for consequence-free (or the
perception thereof) activism.

Anonymous’s decentralised cell network also facilitates political participation through
the creation of ‘phantom cells’, often categorised as ‘leaderless resistances’ (Beam
1992). A leaderless resistance is a system of isolated nodes which function separately
from a governing body. Such a form is different from Dishman’s (2005) decentralised
cell structure in that inter-node communication is not a prominent feature. A system of
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decentralised cells may maintain minimal contact to ensure that the network adheres to
the collective doctrine, yet a leaderless resistance will be completely isolated (Kaplan
1997; Joosse 2007). In this way, a phantom cell is completely self-sufficient; a
proverbial lone-wolf. Although a phantom cell may be affiliated with an organisation
or collective, it maintains an independent interpretation of the collective’s broader
mandate (Kaplan 1997; Dishman 2005). As such, regardless of the affiliated
organisation’s stated directive, a phantom cell will approach the furtherance of its goal
in a manner completely governed by personal preference. The isolated nature of
phantom cells makes it difficult to assess their prominence within Anonymous. Indeed,
this difficultly is intensified through the collective’s anonymity-centred culture. In
spite of this, phantom cells within Anonymous can be identified at certain intervals.
One such example occurred within the DCN period’s Operation Payback. Operation
Payback was initiated in retaliation to Aiplex Software’s DDoS attacks on various
torrent housing sites, at the request of several Bollywood companies (BBC 2010;
Coleman 2011). Before Anonymous had a chance to attack Aiplex software directly, a
phantom cell commenced a separate attack (Leyden 2010). As the decentralised
political form permits such a high level of activist involvement, coupled with
Anonymous’s anonymity centred doctrine, the presence of leaderless resistances within
the community itself is clear, but their extent and influence is difficult to determine.

Drawing upon its fluid communal parameters and a decentralised structure,
Anonymous’s participants, during this period, demonstrated the capacity to create their
own community, operation, social movement or group under the collective banner of
“Anonymous”. This stands in stark contrast to the more unified position observed
during the 2008-2009 Social Movement period. As such, one may question what
caused this change in Anonymous’s approach to political participation. The article next
addresses this question and focuses upon Anonymous’s life cycle as a virtual
community. Here, it argued that there is a direct correlation between Anonymous’s
development as a decentralised virtual community and the mechanisms used for
political participation.
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3.7 Anonymous’ Life Cycle

There has then been a distinct change in Anonymous’s mode of participation. Starting
in 2008, and lasting until midway through 2009, Anonymous engaged primarily as a
social movement. Here, Project Chanology dominated the community’s participatory
repertoire, spawning several affiliated movements. However, from 2010 to 2012,
Anonymous can be seen engaging as a decentralised cell network. This participatory
form saw a host of differentiated agenda pursued simultaneously, with little adherence
to an overarching theme or philosophy. This article employs Iriberri and Leroy’s
(2009) life-cycle framework to help map Anonymous’s structural changes.

Iriberri and Leroy (2009) suggest that a community’s evolution is synonymous with
the needs of its members. As these needs change, so does the structure of the
community. Considering this, the authors present a life-cycle framework comprised of
5 stages: Inception, Creation, Growth, Maturity, and Death. These stages match those
of the information systems life-cycle (ISLC), a concept utilised in information systems
development. Ahituv and Neumann (1989) emphasise that ISLC must follow a strict
transition between stages, with no stages being skipped in the process. As such, this
logical progression forms the basis for Iriberri and Leroy’s (2010) concept of
synonymous community evolution. Each life-cycle stage contains several defining
characteristics which serve as developmental markers. Meeting all of these markers is
essential for community evolution. Various success factors, such as a ‘focus on user
needs’ or a ‘reliable interface’, also contribute to the continued development of the
community (Iriberri and Leroy 2009, pp. 19-23). The satisfaction of these factors
ensures the continued sustainability of the community as a whole and a subsequent
progression to the next stage.

It is beyond the scope of this article to explore the structural progression of
Anonymous throughout the first two stages of Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009) life-cycle
framework, but it is necessary, and useful, to briefly detail their characteristics, so as to
provide a suitable context for the subsequent analysis of the remaining three stages
which are the focus here. The ‘Inception’ stage draws upon an agent’s desire to satisfy
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a specific insufficiency, such as a lack of hobby-specific forums, or the desire for a
more inclusive/exclusive discursive environment. Coupled with the vision to instigate
the solution, this gives rise to an online space and an online community. The ‘Creation’
phase begins once the community has developed a clear purpose, and the technological
infrastructure to support it. The community enters its “Creation” stage when those
technological structures can support the communal interaction and, consequently, the
external propagation of the community’s presence and purpose. Anonymous’s own
‘Inception’ and ‘Creation’ phases coincide with what Halupka terms the Inception
(2003-2006) and Social Community (2007-2008) period.

Drawing upon the technological independence of the Social Community period, the
early stages of Project Chanology marked the beginning of Anonymous’s ‘Growth’
period (Iriberri and Leroy 2009; Underwood 2009). The Growth stage sees a
community develop its own identity through an influx of new members. As the
community moves from ‘Creation’ to ‘Growth’, boundaries are established to delineate
a user-base unfamiliar with its unwritten rules of conduct. Here, members begin to
develop a common vocabulary and participation etiquette rules begin to surface.
Throughout the Growth stage, members are assigned, or self-select, the roles that they
will play within the community. This will range from leadership positions, through to
lurkers, those individuals who exist within the community, but do not engage its
participant or content directly.

The realisation of Anonymous’s social movement form, and consequently its new
approach to political engagement, was directly linked to its developing identity, as a
result of an influx of new members, which marked its Growth stage. Prior to this stage,
Anonymous’s mobilisation of collective action had been focused towards opponents
who would seek retaliation, reflecting the Purist philosophy. This cultural engagement,
driven by the collective’s desire for entertainment, resulted in the development of the
Project Chanology movement. As such, Project Chanology, as a social movement, was
not born out of a desire to engage the Church of Scientology from a moralistic
position, but, rather, from the wish to engage a target which would react aggressively,
if provoked. However, in engaging the Church of Scientology, participants created a
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false public image, one that would serve as a decoy, hiding the true intention of the
attacks (Underwood and Welser 2011). The purpose of this was to frame the attacks in
a legitimising light, therefore limiting the capacity of its target to retaliate (Coleman
2011). Yet, the creation of this moralistic persona resulted in the emergence of the
Moralist movement. As media outlets were made aware of the attacks, they promoted

Anonymous as ‘a loose knit community of cyber hackers’ who fought for freedom of
information and anti-censorship ideals. However, this manufactured identity worked
too well and Anonymous-inspired message boards were soon inundated with new
‘members’, all looking to contribute to the fight against Scientology (Halupka 2012).

The influx of new members which created the Moralist movement shifted
Anonymous’s approach to political engagement. Each new ‘member’ approached
Project Chanology with a preconceived understanding of what, and who, Anonymous
was. Helped by a lack of definitive parameters and a governing body, this surging
member base shifted the majority perception of Anonymous’s purpose. Here, new
members positioned Project Chanology as a social movement, and Anonymous as an
extension of this ideal. Anonymous had previously existed as an entertainment-based
community because the ‘needs’ of its participant base had positioned it in this way.
Yet, as the majority perception of Anonymous’s purpose changed, so did its
corresponding participatory form. The majority perception of its collective purpose
represented the empirical reality of its political behaviour. In this way, the
Growth/Social Movement period saw the development of Anonymous’s political
identity through an influx of new members who utilised the community as a group
involved in political participation, through the creation of moralistic grassroots
movements. Consequently, I argue that, during this stage, Anonymous’s approach to
political engagement changed in accordance with the needs and opinions of its
community. Here, the corresponding structural change observed was the result of
Growth stage characteristic, ‘influx of new members’. This link between form and
participatory perception has continued into Anonymous’s ‘Maturity’ stage.

An online community’s ‘Maturity’ stage marks the pinnacle of its developmental
process. It is characterised by several features, including: regulations; subgroups; trust;
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and relationships (Iriberri and Leroy 2009). This article views Anonymous’s DCN
period as the realisation of its Maturity stage, in that it displays both subgroups and
regulations. Anonymous, as a virtual community, manifests only two of Iriberri and
Leroy’s (2009) defining characteristics of ‘Maturity’. In my view, this is a by-product
of the unique characteristics of Anonymous, because trust and relationships are
difficult to establish within a decentralised, anonymity-centred environment.

Anonymous’s realisation of a decentralised cell form arose out of the community’s
division following the conclusion of the Social Movement period. Here, Anonymous
provided participants with an environment within which polar communities
(Moralist/Purist) could be developed under a common identity. As these philosophies
were fleshed out and further developed, the Maturity/DCN stage saw the creation of
multiple corresponding communities. Participants no longer positioned themselves as
either fundamentalists or moralists, but, rather, gravitated towards subgroups which
both facilitated their participation aspirations and coincided with their perception of
Anonymous. Each of these communities developed, in turn, a separate identity from
the overarching mass-pseudonym of Anonymous itself; one connected to its member’s
needs. For example, those who gravitated to communities such as AnonOps did so to
directly engage politically via online activism. Conversely, those who migrated to
environments such as WhyWeProtest sought a less anonymity-centred community,
which still shared the collective’s cultural base.

Once again, we can observe the relationship between Anonymous’s participatory form
and its member base. As the majority perception of the collective’s purpose changes,
so does its form. Anonymous functioned as a social movement during the Growth
stage as the majority of its participants (read: new members) saw it in this way,
creating an entity with a singular target and a relatively focused structure. However,
during the Maturity stage, the collective diversified into multiple identities, each
representing an independent approach to the Anonymous concept. Unlike the united
front of the Social Movement period, the Decentralised Cell Network stage facilitates a
multitude of different operations simultaneously, creating a community which
resembles an all-channel network (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001). This separation of
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both location and identity is indicative of the Maturity stage’s ‘subgroup’
characteristic. Indeed, this article argues that the realisation of the subgroup feature
resulted in a significant development in Anonymous’s approach to political
participation. Here, once again, there is a clear relationship between Anonymous’s
progression through its life-cycle and the development in its modes of participation.

The final stage in Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009) life-cycle framework is “Death”. The
Death stage represents a deficit in the defining features that helped develop the
community throughout its life-cycle. Iriberri and Leroy (2009) attribute the Death stage
to an overall lack of: contribution; participation; and quality content. To date (mid
2015), Anonymous is still an active virtual entity. In this way, the Death stage is
unique in that it is not confined to precede any one specific stage. As a decentralised
community, a number of websites comprise this network and identify with the
Anonymous persona. Nevertheless, Anonymous displays several features which signal
the possible on-set of the Death stage. Interestingly though, rather than harming the
wider community, Anonymous has seemingly incorporated these characteristics into its
collective norms, turning negatives into positives.

Consider Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009, pp. 24-25) idea that the Death stage is marked by
‘members with weak ties’. When applied to a centralised community, this factor would
contribute to a progression into the Death stage, as members would lack a communal
sense of solidarity. Yet, this concept is at the very heart of Anonymous’s governing
structural philosophy, the belief that Anonymous has no members. Similarly, building
upon this, is the factor ‘transient membership’. As highlighted, in considering the
development of Anonymous’s participatory forms, the community’s participant base is
in a continuous state of flux. Observations of fluid membership structures have been
made in recent years in relation to the emergence of connective action movements,
such as Occupy Wall Street, and Australia’s March-in-March (Bennett and Segerberg
2013). It is seemingly indicative of a fundamental shift in the society’s relationship
with structures of power and decision making, a move away from duty norms, and
towards personal action frames/ project oriented identities. In this way, the fact that
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Anonymous promotes transient membership is not unsurprising, as it is very much in
line with changes that have been occurring in political participation more broadly.

To this end, in may be time to revisit Iriberri and Leroy’s conceptualisation of the
virtual community, as elements which have traditionally been conceived as impacting
negatively on the development of community become driving characteristics in what
may prove to be a new chapter in online interaction. While it is beyond the capacity of
this article to explore this further, several important observations have been made
which may prove useful in furthering this discussion.

3.8 Discussion

This analysis has emphasised two significant points. First, it shows that Anonymous’s
social movement form was a direct result of the ‘influx of new members’ in the
Growth stage. Following its Creation stage, Anonymous incorporated the technologies
and digital infrastructure needed to spread information concerning its community.
However, as a result of the Purist’s predilection for misdirection, a created persona
was misinterpreted as a legitimate identity. Here, new participants joining Anonymous
brought with them preconceived understandings about Anonymous’s purpose. In
joining the community, and in reinforcing their understanding, these new members
fundamentally altered both Anonymous’s predominant philosophical position and its
approach to political participation.

While the change in participatory form was, in part, a result of forces external to the
evolution in virtual community structure, it could be argued that such a development
was inevitable considering Anonymous’s lack of definitive parameters, a governing
body and a central location. Any large influx of members, regardless of their origin,
would fundamentally alter both the philosophical and the structural landscape of a
community which circumvents traditional virtual community characteristics. Indeed, as
the analysis highlighted, the development of Anonymous’s social movement form was
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a direct result of a fundamental change in the perception of the majority of the
participant base about the community’s collective purpose.

Second, the Maturity stage characteristic ‘subgroups’ is indicative of Anonymous’s
development of decentralised cell networks. As Anonymous developed, the divide
between the Moralist and Purist positions grew more distinct. Exacerbated by the
community’s lack of a central location, participants joined subgroups which continued
to uphold both their philosophical and participatory understanding of Anonymous.
Here, the shift from social movement, to decentralised cell network, can be attributed
to the diversification of participatory objectives. Anonymous was able to function as a
social movement as their large, new, member base focused on Project Chanology.
Although it had an atomised identity, and had differing

philosophical views,

Anonymous’s campaign against the Church of Scientology acted as a focal point for
collective action (Coleman 2014). However, as a new agenda emerged, and subgroups
developed, this unifying agenda was supplanted, resulting in a shift in Anonymous’s
mode of participation. In this way, Anonymous no longer engaged as a unified force,
but, rather, enabled its participant base to pursue objective on a more independent
basis.

So, what does this tell us? Concerning Anonymous, it highlights the significance of the
community’s participant base in determining its approach to political participation.
Helped by its lack of a governing authoritative body or an overarching philosophy,
Anonymous’s form and function are linked to the perceptions of the majority of the
community. Here, its capacity to engage politically has developed together with its
member base. As Anonymous has progressed through its life-cycle framework, it has
facilitated the development of multiple participatory forms by reacting to the needs of
those who comprise it.

More broadly however, this article contributes to the contemporary discussion of
political participation. Anonymous’s development as a political actor informs our
understanding of connective action, specifically Bennett and Segerberg’s (2013) notion
of crowd enabled connective action. Anonymous, like Occupy Wall Street, can be
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viewed in this way, because it: sees personal action frames and personal expression
shared over networks; features no formal organisation of action; and draws upon
embedded digital infrastructure to support informal avenues of communication,
solidarity and engagement. To this end, this paper’s analysis of the relationship
between Anonymous’s structure and its mode of engagement informs our
understanding of how online-oriented connective action groups react in times of
structural change. Connective action groups are defined by their facilitation of
differentiated modes of engagement, such as: clicktivism; information activism; online
advocacy groups; and e-petitions (Vromen and Coleman 2011; Bennett and Segerberg
2013; Chadwick 2013; Halupka 2014). The pursuit of common concern by way of
personal action frames and loose social networks enables connective action networks
to act as a focal point for different types of civic engagement. What the analysis here
tells us though, is that this facilitation of engagement is strongly shaped by the
structural composition of the movement itself. Thus, as the connective action
network’s structure changes, either as a result of cyber migration or operational
development, so will the approach to political participation. As the needs of the
connective action group changes, so too will their mode of political engagement.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to pursue this insight. However, given the growing
importance of connective action in contemporary political movements, it is an area
which needs more work. In particular, we need to consider whether the relationship
between structure and mode is unique to the loosely controlled boundaries of
connective action, or, rather, functions similarly for both hybrid and collective action
models.

The internet has changed the way in which we understand political participation. As
such, academic research needs to conceptualise the manner in which individuals
employ digital technologies to complement their political participation aspirations.
Anonymous, in this sense, represents one such participatory outlet, a fluid community
which capitalises upon the internet’s ability to skew both identity and leadership.
Understanding this relationship between Anonymous’s mode of operation and their
virtual structure contributes to our understanding of the role that structural change
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plays in such communities. Civic engagement has changed, and much like
Anonymous’s participant base, will continue to grow and evolve as the environment in
which it works also changes. Anonymous is a product of this progression and, in
understanding it, we better position ourselves to comprehend this evolution of political
participation.
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Chapter 4. Clicktivism: A Systematic Heuristic

This article argues that clicktivism is a legitimate political act. It emphasizes that such
acts, through a recurrent negative discourse, have been marginalized. As a result, new
modes of participation that draw upon the simplification of social connectivity have
largely been ignored in the mainstream Political Science literature. In addressing this
issue, the article develops a heuristic that identifies seven dimensions (or
characteristics) of clicktivism. This new heuristic will allow for the analysis of
clicktivism as a form of civic engagement separate from digital activism more broadly.
Subsequently, the article applies the heuristic to several popular forms of clicktivism,
including social buttons and the creation of memes, demonstrating both its utility and
flexibility.
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4.1 Introduction

The Internet provides an unparalleled environment for communication and information
distribution. As such, it allows individuals to pursue political issues autonomously, on
their own terms. As some authors (Collin 2008; Earl and Kimport 2011; Nam 2012)
have suggested, this participatory freedom provides an enticing alternative to more
constraining, traditional avenues for civic engagement. In this way, individuals are
drawn to participate online, as the political independence the media affords better
complements the increased complexity associated with a period of late-modernity
(Best and Kellner 1997; Fitri 2011; Marsh 2011). Yet, as developments in technology
loosen barriers of usability, streamlining connectivity and communication, online
political participation is similarly simplified. Actions such as the creation of online
content or one-to-many communication, once understood as complex processes, now
exist as simple extensions of Web 2.0-inspired communicative environments. This
simplification of the engagement process has seen these emerging practices demonized
in academic discourse and labeled as ‘clicktivism’ or ‘slacktivism’.4

For the most part, the term clicktivism is employed to denote the simplification of
online participatory processes: online petitions, content sharing, social buttons (e.g.
Facebook’s ‘Like’ button), etc. Here, clicktivism is seen in derogatory terms, with the
idea that the streamlining of online processes has created a societal disposition towards
feel good, ‘easy’ activism (Morozov 2009). From this perspective, clicktivism is a lazy
or overly-convenient alternative to the effort and legitimacy of traditional engagement.
This view has resulted in an insufficient focus upon many emerging forms of online
political expression and participation that draw upon the universalization of social and
communicative technology. However, as this article will argue, the current derogatory
use of the term clicktivism doesn’t do justice to the simultaneous evolution of
developing technology and new modes of participation. To this end, the aim here is to
4

For the purpose of its discussion, this article considers the term “slacktivism” as an expressive

extension of “clicktivism”. In this way, the article draws upon literature about both actions, and employs
their findings interchangeably.
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better understand clicktivism as a legitimate political act, and in so doing establish a
more systematic approach to its identification, and use in future research.

As a recent development in observed political action, clicktivism has received its fair
share of attention in the political participation literature (Karpf 2010; Pavia 2011;
Drumbl 2012; Lim 2013). However, for the most part, this literature has done a poor
job of actually defining clicktivism. As such, clicktivism is not so much a contested
notion, as an ill-defined one. As a result, the extant work continues to describe
clicktivism in broad terms, failing to effectively establish what it does, and does not,
involve. Indeed, as highlighted above, the predominant discourse emerging from the
political participation literature continues to employ terms such as clicktivism not to
identify a specific form of online action, but rather as a limited and unimportant mode
of online engagement. In this context, this article looks to shift the current debate away
from a position that views such clicktivist acts as fundamentally less important than
their more traditional counterparts. To do so, the article examines the inability of the
current literature to locate and define clicktivism within existing understandings of
online activism. Subsequent, a heuristic is developed which can be utilized in the
identification and analysis of new forms of online civic engagement. Developing such
a heuristic allows us to think systematically about clicktivism and its position within
the broader online activist literature.

The article begins by developing a heuristic for examining clicktivism. As such, it
explores the limited literature on the act, providing a critique of past approaches to its
analysis and conceptualization. This critique delivers an analytical underpinning for the
heuristic. Subsequently, the article applies the heuristic to three common, yet
differentiated, examples of clicktivism: using a social button; creating a meme; and
changing a profile picture. In applying the heuristic to three significantly different
actions, the article demonstrates its flexibility and utility and, consequently, its
capacity to help legitimize in the in academic what is often an ignored or shunned form
of political engagement.
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4.2 The Issue Facing Clicktivism

As highlighted, one of the key issues facing the study of clicktivism is that it is viewed
overwhelmingly in derogative terms. While some authors are happy to employ the term
in the exploration of online advocacy groups (Karpf 2010), others use it in a manner
that implies that it is not a legitimate form of political engagement; that, in some
sense, it isn’t ‘real’ political activity (Drumbl 2012; Gamson and Sifry 2013). Seeing
clicktivism as largely ineffective, and in its own way contributing to further
disengagement from traditional avenues of political engagement, those who employ
this dismissive terminology often do so in an attempt to highlight its perceived
ineffectiveness (Pavia 2011; Skoric 2012). Authors such as Evgeny Morozov (2009)
and Micah White (White 2010) use the term clicktivism not to denote a legitimate form
of activism, but, rather, as an insult, to criticize what they see as an inferior mode of
participation. This position contends that such acts are largely driven by a desire for
instant gratification and self-satisfaction. So, the view is that individuals perform acts
of clicktivism to exercise a sense of moral justification without the need to actually
engage (Lee and Hsieh 2013). Here, a clear line is drawn between meaningful
engagement and unsubstantial engagement, a line that holds that political change must
be hard-fought. From this perspective, simplified forms of engagement and solidarity
are detrimental to the engagement culture, as they encourage apathy and normalize
easy (read: ineffective) political participation.

As a result, the political actions of those who engage in clicktivist acts have largely
been marginalized, without any consideration of their empirical effectiveness. In
contrast, this article contends that we need to recognize clicktivism as a distinctive
category of online political participation, and in so doing, shift its terminological use in
academic discourse. As technology develops, and once complex actions are simplified
and universalized, it is likely that clicktivist-like actions will increase in both
prominence and popularity. To disregard such emerging forms of participation because
they are at odds with long-held notions of what constitutes meaningful engagement is a
dangerous road to travel. Here, it is important that we acknowledge that a political act,
even if it requires limited effort, has relevance for the individual, and, as such, carries
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worth.

In order to change the way in which clicktivism is perceived, we must have a better
understanding of the act itself. The use of clicktivism as a normative degradation of
simplified online action perpetuates an ambiguous understanding of the act itself. Here,
new forms of activism that draw upon social connectivity are afforded a clicktivist
label, often regardless of differentiating characteristics. In order to address this issue,
the article looks to develop a heuristic to help us understand and study clicktivism.
Using this heuristic, future literature will be more able to distinguish between new
forms of activism.

4.3 Understanding Clicktivism

Currently, there is no developed conceptualization of clicktivism as a legitimate
political act. However, several texts have contributed to a general understanding and,
consequently, form a solid basis for the development of a heuristic. Rotman et al.
(2011, p.3) provide the most concise conceptualization in the literature, seeing
clicktivism as a ‘low-risk, low-cost activity via social media, whose purpose is to raise
awareness, produce change, or grant satisfaction to the person engaged in the activity.’
While this definition encapsulates the myriad forms of clicktivism, it is far too general
in its classification of online political action. In particular, this definition fails to
recognize that as an individual becomes more proficient within a digital medium, her
perceptions of both risk and cost shift to match her newly developed expertise.

Rotman et al. (2011)’s position seemingly contends that a political act has both an
inherent risk and a cost, one that can be measured relative to the context in which it is
located. This position is defensible when considering more traditional forms of
engagement; a riot involves more risk/cost than social movement activity, which, in
turn, has a higher risk/cost than voting (Walzer 1973; McAdam 1986). However,
notions of risk and cost are more malleable when located within a virtual environment.
Here, as an individual becomes more proficient in manipulating her virtual space,
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actions that once carried higher risk/cost become more commonplace, thus diminishing
liability. Moreover, as technological innovation strives to increase the marketability of
new online processes, there is an increased focus upon the simplification of complex
actions. Together, both the simplification of online processes, and the relative
experience of the individual, challenge notions of risk and cost in an online setting, as
they undermine the presence of a normative position.

As an example, let us consider the instigation of a Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attack. Simply put, a DDoS attack sees a target system flooded with a large
number of external requests, resulting in the system shutting down. This illegal
technique has been used extensively by various online activist operations in an attempt
to draw attention to their cause (Leyden 2010; Walfish, Vutukuru et al. 2010; Samson
2012). Considering its illegality, it would seem self-evident that such an act is high in
both risk and cost. However, as it is situated online, both its cost and risk are relative to
the experience of the individual. The more proficient an individual becomes within a
virtual space, the easier, and safer, such acts become. In this way, considering Rotman
et al. (2011)’s position, a DDoS attack could be an example of clicktivism to a
proficient user, but not to those who are less experienced. To understand clicktivism as
a legitimate political act, we must be able to locate it within existing repertoires of
digital activism. Relying on notions of risk and cost serve to undermine this systematic
approach, as they do not allow us to develop a generalizable position that can be
applied across cause and context.

Considering the inadequacy of focusing solely upon risk/cost in conceptualizing
clicktivism, it is perhaps more useful to consider clicktivism as an extension of the
minimum skill set required to engage in a digital environment. This understanding
includes the navigation of, and interaction within, online environments. In this way, a
clicktivist act should not draw upon a specialized set of skills and, in itself, should be
easily replicated. This approach allows us effectively to situate the act within broader
repertoires of online action. Indeed, in positioning clicktivism in this way, we
overcome the issues of cost and risk evident in Rotman et al. (2011)’s definition by
identifying the act’s boundaries.
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In addition to its use of risk/cost, Rotman et al. (2011)’s definition seemingly limits
acts of clicktivism to social media sites. While it is true that social media often
provides an effective environment for clicktivism, allowing for simple “social buttons”
and operations that facilitate engagement, it is unwise to restrict it to this digital
location. In particular, as some authors (Wellman 2001; Karpf 2012) have commented,
it is difficult to future-proof academic research on the Internet because of its rapid
evolution as an interactive medium. Thus, limiting our conceptualization of clicktivism
to social media will undoubtedly create issues as the Internet itself changes.

Building upon the work of Rotman et al. (2011), Lee and Hsieh (2013, 1, 8) attempt to
contextualize clicktivism by providing relevant examples. They understand clicktivism
as involving acts such as: clicking ‘like’ on Facebook to show support for an interest
group; signing online petitions; forwarding letters or videos; or changing a profile
picture. Indeed, if we see more established forms of political participation, such as
voting and membership of (or involvement with) political parties, as ‘thick’ forms of
engagement, then these types of clicktivism can be seen as ‘thin’ forms. Clicktivism is
not a sustained political action or complex set of actions, but, rather, a reaction to
political content. With clicktivism, the act itself is rarely premeditated. An individual
does not go out of her way to engage via clicktivism, but, rather, employs it as a
response to something they have read or seen online. In this way, clicktivism is a
reactive gesture, carried out in response to an observed political action or message. It is
an act deriving from a spontaneous moment of assessment and self-evaluation.
However, this is not to say that clicktivism is only a spontaneous action. Individuals
with a conscious political ideology may seek out and engage via clicktivism in an
attempt to further their position Nevertheless, clicktivism is largely a reactive and
impromptu form of political participation.

Generally speaking, clicktivism is a disposable and noncommittal act (Skoric 2012). It
is not employed to further an ideological cause, or to engage in a prolonged political
campaign. This is not to say that clicktivism cannot be drawn upon for these purposes.
Indeed, as a means of political participation, clicktivism may be a part of an activist’s
larger participatory repertoire. However, being characteristically impulsive, a
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clicktivist act holds little significance to the participant following its completion.
Clicktivism, in this way, is disposable, as the user does not use it as a testimony of
commitment to a cause, but, rather, as a pronouncement of general interest or support.
Though it is both disposable and impulsive, clicktivism is still a reflexive act. Here, the
individual must still determine the validity of the cause; relevant to the effort required,
and to their own, often preconscious, political moral/ethical/political code. In
comparison to more established forms of political participation, the act of reflexive
consideration is much shorter, occurring on the fringe of the act itself. For example, an
individual is more inclined to click ‘like’ on a Facebook status shortly after reading it.
They still reflect upon the post itself, but react to it within the immediacy of its
consumption. In this way, clicktivism is a reflexive political act contained within a
moment of spontaneity.

4.4 The Cause and Object

Describing clicktivism as an impulsive, disposable action that is easily replicated and
reproduced, fails to limit its application to the act in question. Indeed, on this basis, the
navigation of a digital platform could be seen as an act of clicktivism. As such, to
distinguish clicktivism as a legitimate political act, it must, in some way, engage the
political. However, it is not enough simply to suggest that any online political act
should be understood as clicktivism. Thus, this article introduces the notions of the
“Object” and the “Cause,” conceptions which help us to better understand clicktivism,
and, more broadly, online engagement.

Simply put, the ‘Cause’ denotes those factors that influence a decision to act. It is
largely unobservable, yet has observable influence and effects. Not easily measured in
an empirical sense, it is the combination of experience, predisposition and knowledge,
drawing upon: current events; media; political ideology; belief structures; disposition;
class; values; and more. It is a way of simplifying the complexity of influence to a
single, easily applied, term. The Cause refers to those ‘fields’—those powers and
influence, those conscious and unconscious biases and dispositions, which an actor
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draws upon in the creation of online content (Bourdieu 1984; Crossley 2003). This
conceptualization is useful as it allows us to consider an online political action
removed from its content and discuss its significance in more general terms. Here,
those external elements which serve to shape an act can be sidestepped by positioning
it as emerging from, and/or engaging with, the Cause. In stipulating an online act’s
specific influences, the resulting context colors our understanding of it. So, the same
political action framed by two separate political ideologies (i.e. Marxism, Feminism,
etc.) creates differentiated contexts, and thus two separate meanings. The act remains
the same, yet the manner in which we approach and analyze it is altered. In this way,
the significance of the act itself is often lost behind the consideration of its importance
relative to a secondary body of literature. However, the term Cause allows us to
generalize these influences, and thus explore the action in a way that critically
considers its inherent significance. As such, the use of the Cause allows us to
temporally ignore the “why” and focus on the “how,” separating the action’s influence
from its intent.

The Object refers to content created in an online environment. However, unlike the
term ‘user-generated content,’ the idea of the Object looks to incorporate all facets of
an online environment. An Object, in this way, is not shackled to its author, but rather,
exists as a broad view approach to all virtual content. The notion of user-generated
content inherently privileges agents, as it is an expression of the individual’s reflexive
contribution (Van Dijck 2009). Conversely, the Object is an expression of content
derived from both agents and structures. In this way, both an agent and structure can
exist as an Object in itself, as agents create structures, and structures create agents. As
a tool for analysis, the Object functions in a similar way to that of the Cause. As
highlighted, the Cause acts as a term employed to simplify the complexity of influence;
those factors which guide a decision to act. Similarly, the Object is a generalizable
term used to indicate online content; for example a Facebook status, an online petition,
a social movement, a persona, a website, or picture, are all, when situated in an online
environment, Objects. They are observable and, in most cases, can be interacted with
to some degree. In a sense, the use of the Object can be understood as involving a
universalization of online content; the creation of a uniform approach to virtual thought
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and creation. Much like the Cause, the idea of the Object is useful when looking to
separate an online political act from its context.

It is important to understand that the Cause and the Object are fundamentally linked.
Simply put, Objects are created through an engagement with the Cause. Agents,
drawing upon the Cause, develop Objects to help articulate their understanding of the
everyday (Bang 2010). The Object, acting as participatory node, facilitates political
engagement, which, in turn, draws upon the Cause. In this way, the Cause and the
Object, and the engagement that they facilitate, do not maintain a linear form of action.
The manner in which an Object is engaged is stipulated by the Cause, as it represents
those factors that influence a decision to act. Similarly, the Cause facilitates the Object,
existing as a virtual expression and manifestation of an individual’s reflexive position.
Furthermore, the manner in which the individual does, or does not, engage the Object
is determined by the Cause itself. Consider, for example, the creation and publication
of a “tweet” on social networking site Twitter. In developing the tweet, the individual
engages with the Cause. Following its publication, the tweet becomes an Object, an
engageable virtual expression of the Cause itself. In engaging the tweet, now an
Object, the respondent draws upon the Cause as an analytical point of reference.

Though they are connected, the distinction between the Cause, the Object and the
engagement between them is paramount in creating a new understanding of
clicktivism. As highlighted, in order to differentiate clicktivism from other forms of
online behavior, it must contain a political element. In addition, the political
component must be specific enough to distinguish it from online activism more
broadly. As such, this article argues that clicktivism should be understood as a
response to, and engagement with, an established political Object. Clicktivism, as
highlighted earlier, is a responsive and impromptu political action. Consequently, a
clicktivist act cannot be seen as an action that responds to political issues more
broadly, namely the creation of the Object itself. Such actions engage with, and draw
upon, the Cause in the articulation of an evolving reflexive position. This is not to say,
however, that the clicktivist act and the Cause are mutually exclusive. As highlighted,
in responding to the political Object, the individual must also draw upon the Cause, as
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it represents those factors that influence a decision to act. As such, an individual,
reacting to a political Object, will inevitably draw upon, be it consciously or not, the
Cause. However, the most significant point here is that a clicktivist act is founded upon
an individual’s primary engagement with a political Object. Relation to the Cause is
still present, but it acts not as a point of engagement, but rather as a basis of reflexive
action.

The final point that must be addressed involves establishing how an Object, in itself, is
political. When determining whether an act is, or is not, an example of clicktivism, one
must consider whether the act is a response to an established political Object. Yet, in
determining whether an Object is political or not, we must reflect upon the scene in
which the Object is located. This notion is influenced by Burke’s (1950; 1969) “scene–
act ratio”, wherein the scene in which an act is placed develops context. Here, an
Object’s politicization is determined by the context in which it is viewed. An Object, in
some scenes, is not considered political. However, the same Object, though placed
differently, develops political context. In this way, depending on the scene in which it
is located, an Object, or the response to an Object, can be both political and not
political. Consider, for example, an Object created to express admiration for pop singer
Britney Spears. Located within the United States of America, the Object carries with it
no political connotations. However, when located in Saudi Arabia, the same Object
involves a significantly different context. Here, the Object remains the same, though its
realization as political content is determined by the particular scene’s context
(Overington 1977). From this perspective, all Objects maintain the potential to be
political, though we only position them as such in specific scenes.

Following this logic, the political nature of the response to an Object is similarly
determined by the scene in which the act itself is located. An action, separate from the
Object it engages, can be viewed as both an example of civic engagement, and/or
‘normal online engagement,’ depending on the relative context. This is not to suggest,
however, that the observed political nature of an act or Object corresponds to the
author’s original intent. Indeed, it is impossible to determine, as an observer, the
intended nature of the act/Object. Consider, for example, the act of retweeting a
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message that stresses the forward thinking approach of an environmental organization.
From the outset, such a retweet could be considered political in nature as it relates to a
highly politicized field and, as a clicktivist act, increases awareness of pertinent issues.
However, on the other hand, the respondent may have, in fact, retweeted with the
explicit purpose of boosting the company’s sales; less political participation, more selfserving promotion. In this sense, it would appear difficult to determine the political
disposition of a virtual act removed from intent. However, it could be argued that a
respondent’s intent is superfluous to the observable disposition. That is, while the
author may have envisioned the act/Object serving a differentiated purpose, the scene
in which it is located supplants its originating intent. In the case of the above example,
due to the scene in which it is located (a political climate wherein environmental issues
remain a point of contention), the act itself is political, and its original intent redundant.
As such, in ascertaining a clicktivist act, one must consciously consider the scene in
which both the Object and the act is placed. This allows for a more measured, and
systematic, approach to the identification and analysis of clicktivism as a form of
political participation.

4.5 Exploring the Organizational Approach

Before outlining the heuristic it is important to discuss what differentiates clicktivism
from other forms online activism. David Karpf (2010) provides one of the more
comprehensive analyses of clicktivism as political participation. As such, a critique of
Karpf’s understanding will provide a useful starting point.

Responding to Shulman’s (2009) normative critique of clicktivism, Karpf argues for a
less pessimistic perception of mass email campaigns. In this way, he attempts to
establish clicktivism’s worth by highlighting its role in a successful campaign. As
such, Karpf attempts to legitimize clicktivism as a political act, as I do here. However,
Karpf’s position unfortunately merges the clicktivist act (clicktivism) with the
clicktivist campaign (a campaign backed by clicktivism). So, in his analysis of the
online advocacy organisation MoveOn, Karpf fails to distinguish between an e-petition
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and the act of signing said petition. The participatory process is generalized by seeing
both the action performed and the campaign supported as “clicktivism.” In this way,
Karpf conflates two distinct forms of political participation; online advocacy and
clicktivism.

Karpf’s approach to clicktivism is one that looks to legitimize it by locating it within
an organization’s broader participatory repertoire. Here, Karpf characterizes mass
email campaigns as an example of clicktivism, arguing that such operations represent
a: ‘single tactic in the strategic repertoire of advocacy groups’ (Karpf 2010, p.7). To
this end, Karpf likens the clicktivism process to photocopied or faxed petitions used in
“offline” activism. From this perspective, clicktivism is a participatory process; a
product of a digital culture which enables and, to some degree, encourages, lowquality, high-volume actions. To Karpf, clicktivism involves those actions and
processes that draw upon the ease of accessibility inherent in new social media and
communicative technology. In this way, clicktivism is defined by its low-level entry
point, given the simplification of engagement processes. More importantly however,
from this perspective, clicktivism remains a descriptive extension of digital advocacy
more broadly. Karpf’s attempt to legitimize clicktivism by demonstrating its worth as a
branch of advocacy fails to separate clicktivism from the prevailing discourse which
focuses on ‘thin’ forms of political participation. Karpf’s argument is therefore not so
much focused on clicktivism as a political act, but, rather, on the changing nature of
advocacy organizations, and particularly their use of e-activism. This, of course, is not
to marginalize Karpf’s (2012) organizational approach. Indeed, the manner in which
clicktivism is employed by organizations such as MoveOn is significant, as it
highlights the application and utilization of new modes of participation. Rather, this
article looks to make clear the distinction between the clicktivist act, and the manner in
which it is employed.

To reiterate, Karpf makes no distinction between a campaign and the act of engaging
said campaign. From an organizational perspective, this view legitimizes clicktivism as
an authentic political act. Indeed, clicktivism, as a process, highlights the capacity of
organizations not only to connect with large numbers of users, but also more
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importantly, to produce a list of supporters, who may be called upon on at short notice
to engage in subsequent campaigns (Vromen and Coleman 2013). However, as has
been argued, Karpf’s understanding conflates clicktivism with online advocacy, a field
with an extensive literature (Vegh 2003; Peters 2011; Obar, Zube et al. 2012). To
illustrate this distinction, consider the recent ‘Today We Fight Back’ campaign. Held
on the February 11, 2014, the campaign looked to address dissatisfaction with the NSA
and the growing frequency of mass surveillance (Ludlam 2014). Supported by more
than 6000 websites, the campaign saw organizations promote the cause with a banner
that redirected users to a simple online petition. From Karpf’s perspective, the process
described would be indicative of clicktivism. However, this article argues that there
exist two distinct forms of online activism within this example. So, the ‘Fight Back’
campaign, its banners, and the petition itself are examples of digital advocacy, of
political participation with the specific intent to raise awareness of a particular issue
(Vegh 2003). However, the act of signing the petition, of engaging with the created
Object, is clicktivism. In merging the two, clicktivism cannot escape its role as a
generalizable insult.

The clicktivism heuristic developed here solves this issue by providing a means to
distinguish between these modes of engagement. Indeed, the identification of
clicktivism as an act, independent of online advocacy more broadly, is significant, as it
recognizes that the two serve different purposes in an individual’s participatory
repertoire. This distinction allows for future literature to explore these participatory
acts independently of each other, and, as such, consider their roles as aspects of the
changing nature of political participation. In addition, it establishes clicktivism as a
distinct participatory mechanism, focusing debate upon its role in shaping political
identity, and rejecting cultural-centric criticisms.
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4.6 A Heuristic for Clicktivism

Clicktivism, as a unique form of online political participation, has a number of
features; it is:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Situated Online. Clicktivism is a political act situated in a digital
environment.
An impulsive gesture. A clicktivist action is an impromptu response to
an existing political Object. While the act may occur after a time of
contemplation, it is characteristically spontaneous.
Noncommittal. A clicktivist act is disposable, requiring no further
commitment to the campaign following the initial action.
Does not draw upon specialized knowledge. Clicktivism is an
extension of the minimum skill set required to engage in a digital
environment. This includes the navigation of, and interaction within,
online environments.
Easily replicated. A clicktivist action must be simple enough to be
reproduced by the general population.
Engages a political object. Clicktivism, as a responsive act, must engage
an established political Object. This differentiates it from those acts that
draw upon the Cause as a point of engagement.
An action performed. Clicktivism is the act perpetrated by the
individual. In this way, it is independent of the campaigns that it
supports, and of broader political ideology.

These seven features provide a systematic approach to understanding clicktivism as a
political act. In addition, the heuristic successfully establishes clicktivism as a political
action, separate from the campaigns that it supports. Moreover, it overcomes the
conflation of forms of digital activism evident in other definitions. This allows us, not
only to discern an act of clicktivism, but also, more importantly, to assess its role in
relation to the changing nature of political participation.
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4.7 Applying the Model

This article now turns to applying its heuristic across several popularly observed
examples of clicktivism. In this, specific attention is afforded the role that the political
Object plays in each case. The relationship between the political Object, and the
manner in which it is engaged, is significant as it serves to differentiate it from online
political participation more broadly. Indeed, as several of the heuristic’s criteria are
shared with other forms of online activism, the unique relationship between the Cause,
the Object, and the engagement they facilitate proves to be a quintessential component
of clicktivism. Yet, in saying that, it is important to also consider the remaining
criterion. Many of these criteria, such as “situated online” and “an action performed,”
are self-evident. However, it is also useful to explore those criteria that are somewhat
more problematic.

The heuristic’s suggestion that clicktivism is an impulsive gesture is one informed by
the social web’s encouragement of connectivity (Gerlitz and Helmond 2013). As
online structures develop to meet the social needs of their participant base, they further
facilitate ease of access and usability. By reducing the skill level require to engage
within weak-networks, websites have streamlined the functionality of the participatory
process (Beer 2009). In this way, many websites enable their user base to participate,
both easily and quickly. Clicktivism, as a mechanism for political participation, draws
upon this increased usability. Here, the sharing of a meme, the changing of a profile
picture or the clicking of a social button can be done spontaneously, as the skill
required to do so has been reduced to its lowest common level. Thus, it is often the
structure in which the act itself is located which facilitates clicktivism. By supporting
the connective needs of their user base, social web structures enable individuals to
engage politically from an impulsive, and easily replicated, position. This increased
usability proves a central component for the article’s first example, the social button.
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4.7.1 Social Buttons

As Gerlitz and Helmond (2011; 2013) contend, the emergence of Web 2.0 saw a
gradual move away from the linking practices of webmasters and towards user
participation within sites. This interconnection between agents (users), and the
structures (sites) which they support, was indicative of participatory functionality (Beer
2009). Such connections fostered the collective development of user-generated content,
giving rise to a “social web.” Here, the social web is understood as a digital
environment that supports ‘collaborative development of content, cross-syndication
and relations created between users and multiple web objects—pictures, status updates
or pages’ (Gerlitz and Helmond 2013, p. 4). As its name suggests, the social web has
the capacity to generate social networks between geographically dispersed individuals
(Appelquist, Brickley et al. 2010). As such, websites provide an environment for
collaboration and participation, facilitate the development of weak-networks and
connect individuals on the basis of similarities and shared interest, rather than
prolonged engagement and familiarity. “Social buttons” emerged as a result of these
participatory connections, created through the ideological and technological norms
developed through the realization of Web 2.0 (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010).

Social buttons function as a simplified mechanism for the creation and exchange of
user-generated content. They allow individuals to: ‘share, recommend, like or
bookmark content, posts and pages across various social media platforms’ (Gerlitz and
Helmond 2013, p. 4). Social buttons emerged on websites that focus on the
development, and reiteration, of the social web’s participatory functionality. Looking
to streamline social participatory processes, such sites employ social buttons to provide
an effective means by which their users may collaborate and engage.

Social buttons take several forms, including, but not limited to: Facebook’s “Like” and
“Share” buttons; Reddit’s positive and negative karma buttons; Pinterest’s “Pin It”
button; and StumbleUpon’s “stumble” button. While similar in their capacity to
connect the individual to both differentiated content and different users, each functions
in a manner that complements its own site’s inherent purpose (Pempek, Yermolayeva
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et al. 2009; Valenzuela, Park et al. 2009). For example, if the purpose of the site is the
diffusion of user-generated content, then its social button supports its user’s capacity to
do so. Similarly, if the site is focused on the creation of participatory networks, then
the social button serves as an enabling mechanism. Here, the purpose of a social button
is relative to the participatory aspirations and, in this, the functionality of the site in
which it is embedded. While the social button may be implemented to promote and
support the site’s purpose, its function as such is often determined by how people view
it, and how they use it. In this way, social buttons can take on dual, or dueling roles: its
intended purpose; and its created purpose (Chadwick 2013). This is important to note
when applying the clicktivist heuristic, as the social button’s function, and thus the
capacity to facilitate engagement with a political Object, is relative to both its intended
role and collective perception. So, while a social button’s intended purpose may not be
inherently political, its interpretation and use by its participants may foster a secondary
political role.

Below is an example of a recent post taken from Facebook:

Bloody sick of all this politics nonsense on my newsfeed who cares who you
vote for and you can’t change other people's mind People should be talking all
about Septopia. footy finals, brownlow night, all Australian team, mad
Mondays, footy anthems, frothies and the best day of the year the Grand Final
and the mighty cats wining another flag. Fuck Rudd I’m voting Cameron Ling.
(Name withheld, published November 5, 2013.)

This post was created in the lead up to the 2013 Australian Election. In itself, it
demonstrates the use of social media in expressing political opinion, prompting
discourse and deliberative practices. The individual engages politically through the
expression of a political view within a social setting. Its intended purpose is, in one
sense, the communication of political ideals (Halpern and Gibbs 2012; Lewis 2013).
However, while the comment itself is political, it is not an example of clicktivism.
Here, it is important to differentiate again between the creation of political content and
the consumption of, and thus reaction to, such content. The creation of a status is the
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articulation of a conscious, or preconscious, political opinion, developed through an
extended period, relative to clicktivism, of reflexivity. This involves the creation of a
political Object through an engagement with the Cause. However, clicktivism, as per
the heuristic, is the engagement with the political Object itself.

Much like the creation of an online petition, the differentiation between these forms of
online engagement lies in causation (Valenzuela, Kim et al. 2012). The creation of a
status is not a response to an existing political Object, but, rather, to the broader Cause.
Here, social buttons, such as Facebook “Likes,” allow others to engage with the Object
from an impromptu and non-committed position. Again, while the above Facebook
status is not an example of clicktivism, the resulting “Likes” are. Thus, when
determining whether an action can be classified as clicktivism, it is imperative to
consider the point of engagement. So, the crucial question becomes: is the act a
response to an existing political Object, or is it engaging with the broader Cause?

Social buttons function as an effective enabling mechanism for clicktivism through
their integration into environments that foster and encourage the development of
Objects. Consider, for example, the popular social news site Reddit. As a virtual
community, Reddit encourages individuals to post content across various subcategories (Gilbert 2013). This content, understood here as Objects, is then voted upon
by the community itself, receiving either an “Up” or “Down” vote via inbuilt social
buttons. The content that proves popular is promoted to the front of the site, while that
which is unpopular filters down. Here, Reddit’s social buttons allow individuals to
engage in clicktivism by providing a means through which to engage political Objects.
This is similarly observed in online advocacy sites such as GetUp! (Vromen 2008;
Vromen and Coleman 2013). Once again, the petition functions as the political Object,
while social buttons enable individuals to respond to them through acts of clicktivism.
However, the response to the Object is not limited, in terms of a clicktivist act, to the
signing the petition. Clicktivism, enabled by social buttons, can also involve the
sharing of the political Object across social platforms. Indeed, many sites which host
Objects query whether you would like to share it on sites such as Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, etc. While clicktivism through social buttons is its most prevalent
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incarnation, other forms, such as changing a profile picture or creating a meme, have
also been observed. This article now turns to a brief exploration of these forms in light
of the heuristic.

4.7.2 Memes and Profile Pictures

The term “meme” derives from Richard Dawkins’s book The Selfish Gene (1989) and
is used to: ‘describe an idea or cultural phenomenon that spreads’ (Wesch 2011, pp.
17-18). Similarly, an “Internet meme” is an action, style, phrase or idea that
proliferates online through ad nauseam mimicry. Here, Web 2.0’s facilitation of the
collective development of user-generated content has seen memes take on a number of
different forms, including, but not limited to: images, hyperlinks, videos, pictures,
websites, and hashtags (Bernstein, Monroy-Hernandez et al. 2011; Halupka 2015).
Memes are often labeled as clicktivism when their content adopts a political tone, or
are used to express a political view. It is tempting here, based on this article’s
assertions, to disregard such a position, as the meme functions as a political Object.
From this perspective, the meme itself is not clicktivism, but the responses to it are.
However, this article argues, on the contrary, that memes can be considered an
example of clicktivism as they are, fundamentally, imitations.

As emphasized, an Internet meme is a phenomenon that spreads and is subsequently
mimicked. As such, the original meme can safely be labeled an Object. It engages
with, and draws upon, the Cause to articulate a position. However, in mimicking the
Object, the resulting meme is engaging the Object itself, rather than the Cause. While
the Cause’s influence is still present, the imitated meme’s point of engagement remains
the original Object. Simply put, a meme can be seen as an example of clicktivism, as it
is not responding to the Cause, but rather to the original political Object.

A similar logic follows the changing of a profile picture, as seen in the Red Equal Sign
campaign (Reardon 2013). The Red Equal Sign campaign was an Internet movement
initiated by the Human Rights Campaign in 2013 in response to discussions of
marriage equality (Kleinman 2013). It called for individuals, across social media
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platforms, to change their profile picture to that of a red equal sign. In this instance, the
original campaign engaged the Cause in initiating a “call to arms.” This, in turn,
created a political Object. Those individuals who participated in the campaign engaged
the political Object by changing their profile picture, and therefore participating
through clicktivism. Once again, the Cause is still present, though the point of
engagement remains the political Object.

4.8 Conclusion

Using this article’s heuristic, future analysis of clicktivism can begin to unpack several
important areas of research. Key among these is the exploration of the perceived
effectiveness of the clicktivist act. Here, there is a growing body of work that considers
the empirical effectiveness of those campaigns backed by clicktivist acts (Karpf 2010;
Gerlitz and Helmond 2013; Vromen and Coleman 2013). Such work looks to
legitimize clicktivism by directly engaging those critics who question the act’s capacity
to incite genuine political change. However, in addressing the effectiveness of those
campaigns, these studies fail to recognize clicktivism as a separate political action. As
such, little work has been done on the perceived effectiveness of clicktivism. Do
clicktivists relate a campaign or movement’s success with a larger, ongoing, process,
or do they perceive its success as a direct result of their initial act? Simply put, how do
individuals view clicktivism in relation to their role as politically engaged citizens?

Another important area of research would address whether clicktivism contributes to
diminished perceptions of political responsibility. The heuristic suggests that
clicktivism can be understood as an impulsive and disposable political gesture. Of
course, it could be argued that this disposability results in a weakened perception of
personal responsibility towards the campaign supported. That is, when engaging
through clicktivism, as a noncommittal political act, the agent feels little, or no,
accountability to the campaign’s outcomes. Some would argue that this is indicative of
a larger issue within online political participation, and that such acts do not to connect
the individual to the democratic system, but, rather, further alienate and atomize them
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(Boggs 1997; Lindstrom 2010). Indeed, such an understanding prioritizes
“meaningful” political participation, as such acts seemingly reinvigorate democratic
systems through the development and maintenance of civic sociability (Bang 2009).
On the other hand, there a line of reasoning that highlights the evolution of ‘formal’
politics in response to technological development (Chadwick 2013). Here, the
boundaries between ‘arena’ and ‘process’ approaches to the political are blurred
through the integration and adoption of new participatory modes into existing
structures. Exploring these issues would allow us to comment on the interplay between
emerging forms of political participation and the development of an individual’s
political identity in late modernity. Is an understanding of responsibility a significant
component of political participation, or is it a remnant of arena conceptions that
prioritizes traditional mechanisms? Exploring this issue would, in turn, contribute to
broader debates concerning observed declines in formal avenues for civic engagement.

As this article has highlighted, clicktivism, as a mode of participation, has largely been
marginalized. Here, terms such as clicktivism have been employed as a description of
those participatory processes supported by the simplification of social connectivity
(Morozov 2009; Gladwell 2010). This, in turn, has led to its use as a generalizable
insult for new modes of engagement. Looking to respond to this critical discourse, the
article made a case for the recognition of clicktivism as a political act, distinct from
online activism more broadly. As a new form of engagement, the study of clicktivism
has been limited by the absence of a suitable definition. In addressing this, the article
developed a systematic approach to the identification of clicktivism through the
creation of a critical heuristic. Comprised of seven criteria, the heuristic effectively
differentiates clicktivism from the political Objects that it supports. By applying the
heuristic to several popularly observed forms of clicktivism, the article demonstrated
its capacity to differentiate the action performed from the campaign supported. Having
now established an effective means by which to identify and define clicktivism, we can
begin to broaden conceptual approaches to political participation, and, in this,
challenge the prevailing discourse which fails to recognize clicktivism as a legitimate
political act.
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Chapter 5. The Rise of Information Activism:
How to bridge dualisms and reconceptualise political participation

While conventional wisdom sees politics as involving collective action in the political
arena, some contemporary approaches focus on connective action beyond the political
arena. Crucially, both treat the distinction between arena and process definitions of
politics, and relatedly between collective and connective, as dualisms. This paper looks
to reconceptualise political participation by arguing that these two dualisms should be
treated as dualities. In doing so, I posit a new form of political participation,
information activism. I subsequently explore this new form using data drawn from a
study of the 2013 Turkish political protest.
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5.1 Introduction

The extant literature on political participation has difficulty understanding and
explaining new forms of political participation, most often associated with the
proliferation of digital technology, which are changing the way in which people view
and engage with democracy. Emerging from the Political Science, Political
Communication, and Digital Activism literature, there are two competing approaches
within the study of political participation which attempt to understand these changes.
While conventional wisdom sees politics as involving collective action in the political
arena, some contemporary approaches focus on connective action beyond the political
arena. Crucially, both treat the distinction between arena and process definitions of
politics, and relatedly between collective and connective, as dualisms. My aim here is
to reconceptualise political participation by arguing that these two dualisms should be
treated as dualities, with the relationship within each pair seen as interactive and
iterative. On the basis of this argument, I suggest that it is useful to posit a new form of
political participation, information activism. I subsequently explore that new form
using data drawn from a study of the 2013 Turkish political protest.

The paper begins with an analysis of the two dominant dualisms emerging from the
literature. Subsequently, I draw upon data from the Turkish protests to help establish
the presence of a new form of political participation, termed information activism. I
argue that this new approach to engagement contributes significantly to a necessary
reconceptualization of political participation. In the conclusion I suggest several
avenues for further analysis.

5.2 Contemporary Views on Political Participation: a Tale of Two Dualisms

New modes of engagement are rapidly developing and changing how people both view
and participate in democracy, and there are different attitudes within the political
participation literature to understand these developments. Castells (2013) approaches
this space by exploring recent movements such as the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall
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Street, which he terms ‘networked social movements’. He argues that such movements
represent a significant change to the traditional social movement dynamic, as
horizontal communication allow for fast, autonomous, interactive, reprogrammable
communication. To Castells (2013, pp. 221-228), the contemporary social movement
can be understood as: non-violent and leaderless; global and local at the same time;
comprised of multiple forms; flowing from online spaces to urban; project-oriented;
and, in this, public outrage transitioning to hope by deliberation in the space of
autonomy. Not unrelated is here Chadwick’s (2013) work on hybrid media systems.
Addressing similar developments in engagement structures, Chadwick posits a
fundamental change in the relationship between organisations, groups and individuals,
as the mixing and switching between repertoires associated with political parties, social
movements, and interest groups becomes more prominent. Gerbaudo (2012)
approaches this ‘evolution’ of political action somewhat more cautiously, challenging
the assumption that such movements are ‘organic’ and ‘leaderless’. To Gerbaudo,
characteristics such as those highlighted by Castells are indicative of a ‘choreography
of assembly’. Here, a handful of people (soft leaders) control the flow of
communication, “directing people towards specific protest events…providing
participants with suggestions and instructions about how to act and… [constructing]…
an emotional narration to sustain their coming together in public space” (Gerbaudo,
2012, p. 12).

In each approach and within the political participation more broadly, there is a
tendency to perpetuate two significant dualisms, between: collective and connective
action; and arena and process definitions of politics. By treating these distinctions as
dualisms one ignores the fact that they interact in ways that affect outcomes. I explore
that issue by looking at each relationship in turn.

5.2.1 The First Dualism: Collective v Connective Action

Stoker (2006) understands politics in terms of conflict, within a consensus, with
compromise as the necessary outcome. In his view, three elements, legitimacy, loyalty,
and resilience, are crucial for the operation of a participatory political system.
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Together, these elements underpin a thick collective capacity, which is necessary for
responsive, effective and accountable democratic government. As such, Stoker
understands politics as a collective enterprise which involves the development of
strong, thick, deliberative ties between citizens. Hay (2007) also understands politics in
terms of thick solidarity and effective government. However, unlike Stoker, Hay posits
the significance of: choice, agency, deliberation and social context. Politics here
involves more than a dichotomy between conflict and consensus, and Hay recognises
that politics may occur in contexts not conventionally associated with the ‘political’
(Schmitt, 2008). Regardless of this difference between them, both would agree that the
shift in late-modernity towards the atomisation and personalisation of politics stands in
contrast to the thick collective capacity a healthy democratic system requires. From
this perspective, those new social trends which preference thin, soft, loosely-organised
forms of engagement can be detrimental to effective governance, and, in many ways,
reflects the growth of neoliberalism which champions a negative view of the state and
its interventionist role.

In contrast, Bennett and Segerberg (2013) argue that communication, and the means of
communication, can act as catalyst for the development of organisational structures. To
them, communication functions as organisation, and, in this way, allows for the
development of connective action frames. Digitalized technology results in looselyinterconnected, interpersonal networks to create outcomes that ‘resemble collective
action, yet without the same role played by formal organizations or the need for
exclusive, collective action framings’ (Bennett & Segerberg, 2013, p.35). This point is
critical, as it highlights how online forms of engagement can mirror the function of
their traditional counterparts. Since the development of Web 2.0, the current social web
allows for different platforms to embed in each other, creating a networked system
wherein relationships are built, information transferred and events coordinated. As
such, the code which supports these communicative actions can be modified or
manipulated to better accommodate automation and the process of sharing access or
filtering inputs (Bennett and Segerberg 2013, p. 8). Bennett and Segerberg see
communication as involving organisation, as well as resource allocation and provision.
This is important, as it emphasises that the interconnected nature of online
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communication allows for relatively short-term responsiveness to changes in the
‘political’ environment. Moreover, they see it as enabling long-term, adaptive
responses. For example, they may assist dying or transitional networks, in order to
further their own political participation aspirations.

The anti-Halal groups in Australia provide an example of connective action. In this
case, several Australian food corporations were pressured via Facebook and Twitter
campaigns to remove their Halal certification, as the protestors believed that such
endorsements were linked to the funding of Islamic extremist groups (Roberts 2014).
Rather than create a specific petition, those involved voiced their dissatisfaction
through the development of issue based-narratives. Drawing upon videos, pictures
(memes) and mass social media messages, the movement was effective in developing
an informal organisational structure through various mode of communication. Here,
several businesses responded to this pressure by removing their certification,
highlighting the efficiency of this approach. This dualism between collective and
connective action is tied closely to this paper’s second dualism, between arena and
process definitions of political participation. Indeed, collective forms of engagement
are often targeted at the political arena, while connective action, usually considered
non-political from an arena definition, finds legitimacy in a process definition.
However, while related, these dualisms are distinct. The collective and connective
action dualism informs our understanding of the efficacy of participatory forms, their
capacity to bring about change in a democratic system. Conversely, the arena/process
dualism is concerned with how we define political participation itself.

5.2.2 The Second Dualism: Arena v Process Definitions of Politics

Norris (2002) calls for a shift in the way in which we understand the nature of new
forms of engagement. For her, the internet has changed political participation by
promoting the quick and efficient diffusion of ideas and tactics across national borders.
In her view, the internet is an evolution of established communicative mediums,
compressing time-space and identity. The internet, in this way, serves multiple
functions for political organisations and agents, broadening the range of engagement
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options available and creating a favourable environment and culture for new social
movements. In a sense, Norris’s approach to the internet could be considered
repertoire-centric, in so much as that she does not see the internet as radically changing
political participation, but rather as expanding the opportunities available for people to
engage. Certainly, the traditional repertoires of civic engagement have been broadened
through the evolution of communication. As such, a digital environment may act as a
parallel ‘space’ in which politics and political discourse can grow and prosper
unhindered by the need for physical and social Interaction. Simply put, Norris argues
that these new forms of engagement are not ‘non-political’, which is the way they are
usually treated in the mainstream media, but rather extensions of an agent’s existing
participatory repertoire.

The significance of Norris’s contribution is two-fold. Firstly, it legitimises new forms
of engagement, highlighting how they are related to established forms and, thus, how
they can contribute to the democratic process. Secondly, it serves to widen the
definition of the ‘political’, or how we understand what constitutes political and nonpolitical space. Conventional views hold that the ‘political’ is intrinsically tied to
established modes of democratic engagement (Hirst 1999; Schmitt 2008). Here, the
‘political’ is synonymous with voting, government, democracy, political parties,
politicians and legislation. This traditional approach to political participation is thus
closely tied to the political arena and an agent’s capacity to engage it. Simply put,
Norris, as with much of the mainstream literature, assumes an arena definition of
political participation. This definition holds that legitimate political change occurs in
the context of the political arena, so those new-wave forms of political participation
which do not engage with the political arena are considered ‘non-political’.

This is problematic, as several popular forms of political participation have emerged in
recent years which do not seek to engage the political arena; for example, the use of
memes, social buttons and social media more broadly to engage in clicktivism (Pavia
2011; Halupka 2014). Here, clicktivism sees people engage in small, impulsive, nonideological, political actions, such as clicking ‘like’ on Facebook, in an attempt to
bring about social change through awareness-raising. Given an arena definition of
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politics, this would be considered non-political, as it does not engage the political
arena. There is certainly an increasing body of literature which argues that the highlycustomisable nature of the internet, coupled with organic cyber migrations, has created
an environment which allows for the development of new and unique forms of
‘political’ engagement. If digital versions of existing forms are the initial step in a
digitalised society, then the making and remaking of new forms would seem to be the
logical development. Consequently, the manner in which we approach political
participation, the lens through which we view it, is dated and needs to be readjusted to
take account of the changes that are occurring in society. As such, some authors (Bang
2011; McCaffrie and Marsh 2013) have called for the adoption a process definition of
politics.

A process definition argues that, focusing on an agent’s action, rather than the specific
arena in which it occurs, or to which it is directed, allows for a better representation of
contemporary political participation. It ensures an acknowledgement of broader modes
of participation and means that emerging forms of both connective and collective
action are not marginalised, or conceived as ‘less important’.

Many contemporary forms of political participation are underpinned by engagement
norms, rather than duty norms (Bang, 2011), and, as such, the focus is upon engaging
with particular problems, rather than taking action which is ideologically-driven.
Ideologically-driven action almost always occurs within the political arena. However,
action underpinned by engagement norms may do so, but by no means always. A
process definition of politics allows us to acknowledge action based on engagement
norms, which, as we shall see, may at some stage move into the political arena.
Crucially, a process definition also acknowledges the changing nature of society itself,
given that, in digitalised societies, citizens who have become uncoupled from their
political authorities seek to take political change into their own hands, engaging on the
own terms and in their own ways.

However, two issues still plague a process definition of politics. First, it is argued that
its adoption may lead to a ‘study of everything’ as politics (Hirst 1999; Schmitt 2008).
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Second, Hay contends that its marginalisation of the political arena undermines
representative democracy (Hay 2014). Both of these issues reflect the fact that the
literature treats the distinction between arena and process definitions as a dualism. By
seeing a process definition as separate from an arena approach, one does tend to reduce
the importance of the political arena. Similarly, by conceiving an arena definition as
distinct from a process definition, one marginalises those emerging forms of
engagement which do not conform to traditional avenues, but are still seen as
important by citizens.

Of course, the most significant problem with treating collective/connective action and
arena/process definitions as dualisms is that this doesn’t allow us to understand or
explain what is happening in the world of political participation. Recent protests in
Turkey, Brazil, Thailand, Australia and Hong Kong all involved active citizens who
were looking to bring about change through both collective and connective means, in
protests which reflected both arena and process definitions. Given this, in my view,
these conceptual dualisms seem better reconceptualised as dualities, as interactive and
iterative processes. Conceptualising these links is not easy however. In the rest of this
article I identify a new type of political activist, the information activist, who moves
from connective forms through to collective action and, in doing so, also moves from
activities which are clearly outside the political arena, but would be regarded as
‘political’ within an process definition, to activities which are much more directly in
the political arena. I explore this form of activism through an analysis of the Turkish
protests in 2013.

5.3 Methodology

Sparked by the controversial decision to build a new shopping mall and residential
complex on the grounds of Gezi Park, the Turkish protests started on 29th of May, 2013
in Taksim Square, Istanbul. The protests soon spread to neighbouring cities as the
movement’s goals evolved into a broader opposition to the Justice and Development
Party (AKP), and its leader, Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. By Friday 31 May
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2013, the peaceful demonstration had transformed into a wide-scale resistance, raising
broader issues, such as freedom of information, freedom of speech and Erdogan’s
overtly authoritarian style, and leading to tens of thousands clashing with police in
different districts of Istanbul, and across Turkey.

The Turkish protests featured heavy use of social media and internet-enabled
technologies. In part, this was a result of the conventional media’s reluctance to cover
the protests, and particularly positions that deviated from the government’s official line
against the protests. Here, social media enabled protestors to stay connected, while
coordinating and mobilizing protests. Moreover, it enabled protestors to stay informed
about emerging unreported news. Due to the diversity of both opinion and participatory
action in the Turkish protests, the survey was developed, with the assistance of native
observers, to deal with any aspects of the local context that could affect the protests.
The empirical part of this paper is based on a survey of participants in Turkish
demonstrations in 2013. Surveys were distributed in both English and Turkish. The
survey was translated from English with the assistance of two native speakers, with
disputes resolved between them. In all, 3,340 surveys were started and 1,043
completed (31%). The analysis includes the responses of anyone who completed more
than 50% of the survey. The survey asked respondents about their political activity,
media consumption, views of democracy, demographic characteristics (gender,
income, education, etc.) and online behaviour. Because the Turkish protests were not
about any one specific issue, a conscious effort was made to present a diverse range of
questions and answer options. Using past surveys which addressed new political
behaviours as a guide (Dunleavy 1996; Vromen and Coleman 2013), the questionnaire
was initially populated with ‘common’ answers, options whose relevance would be
self-evident. For example, for Q10, ‘Have you used any of the following to
communicate about the Turkish protests’, the options of: Twitter, Facebook, and SMS

were obvious choices, given their general popularity. From this base, less popular
options were added to help create a more complete picture of current trends and
developing fields, including: IRC, Social News Sites and Blogs.
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The survey was made accessible through an imbedded hyperlink which redirected the
participant to the designated hosting site, Qualtrics. The survey was distributed through
various information networks, from personal contacts through to official organisation
sites and Facebook pages. This method of distribution had both its strengths and
limitations.

Distributing the survey via personal networks and academic pathways allowed for
quick dissemination and reaction to emerging events, an important feature in capturing
the internal dynamics of the protest movement while it was still in process. Here, the
survey distribution drew upon the social web’s capacity to reach a large number of
individuals with little effort and over a short period of time. This method of diffusion
helped us to establish working relationships with key individuals within the protest
movement, specifically those individuals managing social media accounts and protest
movement websites. This allowed us to inject the survey into the heart of the protest
movement’s communicative network, ensuring that it would be encountered by a broad
selection of protest participants. In this way, we avoided targeting a specific grouping
or ideological position, increasing the likelihood of a relatively representative sample
of protestors with internet access.

However, this distribution method also had a number of limitations. Due to the ease of
accessibility and usability integral to social web platforms, the distribution network
naturally gravitated towards popular and widely accessible social media sites. The
most prominent of these were Facebook and Twitter, as our results indicate. As a
result, those questions which looked to understand how respondents used the internet
were inherently skewed towards the use of social media. For example, the results from
the question ‘Which of the following (online platforms) do you use?’ reflected the
distribution method itself, with the social media website emerging with 94%. As such,
data from such questions may reflect the linking practices and interconnection of social
media websites more strongly, rather than presenting an accurate characterisation of
online protest behaviour and use.
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5.4 Results: Uncovering Information Activism

As highlighted, a main aim of the research was to explore why protestors used the
internet to engage in the Turkish protests. The responses are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Why do you use the internet to engage in the Turkish protests?
Total
# Question
Visual Representation
Reponses
1 To get informed
911
To spread information about
8
795
the protests
To provide solidarity with
5
757
protesters
To provide assistance for
6
589
demonstrators in Turkey
To influence public opinion
3
550
in my country
2
4
7

To feel connected to events
To influence public opinion
in other countries
To share jokes/funny things
about the protests

Total
Percent
95%
82%
79%
61%
57%

539

56%

517

54%

351

36%

‘To be informed’ emerges as the predominant reason why individuals used the internet
to engage, followed closely by ‘To spread information’ and ‘To provide solidarity’. It
is interesting to note that respondents overwhelming favoured those ‘informationthemed’ answers; responses which highlighted a preference for the consumption,
aggregation, and distribution of information. This is significant, as it may hint at some
deeper relationship between these responses. Certainly, Bennett and Segerberg‘s
(2013) work would suggest that there is such a relationship, given that they themselves
understand communicative networks as organisation, and thus as an enabler of
personal action frames.
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Table 2: Coefficients
value
Dffclt.Informed

std.err

z.vals

-0.2912

0.0133

-21.8295

0.017

0.0078

2.1877

Dffclt.Change_opinion_d

0.0108

0.0077

1.3896

Dffclt.Change_opinion_o

0.0298

0.0079

3.7705

Dffclt.Solidarity

-0.118

0.0094

-12.5174

Dffclt.Assistance

-0.0115

0.0077

-1.4914

Dffclt.Spread_info

-0.1492

0.0103

-14.4337

Dffclt.Connected

A Rasch model (Rasch 1993; Bond and Fox 2013), reported in Figure. 1, allows us to
arrange these actions along a single dimension. From this a Guttman-scale (1949) can
be developed; that is, a response index where answering higher ranked items implies
agreement with lower-order items. This enables us to indicate the higher and lower
order attributes of Turkish protesters, or, the intersubjective ordering of the items based
on the response patterns (Andrich 1982). Considering this, the value column in Table 2
indicates the coefficient predicting the likelihood of responses being related to each
other. Those forms which display a positive value establish the probability of
simultaneous negative value action. Here, the data suggests that, if a respondent has
used the internet to provide solidarity, or change opinions (positive value forms), then
they have also used it to be informed and inform others. This is important, as it helps
us to establish whether these responses are the result of: a random sample outcome, a
unique bi-product of the Turkish protests; or a component of a larger participatory
trend. Following the pattern in Table 1, ‘To be informed’ emerges as the option which
is most likely to pair with other responses, while, at the other end, influencing opinion
in other countries emerges as the most isolated option.
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Figure 1- Turkish Rasch model

Figure 1’s Rasch model reiterates Table 2’s high end item convergence, effectively
establishing the similarity of response patterns, with a limited variance over the range
of actions. This convergence is significant as it confirms the Guttman-scale ordering of
the elements. Indeed, it is possible to characterise the survey responses in terms of a
relationship between a series of actions; a typology comprised of related, ‘new wave’
forms. Simply put, it offers a scale of information activism.

Given this relationship, it could be argued that what we are seeing is not so much the
passive intake of information, but rather the consumption, aggregation, and distribution
of information as a step towards political engagement: information activism. One could
conceive of a new approach to political participation, a form concerned with the
filtering and diffusion of politically relevant information as a means of engagement.
Such a participatory form is reflected in the data and would account for the high end
item convergence and thematic relationship between information-sharing based
responses.
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On this basis, Table 3 shows an initial scaling of information activism based upon the
data presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. As highlighted, the consumption, aggregation,
and distribution of information, or ‘to be informed and inform others’, emerges as the
broadest form of information activism. In this way, informing oneself about a specific
event, protest or issue is the entry point for information activism. It is the action from
which all subsequent actions draw their form and function. So, when considering Lv. 4
for example, it is assumed that the individual is looking to influence the opinions of
others through the consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information. This is
not to say that their actions will exist in a vacuum, or removed from other forms of
political engagement. However, as an information activist, they are drawing upon their
role as an information node to push for genuine political change.

As the scale progresses, we see that the actions themselves demand more input,
through greater protest commitment, more work/activity or knowledge of the issue
itself. ‘To be informed and inform others’ is less demanding than ‘providing solidarity
with protestors’, which, in turn, requires less commitment than to ‘provide assistance
to protestors’ or, ultimately, ‘influencing public opinion’. Each level indicates a
different level of participatory aspiration; that is, what the activist hopes to achieve
through the consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information. However, this
is not to say that the action itself is having the desired effect, only that this is what the
agent believes that they are doing.

Table 3: Different Degrees of information activism
Action
Lv.1

To be informed, and inform others.

Lv. 2

To provide solidarity to protestors.

Lv. 3

To provide assistance to protestors.

Lv.4

To influence opinion of others.

Ability value
Soft

Hard
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In addition to establishing degrees of engagement, Table 3 also confirms the higherorder convergence. Simply put, it is highly likely that those who engage in a higherlevel of information activism will also participate in lower-order forms. So, one can
assume that an individual drawing upon the consumption, aggregation, and distribution
of information to ‘provide assistance to protestors’ will also be looking to provide
solidarity, to inform others and to be informed themselves. This is significant, as it
suggest a way of bridging the conceptual dualisms explored earlier. Indeed, this
information activism scale demonstrates the capacity for the broad, process forms
emerging from connective action to evolve into more formal, arena-oriented forms.
There are clear steps from gathering information to influencing public opinion, links
between collective/connective and arena/process. As such, in the remainder of the
article I discuss the role that information activism can play in reconceptualising our
understanding of political participation.

5.5 Information activism and the Collective/Connective Dualism

For the mainstream literature, information activism would reflect, and indeed embody,
the atomisation and individualisation of contemporary political action. The
consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information is, in itself, often, perhaps
invariably now, a solitary activity. In many ways, it is exactly what Bennett and
Segerberg (2013) are referring to when they talk about personal action frames. It
involves individual people taking command of both the way they engage and with
whom they engage, separate from the goals of civil society-centred collective action.
Looking back at more traditional forms of participation, such as protest and political
parties, collective capacity has seemingly driven ‘success’. Democracy involves the
coming together of like-minded people, the pooling of resources to further an agenda
and the creation of thick, strong, societal bonds. The collective component of civic
engagement has been linked, time and again, to the success and health of a modern
democracy. Consequently, the shift away from thick solidarity and towards personal
action frames is, to some, an alarming and threatening development. So much so that,
as traditional forms fall by the wayside, and political party membership declines, more
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sceptical authors (Putnam 1995; Morozov 2009) cannot help but see this evolution of
society as involving an unravelling of democracy.

This paper’s identification of information activism would do little to alleviate these
concerns. Indeed, to the mainstream literature, information activism reflects everything
that is wrong with ‘new wave’ political participation. Those engaging through
information activism are not developing strong social bonds, or thick collective ties.
They engage with politics on a highly personal level, forgoing civil society-centred
collective action for a project-oriented approach. Engaging in a highly personalised
way, people are gathering information that they themselves find either relevant or
important, and then distributing it through social media and social news websites. At
its core, information activism is an evolution of sorts, a political extension of the
internet-enabled practice of knowledge-sharing (Chiu, Hsu et al. 2006; Lu and Yang
2011). Even within higher order forms, where information gathering is used to change
public opinion, information activism is a one-to-many interaction; highly personal and
self-regulated. To those who are sceptical about ‘new wave’ political participation, this
approach to democratic engagement is symptomatic of a broader participatory issue
(Gladwell 2010). Specifically, such individual’s believe that they are making a
difference, when, in reality, they are replacing proven forms with an easier, but less
effective, alternative. Here, feel-good activism is seen as characterising ‘new wave’
approaches, embodying a selfish, lazy, attitude to political participation.

By engaging in this way, information activism are not seen as contributing to the
process of issue politicisation, a fundamental component of democratic representation.
In this context, Hay (2007) identifies three types of politicisation. Type 1, the most
basic process of politicisation, sees an issue subjected to “public deliberation, decision
making, and contingency where previously there was not” (Wood and Flinders 2014, p.
154). In a sense, this involves shifting an issue away from the realm of fate and chance
and into the private sphere; the acceptance/realisation of choice and eventuality. Type
2 politicisation occurs when the issue becomes the focus of collective concern and
decision making, moving it away from individual or private wellbeing, and breaking
through into the public domain. With enough interest, the issue crosses into the
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governmental sphere and Type 3 politicisation. Here, the issue becomes a focus of
legislative debate and, often, the responsibility of government departments. However,
information activism does not follow this linear structure. Issues are raised and action
taken without a concern for either the public or governmental sphere. If the
information activist engages with the governmental and public spheres, it is on her own
terms, and independently of traditional formal avenues of participation. From this
perspective, the information activist has little connection to the issues with which she
is engaging, outside of personal interest. However, not everything is as it seems. While
it is true that information activism lends itself to a more highly personalised approach
to political participation, this paper argues that the information activist’s political and
participatory role often involves a contribution to, and involvement in, a political
action community.

The political action community differs from the thick cohesion of civic society-centric
communities by recognising the capacity of individualised action to contribute
meaningfully to a project. It does so through prioritising ‘common concern’ and a
‘functional division of labour’, rather than ideologically driven goals and concrete
pathways (Easton 1979). Here, the community is founded upon a shared concern, one
that is reached organically, and developed as the community itself develops (Jensen
and Bang 2013). One could conceive of the political community as a self-operating
automaton, comprised of a plethora of differentiated components, each operating
separately from the collective whole, yet seemingly working in tandem towards a
common goal. The information activist functions here as an integral cog within the
political community, engaging on an individual basis, yet still contributing to the
movement’s goals in a broader sense. At the lower level of information activism, an
individual can add to a political community through the consumption, aggregation, and
distribution of information alone. This was evident during the Turkish protests where
the country’s media failed to provide suitable coverage (Baykurt 2013). To those
protesting in the street, the Information Activist provided an invaluable service in
substituting for conventional news media outlets. Of course, this is not to suggest that
the collection and redistribution of information is a new trend. Rather, the significance
of information activism is the way in which this information is used, and, in this, how
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that mechanism is understood. From the activist’s perspective, information-sharing is a
legitimate political action, one which has the potential to influence decision making
and policy more broadly. The information activist, at this level, sees her actions as
‘doing her bit’, contributing to the movement through the connective capacities that
she has found embedded in their everyday existence.

At the higher level of information activism, information sharing is used to influence
opinion, both domestically and internationally. At these higher levels, information
activism spills over into the realm of deliberative practices, in so far as information
sharing is employed with the express purpose of stimulating debate and discussion.
Moreover, information activism is drawn upon at these higher levels in an attempt to
feel connected with other protestors, and invoke a sense of solidarity. Here, the
information activist still engages via the political action community, but the way in
which they utilise information sharing has changed. In this way, the information
activist displays diversity in her participatory approach. Community and ‘togetherness’
is not built here through ideological ties and strong, thick networks, but through project
recognition and common concern. However, whether this arrangement is sufficiently
effective to substitute for traditional, input-oriented action frames is an empirical
question.

Though Bennett and Segerberg (2013) see the process of connective action as
resembling collective action, the presence of the information activist within a political
action community would indicate that the two are more related. The communicative
practices of the Informational Activist do indeed function as organisational structures.
However, because they are situated around a common concern, they help stimulate
feelings of collective togetherness. Indeed, middle-order information activism involves
the use of information consumption/sharing in an effort to provide assistance and
solidarity. Though it is a form of activism which draws upon an often unidirectional
medium, it helps foster collective frames through the exploitation of digital networks,
providing an invaluable information-scaffold upon which a political community may
be developed. Here, political companionship is forged through common action,
irrespective of the different roads and perceptions that participants take in getting there.
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In this way, a sense of camaraderie, of collectively, can derive from personal action
frames; political participation without a shared ideology, but with an understanding of
common concern.

This understanding effectively undermines the collective/connective dualism that has
served to weaken the legitimacy of emerging forms of activism. Indeed, the presence
of information activism proves somewhat problematic for those who hold that
democratic efficiency is born from thick commonality, with individualisation as its
antithesis. From Hay’s (2007) perspective, the seed of depoliticisation grows from the
individualisation of politics, the erosion of collective processes and the relocation of
issues to the private sphere. However, what we see with information activism is not so
much the individualisation of politics and political issues, but its personalisation
(Jensen and A Ercan 2014). ‘New wave’ forms of engagement cannot be blamed on the
individualisation of political participation when the very actions that it champions also
serve to foster collective endeavours. A conflation of sorts has developed within the
literature, one which equates contemporary forms of engagement with an
individualised approach to the democratic process. It is a view which sees the
atomisation of political participation as a product of contemporary forms of
engagement which do not explicitly foster collective action. Yet, following Bennett
and Segerberg’s (2014) understanding of communication as organisation, the
information activist’s capacity to stimulate commonality through decentralised and
loose networks, while allowing for solidarity-building, demonstrates an approach to
participation which is at odds with the individualisation perspective. Rather, what we
are seeing is the personalisation of politics, the appropriation of issues once reserved
for ideological groups, drawn together through a shared understanding of common
concern and individually assessed perception of worth. Here, agents are involved in
projects that align with a personal view of politics, or in those issues which they see as
influencing them, and their everyday life, directly.
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5.6 Information Activism and the Arena/Process Dualism

Information activism would be considered non-political, given an arena definition of
politics. This is a significant problem because, as this paper argues, information
activism is clearly being increasingly used by people to engage with political issues.
As such, what we have is a form of activism, being employed by a politically active
population, to engage with socially significant issues (Turkish governmental reforms),
whose significance would be marginalised by mainstream definitions. Therefore, what
is needed is a broader definition of politics, one which recognises the effect that
technology has had on the way in which people both understand politics and choose to
engage it. Looking at Norris’s conception of political participation, it is obvious that
her repertoire-centred approach was an attempt to gently expand the accepted
boundaries of contemporary participation (Hooghe, Hosch-Dayican et al. 2014).
However, it is becoming increasingly obvious that this approach is being outpaced by
the evolution of society’s relation to technological innovation. As suggested, Bennett
and Segerberg’s (2013) notion of connective action has gone some ways to addressing
this issue, demonstrating the viability of personal action frames. Unfortunately, the
theory of connective action firmly establishes a theoretical dualism by relegating
collective action to the realm of formal politics. It establishes a wall between the
collective and the connective, and, in doing so, between the political arena and
emerging forms of participation. As such, Bennett and Segerberg do not widen the
accepted definition of politics, but, rather, take their ball and go play in a different
court.

The significance of information activism is that it bridges the conceptual dualisms that
separate arena and process definitions; a claim that is grounded in two of this paper’s
key findings. First, the consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information is
being employed as a ‘new wave’ form of political participation. As outlined in Tables
1 and 2, the process of information-gathering is being used by participants in a manner
which expands upon past traditional knowledge-sharing practices. Compared to
established forms of engagement, such as political parties or online petitions,
information sharing embodies the notion of personal action frames, allowing for a high
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level of atomisation and self-regulated engagement. Sharing information and being
informed is activism at its thinnest. It might easily be viewed as ‘non-political’; as not
involving ‘political’ engagement. However, information activism is still contained
within definite boundaries, regardless of how loose they may appear. The concept of
information activism allows us to broaden the accepted definition of political
participation, but without succumbing to a study of everything. In doing so, it allows
for the wider acceptance and study of emerging ‘new wave’ forms such as: clicktivism
(Karpf 2010; Pavia 2011), gamification (Deterding, Sicart et al. 2011) and holo-protest
(Baker 2015).

Second, higher levels of information activism engage with the political arena. While it
could be argued that several ‘new wave’ forms of activism have the capacity to widen
accepted definitions of political participation, information activism is significant
because it shows how action in the personal sphere can interact with the political arena.
In my survey data, I found that 15% of those who engaged in information activism did
so to become involved in the mainstream political arena, particularly using
information-sharing to inform public opinion. Here, participants initially employed
information activism as a way to engage in protests, movements or political
communities, in a loose, self-regulated fashion. However, as these individuals began to
use information gathering for new purposes, their actions, which previously occurred
outside the political arena, and would have only been considered ‘political’ given a
process definition, move directly into the political arena. Here, information-gathering
for the sake of being informed, can be overlayed by information-gathering in an
attempt to influence the opinions of others. Given that Figure 1 shows that engagement
via higher-order actions implies similar engagement with the lower-order items, it can
be argued that information activism encompasses a spectrum of political participation,
progressing from the personal sphere into more concrete, arena-oriented forms.

These two key findings combine to help establish information activism as a possible
conceptual bridge linking arena and process definitions of political participation. It
highlights the capability for common actions to be reimagined, and co-opted, by
politically-active citizens into new forms of civic engagement. At the same time, it
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demonstrates the capacity for thin forms of political participation to develop into
thicker, more concrete, forms. In sum, it treats the arena/process dualism as a duality.
Indeed, we can see that information activism exists within both Norris’s (2002) and
Bennet and Segerberg’s (2013) approach to political participation. To Norris, higherlevel information activism would be indicative of an agent’s expanded repertoire. Their
ability to engage the political arena would be seen as a result of the digitalisation of
deliberative practices. At the other end, lower-level information activism is the
embodiment of Bennett and Segerberg’s connective action, indicative of a process
definition. Through the consumption, aggregation, and sharing of relevant content, that
is communication, information activist’s contribute to the development of
organisational structures. As such, information activism does not undermine or
reconceptualise either, but, rather, effectively binds them to one another. Information
activism is a conceptual anchor for a broader understanding of political participation,
which sees political participation as a continuum, ranging from the personal sphere,
through to the more formal political arena.

5.7 Conclusion

Information activism bridges the dualisms that have separated the two dominant
approaches to civic engagement, collective/connective action frames and arena/process
definitions of political participation. It is the embodiment of a reflexive society which
has come to terms with how technology interacts with democratic processes. Here,
information activism allows us to reconceptualise these dualisms as dualities, by
highlighting the capacity of move from process oriented arena oriented engagement. At
the same time, it links the loose, weak ties of connective action to strong thick
collective forms.

In addition to positing these dualisms as dualities, this paper’s identification of
information activism also contributes to a broader understanding of emerging forms of
digital engagement. As suggested, the development and proliferation of new
technology has led to a more fluid approach to political engagement, a move towards
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platforms and devices which allow for a more varied participatory repertoire.
Consequently, how we as a society conceptualise participation itself may also be
changing (Savat 2012). Information activism may herald a significant development in
political participation. As a form of political engagement, information activism
highlights a transformation in how agents perceive information-sharing; its transition
from a digital-based communicative by-product, to a means of civic engagement. This
is significant, as it marks a move away from the digitalisation of established forms of
participation (petition to e-petition, etc.) and towards the creation of a new mechanism.
This involves a fundamental shift in the way in which an agent may compose and
manipulate her environment and actions. It is the process of politicising once common
or mundane actions, the unmaking of societal norms such as communication, and the
reimagining

of

them.

Information

activism

highlights

this

through

its

reconceptualization of the digital communicative experience. Here, agents have taken
something as simple as information-sharing and have added a new, political, element
to it. Information activism may represent a new phase in political participation, one
which sees everyday actions repurposed and given new meaning. While it is beyond
the capacity of this paper to elaborate upon this further, in recognising this, the door
may now be opened for the critical reanalysis of communicative norms, those actions
which are perceived as given. As such, we may find that how society perceives
political action is in itself, fundamentally changing.

Although this article provides an initial conceptualisation of the information activism,
additional research may help to flesh the concept out further. Firstly, due to the
limitations of the survey questions, information activism was conceived within the
parameters of the responses provided. As such, the current typology reflects the
specific political actions and opinions explored within the survey. Further work needs
to be done to create a more complete characterisation. This could be accomplished
through the exploration of additional characteristics in subsequent surveys, specifically
those which focus upon why individuals use the internet to engage in protests. In doing
so, we may find that the information activist behaves, or reacts, differently under
varying circumstances. Secondly, further research might look into understanding the
reasons behind information activism. Given the digital actions that one may take in an
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online setting, it is an important question why certain individuals have chosen to
employ this form of engagement over others. Moreover, does information activism
lend itself to, or work in tandem with, other modes of political participation?
Considering the information activist’s role in the development of a political
community, understanding the degree of crossover between contemporary forms of
engagement would help provide a better understanding about how agents approach
projects. Lastly, what compels an individual to progress into higher levels of
information activism? At this time, we only know that these forms exist, and that they
are closely related. As such, we need a better understanding of what endogenous or
exogenous factors contribute to the development of higher level forms, specifically
those that see information sharing used to engage the political arena. This may prove
the most significant point for further research, as understanding this will help provide
insight into potential arena pathways for emerging connective and ‘new wave’ forms.
Information activism demonstrates the capacity of personal action frames to invoke a
sense of civic social cohesion. It closes the gap between the personal action frames
characteristic of new technology, and the thick collective capacity of traditional action.
As such, it suggests the need to reconsider mainstream conceptions of political
participation and, particularly, the idea that civic engagement is inescapably tied to
formal politics. Here, the dualisms which have separated the literature’s understanding
of political participation have been partially bridged through the discovery of a new
type of activism. Indeed, information activism opens the door to a new age of political
participation research, one which is not tethered to conflicting perceptions of
legitimacy, but, rather, focussed on understanding and the changes that society is
undergoing.

It is the

conceptual bridge

which

will

help

transform

the

collective/connective and arena/process dualisms, into more useful, and inclusive,
dualities. From its thinnest outer limits, to the higher-level arena connection,
information activism represents an important first step in understanding the unrelenting
evolution of contemporary political participation.
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Chapter 6. CONCLUSION
The aim of this thesis has been to contribute to the development of the literature on
political participation. In doing so, I have challenged existing theoretical and
conceptual approaches to contemporary civic engagement, re-examined some
established concepts, and contributed a different perspective on the relationship
between the political and technology. More broadly, as this thesis and its articles have
demonstrated, my work reflects that there has been a change in how ‘politics’ is done.
A decline in party politics and the rise in popularity of clicktivism and project-oriented
approaches have heralded a fundamental shift in the layperson’s participatory identity.
Some bodies of literature have been quick to pick up on this development, with
‘Political Communication’ leading the charge. Other literatures, such as those on
‘Political Participation’ and ‘Policy Studies’, have made significant headway, but
remain, unfortunately, tied to traditional notions of participation and entrenched ideas
about how democracy ‘works’. The study of contemporary political participation is
thus plagued by a number of issues - problems which continue to hamper analytical
progress. This thesis has focused on what I consider to be the three most pressing: the
dualism between arena and process definitions of politics; the dualism between
collective and connective action; and the role that the internet has played in the
development of new forms of political participation. I begin here by briefly recapping
the arguments and findings of this thesis’s four articles. Following this, I explore the
outcomes uncovered from the thesis’s broader research. I end the thesis with a look at
two emerging issues within the area of political participation, and how my research
informs our understanding of them.

Article 1, Looking Forward by Looking Backwards: Understanding the Changing
Nature of Political Participation (p. 40) introduced the idea of conceptual and

theoretical dualisms. It argued that much had been made of the internet’s role in
political participation, as more recent literature looked to reimagine mechanisms of
political participation through a contemporary lens. By bridging the divide between
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‘traditional’, collectivist, notions of engagement and its contemporary, fluid, more
personalised forms, authors such as Bennett and Segerberg (2013) and Chadwick
(2013) have reshaped our understanding of what constitutes political engagement.
However, the article suggested that less attention has been given to the role of the
political citizen herself. As such a number of important lessons from a now aging body
of participatory literature have gone largely unacknowledged.

Looking to capitalise upon this gap in analysis, the article considered the work of
Henrik Bang and his identification of a new type of contemporary political citizen, the
Everyday Maker. The article critically explored Bang’s understanding of the modern
political citizen, utilising two contemporary case studies: the decentralised virtual
community, Anonymous; and the 2014 Australian protest movement, March-in-March.

The article’s use of the Everyday Maker concept highlighted the limitations of
perpetuating theoretical and conceptual dualisms in a contemporary setting. I
contended that both Anonymous and March-in-March challenged a number of Bang’s
contentions; characteristics which he understood as indicative of the modern layperson.
In short, the article engaged with Bang’s suggestions that: engagement norms have
replaced duty norm; citizens now operate outside the ‘professionalised’ sphere of
networked governance; ideological driven engagement has given way to a largely nonideological approach; that the layperson can be defined by a project-oriented identity
as opposed to an oppositional identity.

Data from both Anonymous and March-in-March seemingly refuted Bang’s historical
and normative claims. Duty norms have not been replaced by engagement norms;
ideology still serves as an important driver in political participation; the role of the
political arena has changed, but remains crucial; and the personalisation of politics still
allows for oppositional tendencies. From this basis, the article concluded that a more
holistic conception of political participation and of politics more broadly was required
to study of emerging political assemblages as we move forward.
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Article 2, What Anonymous Can Tell Us about the Relationship between Virtual
Community Structure and Participatory Form (p. 64) looked to expand upon the

theoretical understanding of Anonymous as a contemporary participatory assemblage.
Building upon the first piece, the paper argued that the internet had shifted the
layperson’s understanding of politics and democratic engagement away from formal
political arenas, and towards a broader, more fluid, conception of political
participation. Here, within this reconceptualization of the political assemblage, the
community know as Anonymous had taken root. Despite its success as a vehicle for
political engagement, there has been little written on Anonymous as a political
assemblage. Looking to address this omission, the article explores the observable and
distinct change in Anonymous’s mode of operation over time. Throughout 2008, and
most of 2009, Anonymous is best viewed as a social movement, working towards a
collective agenda, Project Chanology (Underwood 2009). However, from 2010 to
2012, Anonymous became a decentralised cell network, engaging different issues
under a communal identity (Hai-Jew 2013). Employing Iriberri and Leroy’s (2009)
life-cycle framework, the article mapped Anonymous’s development and identified the
structural changes that have led to the transformation in its modes of participation.

In establishing Anonymous’s life-cycle as a virtual community, the article emphasised
two significant points. First, it argued that Anonymous developed into a social
movement as a direct result of an influx of new members. The creation of Project
Chanology, and its subsequent popularity, saw the community swell with new
‘members’. Here, new participants joining Anonymous brought with them
preconceived understandings about Anonymous’s purpose. In joining the community,
and in reinforcing their understanding, these new members fundamentally altered both
Anonymous’s engagement philosophy and its approach to political participation.
Second, Anonymous’s progression into a decentralised cell network was a result of the
development of ‘subgroups’. As Anonymous developed, the divide between the
dominant philosophical positions grew more distinct. Here, the shift from social
movement, to decentralised cell network, can be attributed to the diversification of
participatory objectives. As a new agenda emerged, and subgroups developed, the
unifying agenda of Project Chanology was supplanted, resulting in a shift in
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Anonymous’s mode of participation.

This analysis informs our understanding of contemporary connective action more
broadly. Specifically, it addressed the issue of how online-oriented connective action
groups react in times of structural change. The facilitation of engagement is strongly
shaped by the structural composition of the movement itself. Thus, as a connective
action network’s structure changes, either as a result of cyber migration or operational
development, so will the approach to political participation

Article 3, Clicktivism: A Systematic Heuristic (p. 89) examined the inability of the
current political participation literature to locate and define clicktivism within existing
understandings of online activism. Having emerged as one of the most popular forms
of political expression in this period of late modernity, clicktivism has received its fair
share of attention in the civic engagement literature (Karpf 2010; Pavia 2011). I
argued, however, that this literature has done a poor job of actually defining
clicktivism. As a result, clicktivism has become not so much a contested notion, as an
ill-defined one. The predominant discourse emerging from the political participation
literature continues to employ terms such as ‘clicktivism’, not to identify a specific
form of online action, but, rather, as a limited, and unimportant, mode of online
engagement. In this context, the article looked to shift the current debate away from a
position that views such clicktivist acts as fundamentally less important than their more
traditional counterparts. To achieve this, the article set out to establish a heuristic
examining clicktivism, which would allow us to think systematically about clicktivism
and its position within the broader online activist literature.

The article began by unpacking existing approaches to clicktivism and identifying their
limitations. Rotman et al. (2011)’s definition was found to be too general in its
classification of online political action. Similarly, I argued that Karpf’s definition
conflated clicktivism with online advocacy more broadly. While these definitions did
convey the myriad forms of clicktivism, they were ill-equipped to establish it as a
legitimate form of political participation. Building upon this literature, the article
proposes a heuristic which sees clicktivism as having 7 key features:
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•

Situated Online. Clicktivism is a political act situated in a digital environment.

•

An impulsive gesture. A clicktivist action is an impromptu response to an

existing political Object. While the act may occur after a time of contemplation,
it is characteristically spontaneous.
•

Noncommittal. A clicktivist act is disposable, requiring no further commitment

to the campaign following the initial action.
•

Does not draw upon specialized knowledge. Clicktivism is an extension of

the minimum skill set required to engage in a digital environment. This
includes the navigation of, and interaction with, online environments.
•

Easily replicated. A clicktivist action must be simple enough to be reproduced

by the general population.
•

Engages a political object. Clicktivism, as a responsive ‘political’ act, must

engage an established political Object.
•

An action performed. Clicktivism is the act perpetrated by the individual. In

this way, it is independent of the campaigns that it supports, and of broader
political ideology.

The heuristic suggested that clicktivism can be understood as an impulsive and
disposable political gesture. From this, it could be argued that this disposability results
in a weakened perception of personal responsibility. As such, when engaging through
clicktivism, as a noncommittal political act, the agent feels little, or no, accountability
to the campaign’s outcomes. To this end, article 3’s focus on clicktivism contributed to
our understanding of the role that the internet has played in the evolution of
contemporary civic engagement. Indeed, by positioning clicktivism as a legitimate
form of engagement, the article raised a number of significant questions concerning
participatory behaviour in a highly digitised society.

Article 4, The Rise of Information Activism: How to bridge dualisms and
reconceptualise political participation (p. 111) took the theoretical and conceptual

claims established in my earlier pieces, and further developed them through an analysis
of the 2013 Turkish protests. Specifically, it looked to address the dualism between
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arena and process definitions of politics, and, relatedly, between collective and
connective action. Drawing upon arguments established in article 1, and reiterated in
article 3, this paper reconceptualised political participation, arguing that these two
dualisms should be treated as dualities, with the relationship within each pair seen as
interactive and iterative. It is from this basis that the article introduced a new form of
political participation, information activism.

Using survey data from the Turkish protests, the article contends that the role of
information, and how the layperson both employs and perceives it, has undergone a
significant change. Through an analysis of the survey results, the article established a
similarity of response patterns - a Guttman-scale ordering of actions. These related
answers highlighted a new approach to political participation, a form concerned with
the filtering and diffusion of politically relevant information as a means of
engagement. The consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information, emerged
here as the broadest form of information activism. As this scale of information
activism progresses, the actions themselves demand more input, through greater protest
commitment, more work/activity or knowledge of the issue itself. In addition to
establishing degrees of engagement, the article also confirmed a higher-order
convergence. It is highly likely that those who engage in a higher-level of information
activism will also participate in lower-order forms. So, one can assume that an
individual drawing upon the consumption, aggregation, and distribution of information
to ‘provide assistance to protestors’ will also be looking to provide solidarity, to inform
others and to be informed themselves.

The article argued that this finding is significant, as it effectively bridges the dualisms
between arena and process definitions of politics and between collective and
connective action. Information activism is a conceptual anchor for a broader
understanding of political participation, which sees political participation as a
continuum, ranging from the personal sphere, through to the more formal political
arena. In the same breath, information action highlights the personalisation of politics,
the appropriation of issues once reserved for ideological groups, drawn together
through a shared understanding of common concern and individually assessed
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perceptions of worth. Here, information activism allows us to reconceptualise these
dualisms as dualities, by highlighting the capacity of process forms of engagement to
evolve into arena-oriented engagement. At the same time, it links the loose, weak ties
of connective action, to strong, thick collective forms.

6.1 BROADER RESEARCH OUTCOMES

The publications included here have dealt with three central issues that have emerged
from within the political participation literature: two different perpetuated dualisms,
and the internet’s impact of civic engagement. Several other issues have also emerged
from these articles, including: the dualism between duty norms and engagement norms;
the marginalisation of emerging forms of engagement; and the transformative nature of
information in this period of late modernity. In addressing all these issues, this thesis
furthers our understanding of contemporary political participation.

This section explores the thesis’s research outcomes. The first of these concerns the
significance of conceptual dualities in future analysis of political participation. Here,
the findings of paper’s 1, 2, and 4 show that perpetuating dualisms in the study
provides us with an incomplete picture of emerging forms of civic engagement.
Following this exploration of the thesis’s theoretical contributions, I explore the impact
that technology has had on democratic engagement. Drawing on paper’s 2, 3, and 4, I
show that the internet has made political participation more flexible. This allows
individuals to not only customize the projects they contribute to, and their engagement
repertoire, but also allows them to create new modes of participation. The thesis then
concludes by exploring a number of potential avenues for further research.

6.1.1 Promote dualities, not dualisms.

These continuing conceptual dualisms provide clear boundaries for the analysis of
existing forms of democratic engagement. However, as all four papers have outlined,
they ultimately limit our capacity to understand emerging trends in politics. The
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development of alternative approaches to address the dominant narratives within
Political Science has allowed researchers to explore new forms of engagement. A
process view of politics was developed to challenge the engrained arena approach
which defined politics in terms of government, voting, politicians, unions, legislation,
etc. However, as this thesis has argued, such a view of politics limits our ability to
appreciate new forms of engagement, which do not mainly, let alone always, interact
with these structures. For this reason, some adopt a process definition, which focusses
upon power relations, which occur everywhere, and are certainly not confined to
formal democratic structure and agents.

To this end, a key strength of a process view is its ability to deal with societal change.
By viewing politics in terms of power relations, rather than institutional relations, we
minimise the risk of marginalising new modes of political participation, or emerging
relationship dynamics. Significantly, this ensures that we, as researchers, do not,
during a time marked by structural and societal fluidity, operate with blinders which
limit our vision to the straight and narrow road.

Not unrelated, is the development of connective action to challenge the dominant
collective action narrative. As this thesis has demonstrated, the contemporary
participatory landscape in one defined by the connective action model. From March-inMarch, as seen in paper 1, to Anonymous’s more fluid form, examined in paper 2, the
connective action model is one which characterises late modernity. Its focus on
personal action

frames,

differentiated

agenda,

collective

filtering,

granular

sociotechnical environments and horizontal leadership structures is characteristic of
both increased reflexivity, and the liberating communicative attributes of the internet.
In contrast, the collective action frame, much in the same vein as the arena view of
politics, limits its understanding of assemblage action to entrenched avenues of
democratic representation. However, it does so not out of spite or ineptitude, but,
rather, out of a desire to funnel democratic participation, and thus research, towards
those modes which have proven both effective and necessary in the past. In both cases,
the desire to reconstitute these theoretical and conceptual models has been about
providing the best, most flexible frame for examining what has become a period of
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rapid change, both within our field, and within society more broadly.

As paper 1 and 4 highlight, both the dominant (arena/collective) and counter
(process/connective) positions are beginning to sag under the weight of this rapid
change. Their current dichotomous interpretation limits our capacity to engage with
emerging developments. Information activism is perhaps the most prominent reflection
of this development. It is easy to see information activism as developing solely from
this counter narrative. Yet, doing so ignores its relationship with the political arena,
and the collective action model. We find a similar conceptual bridging is necessary to
understand Anonymous. The posterchild for a fluid approach to political participation,
Anonymous continues to move between these dualisms effortlessly. If contemporary
modes of engagement continue to demonstrate both arena and process characteristics,
then perpetuating this dualism damages our ability to wholly understand their true
nature. Indeed, by marginalising one position or the other, we run the risk of painting
incomplete pictures, a piecemeal interpretation of new approaches to civic
engagement. But, if we conceive these dualisms as dualities, we open ourselves up to a
more fully realised understanding of contemporary political participation.

If information activism and Anonymous are any indication, then the contemporary
political citizen will pursue a balance between efficiency and efficacy. As such, the
modern layperson wants to affect change, and to do so in the most effective way
possible. If Bang’s (2001) work on Everyday Makers is to believed (see Chapter 2),
then this process may be tied to the modern citizens desire to affect the world around
them. That is, affect change at a personal, rather than public or governmental, level.
Clicktivism is another example here. As a participatory mechanism, clicktivism is
currently the most efficient form of engagement. It enables individuals to engage
politically with minimal personal cost. The difficulty with clicktivism, however, is that
such actions do not currently lend themselves to efficacy in a traditional sense – hence,
the dominant critical narrative about such forms. This does not mean, however, that it
is devoid of an efficacious component. Indeed, as discussed in the introduction,
Clicktivism’s sense of efficacy could be explained through moral balancing. By
engaging in low-threshold action, people feel that they have contributed politically and,
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as such, are entitled to stop doing so. However, the opposite also holds true, in that, not
participating in such action may increase the likelihood of a subsequent action. Here,
the notion of efficacy is tied to the way in which, and the extent to which, clicktivism
satisfies an individual’s sense of democratic duty. In this way, clicktivism represents
an efficient form of political participation which can convey feelings of efficacy.

Considering this, it could be argued that new forms of engagement will seek to find a
balance between efficacy and efficiency. As all four publications which make up this
thesis have shown, this marriage between efficacy and efficiency is already upon us in
the guise of processes like information activism and clicktivism, and assemblages like
Anonymous. This invokes my earlier argument, that perpetuating the dualisms in the
theoretical and conceptual literature limits our ability to analyse these emerging trends.
If we treat them instead as dualities, then we are no longer tied to a uni-dimensional
frame, and, in this way, we are better able to understand these significant changes.
These are changes, as emphasised above, which are shaping the foundations of both the
relationship between citizens and political authorities, and, more narrowly, the way in
which citizens participate.

6.1.2 Modernity is here, and its name is ‘flexibility’

In addition to addressing the development of theoretical and conceptual frames, this
thesis also examines the effect that the internet has had on political participation,
specifically online engagement. In its closing section, paper 4 commented on the
implication of information activism, and what it implies about future trends in political
participation. To reiterate, the development and proliferation of new technology has led
to a more fluid approach to political engagement, a move towards platforms and
devices which allow for a more varied participatory repertoire. Consequently, how we
as a society conceptualise political participation itself may also be changing. As a form
of political engagement, information activism highlights a transformation in how
agents

perceive

information-sharing

–

its

transition

from

a

digital-based

communicative by-product, to a means of civic engagement. This involves a
fundamental shift in the way in which an agent may construct and manipulate her
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environment and actions. It involves the process of politicising once common or
mundane actions, the unmaking of societal norms, as about, crucially, communication,
and the reimagining of them. The concept of information activism highlights this by
reconceptualising the digital communicative experience. Here, agents have taken
something as simple as information-sharing and have added a new, political, element
to it.

This idea of the reimagining of common actions can also be seen in the case of
clicktivism. Here, it is the act of digital navigation which has been repurposed. As
paper 3 demonstrated, clicktivism is an extension of the minimum skill set required to
engage in a digital environment, including the navigation of, and interaction within,
online environments. In this way, clicktivism involves the politicalisation of digital
navigation and interaction. Similarly, Anonymous represents the politicalisation of
online identity. By assuming a mass-pseudonym, Anonymous empowers its
participants to both speak and act on behalf of the greater whole. Indeed, as paper 2
highlights, the notion of a politicalised identity is reflected in Anonymous’s
community structure, the tactics it employs and the broader societal interpretation of
their agenda.

Thus, while the theoretical aspect of this thesis speaks to the bridging of dualisms, its
normative contribution highlights the fluidity of contemporary mechanisms. Simply
put, my thesis shows that political participation has become more flexible. Information
activism, clicktivism and Anonymous all enable the contemporary political citizen to
personalise their pursuit of political change. In this way, the flexibility inherent in these
new forms perfectly complements the more project oriented disposition of the modern
citizen. That is, political participation is slowly becoming synonymous with personal
expression. Civic engagement can no longer be conceived as a uniform and structured
endeavour.

Significantly, paper 2 shows that this fluidity is also present in participatory
assemblages. Anonymous’s life-cycle shows that, as the needs of a movement group
changes, so too does their mode of political engagement. This demonstrates a flexibly
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present in both the mode of action and the structure which it supports. The internet, as
a landscape of building blocks, cuts loose the limitations of traditional engagement.
Indeed, as we know, the internet has condensed time, space, and identity. Yet, this
thesis demonstrates that, in addition to this, it also creates a space for the development
of new forms of engagement. The internet’s impact on political participation has been
to inject a level of structural and mechanistic flexibility. It is this flexibility which
enables the reimagining of common actions as political expression, and, in this way,
the bridging of theoretical and conceptual dualisms. Therefore, contemporary political
participation can be defined by its flexibility, both in its capacity to mirror the reflexive
nature of the modern layperson, and its promotion of the politicisation of common
actions.

6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

In the light of these findings, one may question what the future holds for political
participation. Certainly, we are witnessing a wholesale evolution of the relationship
between citizens and democracy. The modes of participation citizens utilise to engage
political authorities are increasingly shaped by the flexibility provided by an everexpanding socio-technical environment. Clicktivism, information activism and
Anonymous are only current iteration of this process, and it is difficult to know where
this will lead us. Indeed, the extent to which, and the way in which, democracy
accommodates to this rapid development, and shifts away from the familiar avenues of
traditional engagement, is uncertain. However, given the thesis’ findings about the
nature of contemporary political participation, together with current trends in digital
development, we can make two educated predictions.

The first of these concerns the role that the consumption of information will play in
shaping political behaviour. The type of information activism highlighted in this thesis
may presage a greater change in society than initially suggested in paper 4. As
highlighted, information activism is interesting because it suggests that there is a
change in how people both view and use information to engage politically. It is also
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indicative of a fundamental change in political behaviour, as people tend to equate
being informed about a movement with participating in the movement.

This change in perception however, may be part of a larger cognitive shift. As I was
completing this thesis, an article was published in The Journal of Experimental
Psychology, entitled “Searching for Explanations: How the internet Inflates Estimates

of Internal Knowledge” (Fisher, Goddu et al. 2015). Fisher et al. demonstrate that
people are increasingly mistaking access to information for their own personal
information. When searching for answers online, individuals create an illusion such
that externally accessible information is conflated with knowledge. They argue that the
mind treats the internet as a ‘transactive’ memory partner, and that, in this process,
searching the internet may cause a systematic failure to recognise the extent to which
one relies on out-sourced knowledge. Simply put, searching for explanations on the
internet inflates one’s assessment of one’s knowledge. Consequently, they argue that
“when searching online, people misattribute the source of the specific answer they find
because they think the answer was stored in their own mind instead of the internet”
(Fisher, Goddu et al. 2015, p. 682).

Not unrelated here is the work of Levin and Barak-Brandes (2014). They found that
young girls (aged 12-18) consumed protest-related information “with a fluttering
glance…quickly browsing through pages” (2014, p. 344). They argue that, for these
girls, browsing through websites was more like TV channel surfing than reading a
book or having a conversation. Levin and Barak-Brandes contend that this profusion of
information bred an inability, or unwillingness, to explore complex details. As such,
the girls were engaged with protest-related information, however only had a limited
understanding of its complexities. This led them to fill in the blanks with functional
logic, not unlike Fisher et al.’s (2015) notion of trasactive memory. It is not a stretch to
interpret Levin and Barak-Brandes’s findings as indicative of the browsing culture of
young people more broadly, as other recent studies have found similar patterns of
behaviour (Bode, Vraga et al. 2014). It is difficult to determine without further
research whether this same pattern of information consumption is found in other age
groups as well, or whether it is a characteristic unique to young people. Regardless,
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Levin and Barak-Brandes’s results provide us with insight into the manner in which
information is consumed.

Using the notion of Information Activism, we can begin to piece together a typical
trajectory for the contemporary political citizen. Here, we are presented with 3 key
ideas taken from the literature. First, people (specifically the young) are consuming
large volumes of differentiated content, but are unwilling to explore its complexities
(Levin and Barak-Brandes 2014). Second, people conflate access to information with
their own understanding of that information (Fisher, Goddu et al. 2015). Third, people
view the consumption and distribution of information as a form of political
engagement (Halupka 2015).

Taken together, these three claims provide insight into the changing landscape of
politics, and perhaps society more broadly. Specifically, we may expect a development
in how people construct their views on politics, and, consequently, how they perceive
the process of civic engagement. Contemporary society is confronted by a constant
stream of issues, but has only a surface level understanding of their complexities.
However, this same populace believe that they have a strong understanding of these
issues, as a result of their wide, yet shallow, consumption of relevant information.
Most importantly, this society constructs its political beliefs, identities and political
participation aspirations based upon this illusion of self-assessed knowledge. This
could be understood as process of ‘knowledge homogeneity’, wherein the political
citizen’s behaviour and opinions are made uniform and constant by limiting the need
for critical and comparative analysis.

The most significant aspect of this development is Fisher et al. (2015) identification of
the internet as a ‘transactive’ memory partner. This presents us with a political citizen
who possesses a superficial and homologous understanding of politics, yet believes
that they are in fact, well-informed. This is, of course, purely speculative, based on the
understanding that we have about current psychological and political internet
behaviour. However, this line of reasoning may prove the next significant issue that
political scholars need address. Indeed, as the literature begins to move away from
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narratives of apathy, disengagement and atomisation, we may see this process of
‘knowledge homogeneity’ emerge as the new factor driving concerns about a
democratic deficit.

The second prediction we can make concerning the future of political participation is
not unrelated to the first, and deals with what I would term ‘the shrinking of the web’.
If we look at recent trends in digital infrastructure and online business models, we find
that there has been a predilection for the streamlining of user-end services. Not 5 years
ago, the internet was a different place, home to a range of unique websites, each
providing a unique service, which served to differentiate them within the broader
online market. However, recent business practices have been driven by two central
notions, the embedding of sites and the rise of aggregation services. The first was
commented upon by Bennett and Segerberg (2013) in their exploration of the
connective action framework. They suggest that such a model is supported by loose,
thin, wide-reaching, communicative networks, which allow for the fast distribution of
information and resources. Here, key social networking sites (Twitter, Facebook,
Tumblr, Pinterest, Reddit, etc.) allow users to publish and share content across
platforms. For example, your tweet on Twitter can appear on your Facebook site,
which might link into your Instagram account, which can be posted onto Reddit, and so
on. These popular, select few sites, allow for content to effortlessly move across digital
platforms through a structural embedded design. This process is aided by the presence
of social buttons and embedded hyperlinks.

The second notion, understood as the development of aggregation applications, speaks
to the diversification of website services. As highlighted, websites were once, by
design, created to provide a unique service, be it image hosting, peer-to-peer
communication, news, virtual community support, etc. This was a webscape
reminiscent of Rheingold’s (1993) utopian understanding, where digital environments
develop in response to the disenfranchised, creating homes for the development of
esoteric virtual communities. In this view, it is easy to imagine the internet of 5 years
ago as a European city; sprawling and vertically stretched. Sites served a specific
function, with individuals calling upon a range of platforms to satisfy their needs. To
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this end, the internet expanded outwards, with new sites created to satisfy user
demands. However, recent trends in business practices suggest a move towards
aggregation sites- sociotechnical environments which satisfy a range of different needs
in an easily manageable user interface. Here, larger websites add additional
applications to existing structures, increasing the sites functionality. Consider, for
example, Facebook’s introduction of video hosting and online chat services. In this
way, we find the modern internet like a Japanese city; consolidated and vertically tall.
Rather than building outwards, those most popular websites have begun to build
upwards, increasing the usability of their own platform and decreasing the need for
competing sites or applications. The goal here is to provide users with everything they
may need, so there is less desire to leave the site itself. This business practice sees
websites shift from serving distinct purposes, to functioning as one-stop shops.

This process of vertical development has been aided by the proliferation of the
aggregation model for content consumption. In this amalgamation of services, websites
primary function is as a place where content can be aggregated, and presented for easy
viewing. Here, aggregation technology helps consolidate many websites into one page
that can show new or updated information from many sites. This model of content
distribution has grown in popularity, so that now it is a key feature of almost all of the
most popular websites. By aggregating content, both user-generated and externally
sourced, websites contribute an additional layer to this vertical development, largely
eliminating the need for individuals to visit multiple sites. Simply put, the development
of aggregation services ensures that users stay within this handful of embedded
websites. As these sites provide all of the services required, there is less need for the
user to venture to other platforms.

These two emerging practices result in a common theme- the herding of users into a
handful of digital spaces. If we conceive of the internet as built upwards, rather than
outwards, we arrive at this notion of a shirking web. The internet, as a near-limitless
field of digital building blocks, remains unchanged. Rather, it is the web itself, that
space primary used by the general public, which is shrinking in size. As sites embed in
each other, employ aggregation practices, and continue to improve the functionality of
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their sociotechnical environments, we will continue to see the number of regularly
frequented sites decrease. This is not to say that the web will devolve into only a
handful of platforms, or that individuals’ will cease visiting, external websites. Rather,
we may see a development in the digital practices of the general public, where key
‘pillar’ sites comprise their most frequented platforms, with aggregated content
redirecting them, albeit briefly as Levin and Barak-Brandes suggest, to secondary
points of interest.

This observation is significant for a number of reasons. Key among these is its
interplay with the earlier observation, the process of ‘knowledge homogeneity’. A key
feature of the aggregation, as highlighted, is its capacity to amalgamate a wide
selection of content and present it to the user in an easy-to-view way. This often
involves an eye-catching title, and a 2 sentence grab of the relevant information. Thus,
it stands to reason that the aggregation of content, and the shrinking if the web, will
have a profound effect on political citizens, if they are influenced by this process of
‘knowledge homogeneity’. The political citizen will be exposed to an increasing range
of news and political content, feeding into an inflated sense of self-assessed
knowledge. Therefore, if, as suggested here, the web is shrinking, herding users into a
handful of digital spaces, we can expect the process of ‘knowledge homogeneity’ to be
exacerbated, fundamentally altering the political citizen’s relationship with democratic
systems.

6.3 IN CONCLUSION

This thesis has covered a lot of ground. It began by introducing the current issues that
plagued the study of political participation: the dualism between arena and process
definitions of the political; the dualism between collective and connective action
frames; and the impact that the internet has had on political participation. Together,
they informed the thesis’s central narrative, the desire to explore contemporary
political participation; and explore these central issues. The 4 articles in this thesis each
dealt in turn with one or more of these notions. In addition, these articles produced a
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number of significant findings for the study of political participation, notably: the
creation of a typology for the analysis of clicktivism; the unpacking of Anonymous’s
participatory fluidity; and the identification of information activism.

Drawing upon these papers, the thesis made two key claims. First, these dualisms are
better conceived as dualities, given the fluid nature of contemporary political
participation. In particular, perpetuating these conceptual dualisms limits our ability to
analyse emerging trends. Therefore, a focus on these issues as dualities, not dualisms,
is necessary for the successful exploration of contemporary modes of political
participation. Second, the thesis shows that the internet’s impact on political
participation has been to make it more flexible. This flexibility enables the reimagining
of common actions as political expression, as highlight in clicktivism and information
activism.

The thesis ends by identifying two crucial issues for future research. I emphasised the
developing process of ‘knowledge homogeneity’, where individual understandings of
politics and events were thinly constructed through inflated self-assessed knowledge.
This process is likely to be increasingly related to the identification of a shrinking web,
in which sociotechnical environments have started building upwards, rather than
outwards. In this way, we find internet users herded towards a handful of digital
platforms. Together, these notions emerge as the new factor driving concerns about a
democratic deficit, as citizens overall level of political knowledge decreases, but their
self-assured confidence remains either unchanged, or, more significantly, inflated.

As I argued in the introduction to this thesis, political participation is important. It is
the lifeblood of democracy. Political participation fosters relationships between
citizens and political authorities by keeping government responsive to the needs of the
people and, in turn, allowing citizens to hold politicians accountable for their actions.
This thesis has looked to uncover what is ultimately a small corner of this most
important process. However, in doing so, I believe that it has made a significant
contribution to our understanding of contemporary political participation. In particular,
it is imperative that we strive for a greater understanding of this relationship between
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technology and society. In closing, I would strongly argue that we must understand the
change that is happening around us, and the role of technology in reshaping the
foundations politics. To ignore this would be to move forward with eyes closed.
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